GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL
REGULAR MEETING
Grand County Council Chambers
125 East Center Street, Moab, Utah

REVISED AGENDA
Tuesday, March 5, 2019
4:00 p.m.




Call to Order
Pledge of Allegiance
Approval of Minutes (Chris Baird, Clerk/Auditor)
A. January 16, 2018 (County Council Meeting)
B. June 19, 2018 (City/County Joint Meeting)
C. November 20, 2018 (Canvass of the Election)
D. February 19, 2019 (County Council Retreat and Meeting)
E. February 26, 2019 (County Council Special Meeting)











Ratification of Payment of Bills
General Council Reports and Future Considerations
Elected Official Reports
Council Administrator Report
Department Reports
Agency Reports
Citizens to Be Heard
Presentations (none)
General Business- Action Items- Discussion and Consideration of:
F. Approving unbudgeted funding of up to $5,000 to compensate Steve Russell, Conflict Public
Defender, for extraordinary work time, as defined in the Attorney Employment Agreement
dated January 5, 2010, required to defend Omar Guerro in Moab District Court case 1817206 (Christina Sloan, County Attorney)
G. Discussion and possible action on an Interlocal Agreement with Moab City to collaborate on
the production of a valley-wide Future Land Use Plan and map by August 2019, with special
consideration given to the moratorium on accommodations-based developments, and to
contribute unbudgeted funds in excess of $10,000 (amount to be provided) towards
consultation services provided by Landmark Design of Salt Lake City, already contracted by
Moab City (Zacharia Levine, Community & Economic Development Director and Council
Vice Chair Morse)
H. Approving Budget Advisory Board directive (Council Member Wells)
I.

Approving volunteer appointment(s) to District and County Boards and Commissions
(Council Liaisons to the Boards):
1. Recreation Special Service District Board
2. Solid Waste Special Service District Board
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Consent Agenda- Action Items
J. Ratifying the Chair’s signature on a “client authorization” to authorize and instruct Ballard
Spahr, LLP to transfer Grand County public finance files and transcripts for the past 15
years to Gilmore & Bell, P.C. as bond counsel
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K. Approving application for retail beer license at Springhill Suites by Marriott Moab, located at
1865 North Highway 191
L. Approving application for retail wine (package agency) license at Spanish Valley Vineyards
& Winery, located at 4710 Zimmerman Lane
M. Adopting proposed resolution approving the Borichevsky Minor Record Survey, a two-lot
subdivision located at 1911 Shumway Lane
N. Approving third revision of Amendment 4 of the Cooperative Management Agreement
between the Bureau of Land Management and Grand County, Utah “Providing for Public
Safety, Resource Protection and Recreation Management and Maintenance in the Sand
Flats Recreation Area” related to a storage building


Discussion Items
O. Discussion on calendar items and public notices (Ruth Dillon, Council Administrator)
P. Discussion on Arches National Park reservation system economic analysis (Council Member
Wells)
Q. Continued discussion on identifying proposed legislation of interest (Council Member Wells)



Public Hearings- Possible Action Items
R. Public Hearing to hear public input on County substance use disorder and mental health
needs (Karen Dolan, Executive Director, Four Corners Community Behavioral Health)



Closed Session(s):
1. Pending or Reasonably Imminent Litigation



Adjourn

NOTICE OF SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION DURING PUBLIC MEETINGS. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals with special
needs requests wishing to attend County Council meetings are encouraged to contact the County two (2) business days in advance of these events.
Specific accommodations necessary to allow participation of disabled persons will be provided to the maximum extent possible. T.D.D.
(Telecommunication Device for the Deaf) calls can be answered at: (435) 259-1346. Individuals with speech and/or hearing impairments may also call
the Relay Utah by dialing 711. Spanish Relay Utah: 1 (888) 346-3162
It is hereby the policy of Grand County that elected and appointed representatives, staff and members of Grand County Council may participate in
meetings through electronic means. Any form of telecommunication may be used, as long as it allows for real time interaction in the way of
discussions, questions and answers, and voting.
At the Grand County Council meetings/hearings any citizen, property owner, or public official may be heard on any agenda subject. The number of
persons heard and the time allowed for each individual may be limited at the sole discretion of the Chair. On matters set for public hearings there is a three-minute
time limit per person to allow maximum public participation. Upon being recognized by the Chair, please advance to the microphone, state your full name and
address, whom you represent, and the subject matter. No person shall interrupt legislative proceedings.
Requests for inclusion on an agenda and supporting documentation must be received by 5:00 PM on the Wednesday prior to a regular Council Meeting
and forty-eight (48) hours prior to any Special Council Meeting. Information relative to these meetings/hearings may be obtained at the Grand County
Council’s Office, 125 East Center Street, Moab, Utah; (435) 259-1346.
A Council agenda packet is available at the local Library, 257 East Center St., Moab, Utah, (435) 259-1111 at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.
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ATTORNEY EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT made on this L_"cray of January, 2010, between Grand County ("Employer"),
having a principal place of business at 125 East Center Street, Moab, Utah 85432, and Steve
Russell ("Employee"), of 729 Bartlett Circle, Moab, Utah 84532. In consid~ration of the mutual
covenants and agreements set forth below, the parties agree as follows:

ARTICLE/
TERM AND DUTIES
Employee is employed as a Conflict Public Defender and shall work out of his own -office ··
commencing on January 1, 2010, and continuing indefinitely, unless this Agreement is
terminated in writing by either party. When appointed or assigned by the Grand County Court,
Employee shall provide legal services and representation to defendants. Employee hereby
accepts the duty to ensure that the workplace environment at his office location is safe and free
from hazard.

ARTICLE/I
COMPENSATION
As compensation for services rendered under this contract, Employee shall be entitled to receive
from Employer compensation payable in equal monthly installments of one thousand one
hundred sixty-six and sixty-seven cents ($1, 166.67) on the ~day of each month, and totaling
fourteen thousand dollars ($14,000.04) each year. The pay scale will be reviewed on an annual
basis and adjusted as necessary for inflation (i.e. the cost of the health care coverage). Employee
will also be entitled to reimbursement of reasonable and necessary out-of-pocket expenses. At
the end of each year of employment, Employer agrees to pay Employee additional compensation
for extraordinary work time provided to defendant clients, and for which Employee shall submit
invoices. For the purposes of this agreement the term "extraordinary work" shall mean appeals to
the Utah Court of Appeals or Supreme Court, or trials in excess of two days duration. Such time
will be compensated at a rate of $100 per hour.

ARTICLE III
EMPLOYMENT AT WILL
This is an agreement for employment of indefinite duration. The employment relationship may
be terminated at will by either party. Termination by either party must be made by written notice
to the other party given at least Fifteen (15) days in advance of the termination date. When
termination by Employer is for cause (i.e., the failure or refusal of Em£loyee to faithfully or
diligently perform its obligations under this Agreement, pursuant to Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure, and/or in accordance with the duties of an attorney in the Utah Rules of Professional
Conduct), then termination shall be effective immediately upon receipt of written notice by
Employee. Upon termination, Employee shall be paid accrued unpaid salary prorated according
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Attorney Employment Agreement 2010
to the number of days worked during the month in which the termination occurs. Employee shall
not withdraw as counsel for, or cease providing legal representation to, a defendant in a case with
motions pending before a court without first making provision for the appearance of substitute
counsel who has received previous written approval from Employer to act as substitute counsel,
and/or without leave of the court.

ARTICLE IV
MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
Employee shall maintain membership in good standing with the Utah Bar Association. The
expense of maintaining such membership shall be paid by Employee. Employee shall maintain
the highest level of professional competence during the term of this Agreement.

ARTICLEV
ASSIGNABILITY
The contractual obligations of Employee are personal and neither the rights nor obligations under
this Agreement may be assigned or transferred by Employee to any other person.

ARTICLE VI
NOTICES
All notices and other communications required or permitted to be given by this Agreement must
be in writing and must be given and will be deemed received if and when either hand delivered
and a signed receipt is given, or mailed by registered or certified U.S. mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid, and if to Employer or Employee at the addresses listed above.

ARTICLE VII
CHOICE OF LAW, VENUE, ENFORCEMENT
This Agreement is to be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Utah. Any action
arising in connection with this Agreement must be brought in the Seventh Judicial District of
Utah, Grand County Court, Moab, Utah. By this agreement, the parties confer jurisdiction over
the subject matter of and parties to this Agreement. The party who prevails in any such action
will be entitled to an award of the reasonable costs and attorneys' fees incurred in the action.

ARTICLE VIII
GENERAL PROVISIONS
All services shall be performed in a timely and ethical manner, in compliance with all applicable
local, state, and fede;.al laws, and regulati~ns. All parties agree to execute all further documents
and perform all further acts necessary and appropriate to effectuate the performance of the terms
and intent of this Agreement.
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Attorney Employment Agreement 2010
Both parties each represent and warrant that each person signing on behalf of an entity has
complied with all necessary corporate or other company formalities and has properly obtained all
necessary and required authorization and approval of and from such entity.
This Agreement, and each and all of its terms and provisions, may be specifically enforced by
the parties, including by injunction, in addition to any other remedies available at law or in
equity.

If any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any-person ·or circumstances is
held invalid or unlawful, such provision shall be ·severable, and not affect enforceability-of the- Agreement.
All parties have been advised of their right to receive independent legal counsel. Investors have
received separate legal counsel and said counsel does not represent hnpact.

ARTICLE IX
INTEGRATED AGREEMENT
This Agreement sets forth the entire, integrated understanding and Agreement of the parties with
respect to the employment relationship between them. The terms and provisions of this
Agreement may not be modified except by written instrument duly executed by Employer and
Employee.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement on this
January, 2010.
ATTEST:

~

GRAND COUNTY:

by:~ Uw__~
Diana Carroll, Grand County Clerk,

CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER:

Attorney at Law
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AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL MEETING
MARCH 5, 2019
Agenda Item: H

TITLE:

Grand County Budget Advisory Board Directive

FISCAL IMPACT: n/a
PRESENTER(S): Curtis Wells, Grand County Council
RECOMMENDATION:
Prepared By:

Curtis Wells
Grand County Council

I move to approve and have Ruth Dillon deliver the following directive
statement to the Grand County Budget Advisory Board.
BACKGROUND:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:

As discussed in the Grand County Council February retreat, the following
attached directive statement is a formal request to the Budget Advisory
Board to begin identifying opportunities to share costs with the City of
Moab.

Attorney Review:

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Directive Statement

GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL MEMBERS
Evan Clapper (Chair) ∙ Terry Morse (Vice Chair)
Curtis Wells ∙ Greg Halliday ∙ Jaylyn Hawks
Rory Paxman ∙ Mary Mcgann

March 5th, 2019

Directive Statement
To: Grand County Budget Advisory Board
From: Grand County Council

As the demand for services to the citizens of Grand County continues to increase and expand,
opportunities to share costs and maximize governmental efficiencies between the City of Moab
and Grand County remain a top priority to the Grand County Council. Please begin to identify
several key areas of opportunity to share costs with the City of Moab and other districts/agencies
where opportunities may exist. Opportunities identified can be both short-term and long-term
focused.
The Grand County Council would like a summary of outlined opportunities before the Budget
Advisory Board initiates any formal work on potential opportunities identified during the
scoping process. The Grand County Council would like to review the list of potential
opportunities prior to May 1st, 2019.
Grand County Plan
Section 2.04.090 “Role of the council”
“The council is also encouraged to fully cooperate with the city of Moab and other government
entities and to fully utilize all mechanisms legally and practically available to consolidate and
share governmental services, functions and facilities, in order to maximize governmental
efficiency and economy. (Optional Plan § 2.7)

Thank you for your service to Grand County’s financial planning process.
Grand County Council

Council’s Office ∙ 125 E. Center St. ∙ Moab, UT 84532 ∙ (435) 259-1346 ∙ www.grandcountyutah.net

AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL MEETING
MARCH 5, 2019
Agenda Item: I

Approving Volunteer Appointment(s) to District and County Boards and

TITLE: Commissions:
1.

Recreation Special Service District Board

FISCAL IMPACT: None
PRESENTER(S): Council Member Morse, Council Liaison to the Board
RECOMMENDATION:
Prepared By:
Bryony Hill
Council Office
Coordinator

I move to approve the appointment of Patricia Jones to serve on the
Recreation Special Service District Board, with term expiring 12/31/2022 and
authorize the Chair to sign all associated documents.

BACKGROUND:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

N/A

The Recreation Special Service District Board met in an open meeting and
reviewed one application submitted for two open vacancies as of
12/31/2018. The Board voted to forward the recommendation of applicant
Patricia Jones to the County Council for appointment, with term expiring
12/31/2022.
No other applications were received.
Resolution No. 3007 establishes a board appointment process and
requirements of board members, commissioners, and committees. Board
Members agree, in signing the application, to abide by Conflict of Interest
Ordinance No. 462.
Upon appointment, the Council’s Office will mail the appointee a letter
congratulating them and inviting them to a training/orientation to be
scheduled for 2019.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Board recommendation
2. Application received

Grand County Recreation Special Service District
PO Box 1326
Moab, Utah 84532
February 21, 2019

Grand County Council
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532
Re: Grand County Recreation Special Service District Recommendation Letter

Dear Grand Council Members:
The GCRSSD Board received 1 application for 1 open vacancy. The GCRSSD met on 2/20/19
and interviewed the candidate, Patricia Jones.
On February 20, 2019 the GCRSSD met in an open meeting and voted unanimously to
recommend to Council Patricia Jones term ending (12/31/22).
Thank you,

Kathleen Wilson

Kathleen Wilson
Chairman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
Grand County Council; Bryony Chamberlain
Online Form Submittal: Board, Commission, Committee & Special Service District Application & Certification Form
Thursday, January 31, 2019 6:10:49 PM

Board, Commission, Committee & Special Service District
Application & Certification Form
Board, Commission, Committee & Special Service District Application &
Certification From
Instructions: Complete and sign this form and return it to Grand County Council
Office, 125 E. Center St., Moab, UT 84532; fax: 435-259-2574; or
council@grandcountyutah.net

Board, Commisison,
Committeeor Special
Service District Applied
For:

Recreation

Name:

Patricia Jones

Mailing Address:

14 Orchard Way

City:

Moab

State:

Utah

Zip Code:

84532

Day Phone:

4352100205

Email Address:

jonesp@grandschools.org

In what year did you
establish your current
residency in Grand
County?

1984

If not Grand County,
which county do you
reside in?

Field not completed.

Occupation or
professional training:

Transportation supervisor

List your work
experience that is
relevant to your
application for a

Managerial skills, responsible, decision maker, organized,
invested in community

position on the Board
or Commission for
which you are applying:
List your non-work
experience that is
relevant to your
application for a
position on the Board
or Commission for
which you are applying:

12 year soccer coach Aquatic center user Pickle ball player 6
grandchildren participating in recreational activities

Grand County Resolution 3007 (December 2013) contains the following Board
Member requirements:
• Must be a Grand County resident (unless otherwise noted);
• Terms shall be for four years, unless a shorter period is required by law, or
unless a mid-term vacancy is being filled;
• All terms shall end December 31st with the new member taking office the first
meeting in January of the following year;
• Board Members shall have the appropriate expertise when required by law;
• Submit applications to the Council’s Office in accordance with the requirements
contained in the notice;
• Agree to abide by the County’s Conflict of Interest Ordinance.
Additionally, the State Code has the following requirements for Special Service
Districts in Grand County:
• No appointed member of the Board may be a full or part-time employee of the
District while serving on the Board;
• No person employed by a Special Service District as a full-time or part-time
employee may serve on the Governing Board of the District;
• A Board Member may not be compensated separately as a Board Member and
as an employee for providing the same service;
• Each Trustee/Board Member appointed by the County legislative body shall be
an elector (registered voter) of the District.
I have read, and I certify, that all the information on this form is true and correct
and I meet the requirements listed above. Furthermore, if appointed, I agree to
faithfully attend the meetings and adhere to the State laws, County ordinances,
and adopted Bylaws that govern the Board or Commission on which I am
appointed to serve. Additionally, I have read the County’s Conflict of Interest
Ordinance (No. 462, November 2007) and do not have any inherent conflicts in

serving on the Board or Commission to which I have applied. I agree to abide by
this Ordinance.

Applicant Certification

By checking this box and typing my name below, I am
electronically signing my application.

First Name

Patricia

Middle Initial

M

Last Name

Jones

Date:

1/31/2019

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL MEETING
MARCH 5, 2019
Agenda Item: I

Approving Volunteer Appointment(s) to District and County Boards and

TITLE: Commissions:
2.

Solid Waste Special Service District Board

FISCAL IMPACT: None
PRESENTER(S): Council Member McGann, Council Liaison to the Board
RECOMMENDATION:
Prepared By:
Tara Collins
Council Office Assistant
tcollins@grandcountyut
ah.net
435-259-1342

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

I move to approve the appointment of Chad Harris to serve on the Solid
Waste Special Service District Board, with term expiring 12/31/2022 and
authorize the Chair to sign all associated documents.

BACKGROUND:
The Solid Waste Special Service District Board met on February 21, 2019
and interviewed two applicants for one open vacancy on the Board. The
applicants were Chad Harris and Sara Melnicoff. Subsequently, in an
open meeting on February 21, 2019, the Board voted unanimously to
forward the recommendation of applicant Chad Harris to the County
Council for appointment to the Board, with term expiring 12/31/2022.
No other applications were received.

N/A

Resolution No. 3007 establishes a board appointment process and
requirements of board members, commissioners, and committees. Board
Members agree, in signing the application, to abide by Conflict of Interest
Ordinance No. 462.
Upon appointment, the Council’s Office will mail the appointee a letter
congratulating them and inviting them to a training/orientation to be
scheduled for 2019.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Board recommendation letter

Solid Waste Special Service District #1
1000 Sand Flats Road, Moab, Utah
435-259-3867
Grand County Council
125 E. Center Street Moab, UT 84532
Re: Solid Waste Special Service District Recommendation Letter
Dear Grand Council Members:
The Solid Waste Special Service District #1
Board received 2 applications for 1 open vacancy. The Solid Waste
Special Service District #1 met on Thursday March 21, 2019 and
interviewed the candidates, Chad Harris and Sara Melnicoff.
On February 21, 2019, the Solid Waste Special Service District #1 met in
an open meeting and voted unanimously to recommend to Council Chad
Harris term ending (12/31/22).
Thank you,
Mary McGann

CONSENT AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL MEETING
March 5, 2019
Consent Agenda Item:

TITLE:

J.

Ratifying the Chair’s signature on a “client authorization” to authorize
and instruct Ballard Spahr, LLP to transfer Grand County public
finance files and transcripts for the past 15 years to Gilmore & Bell,
P.C. as bond counsel

K.

Approving application for retail beer license at Springhill Suites by
Marriott Moab, located at 1865 North Highway 191

L.

Approving application for retail wine (package agency) license at
Spanish Valley Vineyards & Winery, located at 4710 Zimmerman
Lane

M. Adopting proposed resolution approving the Borichevsky Minor
Record Survey, a two-lot subdivision located at 1911 Shumway Lane
N. Approving third revision of Amendment 4 of the Cooperative
Management Agreement between the Bureau of Land Management
and Grand County, Utah “Providing for Public Safety, Resource
Protection and Recreation Management and Maintenance in the
Sand Flats Recreation Area” related to a storage building

FISCAL IMPACT: See Corresponding Agenda Summary, if any
PRESENTER(S): None
Prepared By:
Tara Collins
Council Office Assistant
435-259-1342
tcollins@grandcountyutah.net

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:
SEE CORRESPONDING
AGENDA SUMMARY

RECOMMENDATION:
I move to adopt the consent agenda as presented and authorize the Chair
to sign all associated documents.

BACKGROUND:
See corresponding agenda summary, if any, and related attachments.

ATTACHMENT(S):
See corresponding agenda summary, if any, and related attachments.

JI/

GILMOR):BELL

·I+eW): J"

I S West South Templ e, Suite 1450
Sa l t Lake City, U t ah 84101-1531
(801) 364 -5080 I ( 8 0 1) 364 -503 2 FA X/ gilmorebcll.corn

F ebruary 20, 2019
Grand County
125 E. Center Stree t
.l\foa b, Uta h 84532
To \V h om I t IVIay Concern:
/\s you may be aware, as of January 1, 2017, all of your public finance team fro m Ballard Spa hr LLP
(includi ng lawyers, paralegals and Legal assista nts) has joined the firm, Gilmore & Bell, P.C.
("Gilmo reBell").
Gilm oreBell is a nationally recognized law firm specializing in public finan ce. For six consecutive years,
GilmoreBel.I has served as bond counsel on m o re bo nd issues than any other law firm in the United States.
In 2015, G ilmor eBell delivered the approving opinion o n 465 lo ng-term municipal issues aggregating over
$9.1 billion in principal amount.
However, don't let these large numbers mislead you. G ilmo reBell at its core is a boutique Law firm, a.lways
putting the client fust. GilmoreBell was founded in 1979 in Kansas City, lvlissour.i and Wichita, Kansas.
Since that time, GilmoreBell has grown to include 6 5 attorneys io 6 offices. GilmoreBeU serves as bond
counsel o r underwriters' counsel in a wide variety of tax-exempt and taxable f111ancings and provides tax
and ar bitrage reb ate services in connection wi th tax-exempt financings. GilmoreBeU also handles
commercial and corporate fina nce transactions an d securi ties law matters.
\'i/e b elieve that the alliance of our practice in Utah with GilmoreBell sets the stage for a strong future for
GilmorcBell a nd the clients we serve. \ \le appreciate the tlust you have placed in us in the past and look
forward to the opportunity to continue to serve your legal needs in the future.

In order to transfer electronic copies of yo ur his torical matters to GilmoreBell for conveuient reference,
p lease complete the attached Client A uthorizatio n and return to m e via e-ma.il or at address below.
Our n ew office is loca ted at 15 West South Temp le, Suite 1450, Salt Lake City, Utah 84 101. lf you have
a ny questions, please feel free to call us at 801-364-5080 o r visit www.gilmorebell.cu111.

s~-Rand all M. Larsen

CLIENT AU1HORTZATION
I hereby authorize and instruct Ballard Spahr LLP to transfer the following public finance files
and transcripts related to th e entities listed below to Gilinore & Bell, P.C.

Client Name

i\[atrer #

Grand County, U tah

GRAND COUNTY, UTAH

By:

Date:

_"Z---+-/-"-z_z.+-1//~j.__ _
r1

4815-2722-8801 , v. 1

i\latter Name
Transcripts and Electronic
files and d oC11menrs for all
p ublic finance transactions
for the past ') 5 years,
including, but n ot funited
to, all ma tters listed in
EXHIBIT :\ ;1trnch ed
hereto

Open
Date

EXH IBIT A
Grand County Utah

00011990

501(c)(3) Bonds - Alan Memorial Hospital

Grand County Utah

00031508

Lease Revenue Bonds, Series 2006

Grand County Utah

00034190

Canyonlands National History Association

Grand County Utah

00084588

MBA Lease Reven ue Bonds, Series 2003

Grand County Utah

00089082

General Obligation Bo nds 2003

Grand County Utah

00094699

Consolidation of Special Service Dist ricts

Grand County Utah

00122431

Grand County Utah

00160728

Grand County - Arch es Special Service
District
Bond Anticipation Notes

Grand County Utah

00191066

Municipal Building Au thority - State Lease
Revenue Bonds, Series 2016

Grand County Utah

00195922

Special Assessment Bonds 2016

Grand County Utah

00581847

SSD

Grand County Utah

00895132

Hospital Financing

Grand County Utah

00011990

501(c)(3) Bonds - Alan Memo rial Hospital

I·
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GRAND COUNTY, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF UTAH

Application for Retail Beer License
TO THE HONORABLE BOARD OF COUNTY COUNCIL, GRAND COUNTY, UTAH
Name

:~

'be

Hereby applies for a license to vend light beer at retail for and on behalf of _ __

5?( \cf1\\ SW-\<0 bj

whose {

partners
}
officers and
directors

't1CM1\o-14- 1\1.D~b
are as follows: :Io~_,\ S;f>rw::ti~
\{~..\"'-

VJ1 \tlorl

and who have complied with the statutory requirements and possess the qualifications
specified in the Liquor Control Act of Utah and request license to be issued for the
following particular premises at _\~\97--'--_\..)=--'-l''-"':'-''t::-\'-'1-'-----;-------::-~in ~o
~for a term pf\':
months, commencing the
\~
day of ~
, 20~, and ending the
\~
day of

rAO
t'l\6Jt'Jn

, 20 w

It is expressly understood that the County Council may with or without hearing refuse
to grant the license herein applied for, or if allowed will be granted and accepted by
Licensee on condition that it may be revoked at the will and pleasure of the County
Council of said County, and no cause therefore need be stated when in their opinion
such action is necessary for the protection of the public health, peace or morals, or
for violation of law or ordinances relating to beer or the Licensee's conduct of
licensed premises.
Dated this

d0

day of

fez lzrWl::J

,201_"(

C/;U'I' ~
APPROVED BY GRAND COUNTY COUNCI i:::;;,...,4-J-r;---::r---:::::
Date

'2/zq/1

Date

-?he'/ 19

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ Council Chair_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ON-PREMISE BANQUET LIQUOR LICENSE

Local Consent
PURPOSE: Local business licensing authority provides written consent to the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission (1) to issue an on-premise alcohol license for a person to store, sell, offer for sale, furnish, or allow
the consumption of an alcoholic product on the premises of the applicant.

AUTHORITY: Utah Code 32B-1-202; 32B-5-201through203; 32B-5-205 and -206

-----'~'el------,Lo=--ca,....,.1

b-us..,...in-ess....,.h=-·ce_nse_a_u..,..tho....,ri,....ty_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

[ ]

City

[ ] Town !{County

hereby grants its consent to the issuance of an On-Premise Banquet liquor license to:
Business Name (DBA):

~~\"-_~·,\\ f2U.:,1e.6

Pirc~:>

Entity Name (or owner's name if sole proprietor):
Location Address:

l?")\o5

}.:? ~htA>~

"1\o~ r W

b!:J \J\u..rr\oJ±

\\100.p

\ o~;Y"\j , LL(«

\q \

BL\S3;;2.

Authorized Signature

Nameffitle

Date

This is a suggested format. A locally produced city, town, or county form is also acceptable.
The local consent must be submitted to the DABC by the applicant as part of a complete application.

Effective January 2019

4

:t ;-e.rvi. ••
Ruth Dillon
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Jared Richards < richardsjared@gmail.com >
Wednesday, February 27, 2019 5:43 PM
Ruth Dillon
Manufacturing Local Consent
05 - Local Consent - Grand County - 2-26-19, 7-37 PM .pdf; 06 - Grand County - Loca l
Consent Application - W ine Package Agency.pdf

Hi Ruth,
Attached is the Manufactming Local Consent we received from Grand County. Also attached is the Package
Agency Consent that we are seeking from the county for Tuesday, March 5.
Thanks,

Jared
801.232.5367

1

L

I

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CQNTROL
(Manufacturing)
LOCAL CONSENT

Date:

\Z/Y/?-Ol~
I

I

Utah Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
Licensing & Compliance Section
1625 So 900 West
P0Box30408
Salt Lake City, Utah 84130-0408

___3~-~-· -·--'-.~ -·--· ---------~~:~- grants its consent to the iss~ance of a manufacturing license t o - - - - - - - - 4710 Zimmennan, LLC OBA Spanish Valley Vineyards & Winery
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '· Brewery/Distillery/Winery
locat~d at

4710 Zimmerman Lane, Moab, Grand County, Utah 84532

pursuant to the provisions of Section 328-11-203 and 32B-l 1-208, Utah Code, for the purpose of importation,
production, ·sale, and/or other laWful use ~~f alcohol beyerage products as authorized by the Utah Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control.

Efredlve Date: Aprtl 9, 2018

3

GRAND COUNTY, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF UTAH
(Wine Package Agency)

Application for Retail Beer License
TO THE HONORABLE BOARD OF COUNTY COUNCIL, GRAND COUNTY, UTAH
4710 Zimmerman LLC DBA Spanish Valley Vineyards & Winery
7915 Siesta Drive, Cottonwood Heights, Utah 84093

Nature of Business_
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Winery
&_
Package
Agency
Address of Business_
_Zimmerman
____
_Moab,
__
_ 84532
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4710
Lane,
Utah
wine (Package Agency)

Hereby applies for a license to vend light beer at retail for and on behalf of _ __
Spanish Valley Vineyards & Winery

whose

{

I

partners
}
officers and
directors

are as follows:

Jared Richards (Member/Manager)
Jessie Richards (Member/Manager)

and who have complied with the statutory requirements and possess the qualifications
specified in the Liquor Control Act of Utah and request license to be issued for the
following particular premises at 4710
-- - -Lane
------------Zimmerman

in Moab, Grand County
_ _ _ _ _ day of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _,20

, Utah, for a term of
months, commencfng the
, 20_, and ending the
day of

Jt is expressly understood that the County Council may with or without hearing refuse
to grant the license herein applied for, or if allowed will be granted and accepted by
Licensee on condition that it may be revoked at the will and pleasure of the County
Council of said County, and no cause therefore need be stated when in their opinion
such action is necessary for the protection of the public health, peace or morals, or
for violation of law or ordinances relating to beer or the Licensee's conduct of
licensed premises.
27

February

----~~.~
.---._,~
-...._L:_'
------

Dated this _ _ day of _ _

2

19

Jared Richards

APPROVED BY GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL
Date_ _ _ _ _ _ Sanitarian_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

Grand County Sheriff_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date

Council Chair_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Agenda Summary
GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL
March 5, 2019
Consent Agenda Item: M

TITLE:

Adopting the proposed resolution approving Borichevsky Minor Record Survey, a
two-lot subdivision of 1911 Shumway Ln.

FISCAL IMPACT:

N/A

PRESENTER(S):

Community and Economic Development Staff

Prepared By:
KENNY GORDON
GRAND COUNTY
PLANNING & ZONING
ADMINISTRATOR

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

STATED MOTION :
Move to adopt the proposed resolution to approve the Borichevsky Minor
Record Survey and authorize the Chair to sign all associated documents.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Review and consider application materials provided, related to the proposed
Borichevsky Minor Record Survey. Staff recommends the County Council
approve the Borichevsky Minor Record Survey and authorize the Chair to sign
all associated documents.
BACKGROUND:

N/A

See staff report attached.
ATTACHMENT(S):
• Staff Report
• Application
• Minor Record Survey
• Fee
• Title Report
• Drainage Waiver Request
• Proposed Resolution

STAFF REPORT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
GRAND COUNTY
DATE:

March 5, 2019

TO:

Grand County Council

SUBJECT:

Minor Record Survey

PROPERTY OWNER

Paul Borichevsky

PROP. OWNER REP.

Lucas Blake

ENGINEER

N/A

PROPERTY ADDRESS

1911 Shumway Lane

SIZE OF PROPERTY

1.12 Acres

EXISTING ZONE

Large Lot Residential (LLR)

EXISTING LAND USE

Residential

ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USE
Large Lot Residential (LLR) / Rural Residential (RR)

APPLICATION TYPE
Minor Record Survey

SUMMARY OF REQUEST
The subject property is 1.12 acres located at the
intersection of Shumway Lane & Murphy Lane. The
Borichevsky Minor Record Survey is a two (2) lot
subdivision.

SITE IMPROVEMENTS / ADDITIONS / CHANGES
Applicant will dedicate land along the entire length of
the southern side of the parcel fronting Shumway Lane
in order to ensure a 28’ right-of-way for the public’s use
and Grand County Roads Department’s maintenance.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
☒ Administrative
☐ Legislative
☐ Public Hearing at

☐ Planning Commission
☐ County Council

☒ Public Meeting at

☐ Planning Commission
☒ County Council

ATTACHMENTS
☐ Approval Letters
☒ Site Plan
☐ Landscape Plan
☐ Vicinity Map
☐ Legal Notice
☒ Legal Description
☐ Public Comments
☐ Agency Comments
☐ Response to Standards
☒ Other:
Drainage waiver request

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

☒ Approve

☐ Approve with Conditions

☐ Deny

☐ Postpone

CONSIDERATIONS FOR APPROVAL, DENIAL, AND/OR POSTPONEMENT
9.7.6 Criteria for Approval (See staff comments in colored italics)
Major subdivision review, including preliminary and final plat, shall not be required where all of the following
conditions exist:
A. Each minor record survey shall include no more than three lots, each for single-family residential use.
Only two (2) lots are being proposed.
B. All roads and trails needed to serve the new lots are in place adjacent to the proposed lots, and either:
All roads needed to serve the new lots are in place (Shumway Lane & Murphy Lane).
1. The property was fully developed in compliance with applicable County standards prior to the adoption
of the LUC [January 4, 1999] and building permits were issued for a single-family dwelling on each lot, and access
easements and driveways are in place that provide adequate access for residents and emergency vehicles; or
There is adequate access for residents and emergency vehicles.
2. The property has frontage on a street or road that is either improved to County standards or accepted
for County maintenance, and no new streets, roads or extensions need to be widened, dedicated or constructed.
The property has frontage on roads that have been accepted by the County Engineer and Road Supervisor.
They have been deemed acceptable for County maintenance.
C. Where sidewalk, curb and gutter are required, such improvements shall be installed by the applicant prior to
Administrator’s approval.
No sidewalk, curb, or gutter are required as the proposed lots exceed one-half acre each.
D. No utilities, other than individual service lines, need to be extended to serve the parcel and the necessary
utilities are in place immediately adjacent to the parcel.
No utilities, other than individual service lines, need to be extended to serve the parcel and necessary utilities
are in place and immediately adjacent to the parcel. The applicant has been required to provide public utility
easements on the front, side, and rear lot lines.
E. Drainage improvements required by Section 6.7, Drainage, are in place; or such required drainage
improvements will be installed prior to the issuance of a building permit(s) for the subdivision lot(s), and the minor
record survey includes the following note:
Drainage improvements are not required at this time, but may be if new development on either lot is
proposed to create more than fifteen percent (15%) of the lot or 7,000 sq. ft. See note on plat.
Note: No Building Permit(s) shall be issued for a structure(s) on any lot(s) approved by this resolution prior to the
completion of drainage improvements in accordance with the requirements of Grand County Land Use Code, Section
6.7A, Drainage Detention Basin. See note on plat.
F. There are no other problems of public concern.
N/A

COMPATABILITY WITH GENERAL PLAN
Staff believes the proposed subdivision is supported by the General Plan.

COMPATABILITY WITH LAND USE CODE (ZONING)
The subject property is zoned Large Lot Residential (LLR). The proposed two (2) lots created by this Minor Record
Survey are compliant with current zoning regulations and the current zone. Staff has reviewed the subject
application and finds it compliant with the pertinent Land Use Code.
LAND USE CODE REFERENCE SECTIONS
Section 9.7 Minor Record Survey
A. Minor record survey is intended to provide an expeditious, one-time only process for small, low impact
developments no more than three lots, where all roads and utilities necessary to serve the subdivision are in place
consistent with all applicable county standards at the time of application and the resulting lots are in compliance
with the underlying zoning. Minor record survey also allows property to be subdivided where such property was
lawfully and fully developed in accordance with previous County regulations. Upon approval of a minor record
survey, applicants shall be authorized to sell lots within the subdivision that is the subject of the minor record survey
by deed with metes and bounds description.
B. These procedures may be utilized only one time for each parcel of land, thereafter subdivision of such parcels
shall be subject to preliminary and final plat review procedures.
The County Engineer and Road Supervisor have reviewed the proposed campground plans and find them in
compliance with the County’s standards. Stipulations related to road maintenance and emergency vehicle access have
been incorporated into the site plans and operating policies. UDOT has provided approval for the project.
PROPERTY HISTORY
The original 1.12 acre lot, located at the intersection of Shumway Lane & Murphy Lane, previously had one residence
located on the lot.
The applicant desires to subdivide the lot.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERING & PLAN N ING

MINOR RECORD SURVEY APPLICATION
Grand County Courthouse: 125 E. Center St. Moab, UT 84532; Phone: (435)259-1343
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date of Submittal:_ _ _ __

Minor Subdivision Processing Fees: $550.00

Submittal Received by: _ __

Amount Paid:_ _ __

Fees Received by:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

CONTACT INFORMATION

ft\v\

Property owner:
18 Dh cht11~1./)
Address:
Phone:
cell:
fax:
Email address:=-'---------------_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~~----Engineer (if applicable):_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cell: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _fax: - - - - - - - - - -

--------------------------------

Email address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Property owner representative: --------------------Lucas
Blake
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

---------- cell:---------- fax:----------

Em aiI a d d r e s s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PROJECT INFORMATION
Project name:_ _ _ _ _ __ _ ~~-~--1--,........---~--.,.......-------General location of the property:_.....J....J.J...\.--,l...l...:.}.J..IJ..l.lUol.J,.l..~~~'--~:4,L-...lJ..:..o~~~..,.u...-----..
Size of the subject property: _ _...;.......i..;;;...;...._ _acres
Number of lots: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Surrounding land uses: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Current Zoning: _ _ _\;
__\,,
._\?-,
.....___ _ _ _ _district
REQUIRED SIGNATURES (or attach letter of approval by the agency)
Agency will review for ability to erve the lots and adequate existing and future easements.
FEMA Floodplain Adm .

(provide map of site)

Moab Valley Fire Depart

2015
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PARCEL 1

<.,

'•,

Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Murphy Lane, said point being North 32°43'49" East 1520.81 feet
from the West Quarter corner of Section 16, Township 26 South, Range 22 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and
Running thence with said right-of-way with a curve having a radius of 290.90 feet, to the right with an arc length of
206.40 feet, (a chord bearing of South 67°15'14" East 202.10 feet); thence South 46°55'01" East 88.72 feet; thence
South 36°31'40" West 187.63 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 185.60 feet, to the right with an arc length
of 77.20 feet, (a chord bearing of North 05°38'18" West 76.65 feet); thence with a reverse curve having a radius of
190.50 feet, to the left with an arc length of 203.49 feet, (a chord bearing of North 24°19'34" West 193.95 feet);
thence North 54°57'54" West 63.59 feet to the point of beginning, having an area of 21,606 square feet, 0.50 acres.

<t;.~q,

SP'n;<h TraO RV Pari<

~

,o'

Date

License No. 7540504

Nu""o Ct

\ ~ /'~

~

'

;'

,

6'

I, Lucas Blake, certify that I am a Professional Land Surveyor as prescribed under the laws of the State of Utah and that I
hold license no. 7540504. I further certify that a land survey was made of the property described below, and the findings
of that survey are as shown hereon.

LOCATED IN THE NW QUARTER OF
SECTION 16,
TOWNSHIP 26 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST,
SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN

6'

0

Moah Bes:.,~,

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE

MINOR RECORD SURVEY
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BORICH EVSKY

·'

VICINITY MAP
(N.T.11.)

PARCEL2
Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Shumway lane, said point being North 44°10'3S" East 1380.13 feet
from the West Quarter corner of Section 16, Township 26 South, Range 22 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and

Running thence North 36"31'40" East 187.63 feet; thence South 46"SS'Ol" East 122.08 feet; thence South 48"21'00"
East 13.14 feet; thence South 51"25'00" West 62.74 feet; thence South 38"11'00" East 8.53 feet; thence South
31°49'00" West 1S6.16 feet; thence North 41°24'00" West 70.85 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 185.60
feet, to the right with an arc length of 77.20 feet, (a chord bearing of North 29°28'17" West 76.6S feet) to the point
of beginning, having an area of 27,174 square feet, 0.62 acres.

+

NW CORNER
SECTION 16, T26S, R22E, SLB&M
(FOUND BRASS MONUMENT)

'

ROADWAY DEDICATION

I

Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Murphy Lane, said point being North 31°06'00" East 1495.10 feet
from the West Quarter corner of Section 16, Township 26 South, Range 22 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and
Running thence with said right-of-way South 89°08'00" East 42.10 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 290.90
feet, to the right with an arc length of 7.91 feet, (a chord bearing of South 88°21'35" East 7.91 feet); thence South
54°57'54" East 63.34 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 190.50 feet, to the right with an arc length of
203.74 feet, (a chord bearing of South 24°21149" East 194.17 feet); thence with a reverse curve having a radius of
185.60 feet, to the left with an arc length of 154.41 feet, (a chord bearing of South 17°33'17" East 149.99 feet);

'

i-

thence South 41"24'00" East 70.8S feet; thence South 31"49'00" West 29.2S feet; thence North 41"24'00" West
79.30 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 213.60 feet, to the right with an arc length of 177.79 feet, (a chord
bearing of North 17°34'00" West 172.70 feet); thence North 09°01'14" West 85.74 feet; thence with a curve having

a radius of 162.50 feet, to the left with an arc length of 86.76 feet, (a chord bearing of North 39"36'46" West 8S.74
feet); thence North 54°55'00" West 105.00 feet to the point of beginning, having an area of 13,178 square feet, 0.30
acres.
Public Utility Easement
Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Murphy Lane, said point being North 32°43'49" East 1520.81 feet
from the West Quarter corner of Section 16, Township 26 South, Range 22 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and
Running thence with a curve having a radius of 290.90 feet, to the right with an arc length of 206.40 feet, (a chord
bearing of South 67°15'14" East 202.10 feet); thence South 46°55'01" East 210.80 feet; thence South 48°21'00" East
13.14 feet; thence South 51°25'00" West 10.15 feet; thence North 48°21'00" West 11.54 feet; thence North
46°55'01" West 210.82 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 280.90 feet, to the left with an arc length of

'

183.03 feet, (a chord bearing of North 65"34'20" West 179.81 feet); thence North 54"57'54" West 19.44 feet to the

48"21 '00" E
13.14'

point of beginning, having an area of 4,180square feet, 0.10 acres.

SURVEY NARRATIVE
The property has been accurately surveyed with the intent to subdivide land. The basis of bearing is N 00°03'41" E
between the W1/4 comer and the NW corner of Section 16, Township 26 South, Range 22 East, Salt Lake Base and
Meridian.

FIRE HYDRANT
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ARC LENGTH
214.31"
177.79'
173.53'
77.20'
77.20'
203.74'
7.91'

Section Corner Monument

A restriction of impervious area not to exceed 15
percent of the lot or less than 7000 square feet per
lot shall be permitted. If a permit is applied for that
will exceed the restriction, applicant will provide a
drainage plan for improvements in accordance
with the requirements of the Grand County Land
Use Cod Sec. 6.7, Drainage, prior to the issuance
of the building permit.

--

518" x 24" rebar with suNey cap to be placed at all lot comers or rights of way. Off-set pins to be placed in the back of the
curb where applicable, in lieu of rebar and cap at front corners.

COUNTY ZONING APPROVAL
APPROVED BY THE GRAND COUNTY ZONING ADMINISTRATOR
THIS
_ _ _ _ DAY OF

--------~20_ _ .

REDOES

60

LOCATED WITHIN THE NW QUARTER
OF SECTION 16,
TOWNSHIP 26 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST
SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN
COUNTY COUNCIL APPROVAL
PRESENTED TO THE GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL THIS _ _ _ _ DAY
OF - - - - - - - - - ' 20___.

30 South 100 Eatt

Project

122-18

Date

2/5/19

Sheet

Moab, UT 84532
435.259.8171

1

OF

1

COUNTY RECORDER NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE OF UTAH, GRAND COUNTY, RECORDED AT THE REQUEST OF

SUBDIVISION APPROVED.
DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _~BOOK _ _ _ _ PAGE _ _ _ _ _ FEE _ _ __

ZONING ADMINISTRATOR

COUNTY CLERK

CHAIRMAN, GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL

COUNTY RECORDER

Grand County
125 East Center Street
Moab UT 84532

435-259-1321
Jan 22, 2019

Receipt No: 8.023752

Minor Sub Fee-Paul Borichevsky
Previous Balance:
Licenses & Permits - Planning &Z. Fees
10-3220-000-000 PLANNING & Z.FEES

.00
550.00

Total:

550.00

Check
Total Applied:

Check No: 2056

Change Tendered:

550.00
550.00
.00

Duplicate Copy
01/2212019 10:46 AM

'

First American Title
File No.: 59,989-G

South Eastern Utah Title Company
SERVING CARBON, EMERY, GRAND & SAN JUAN COUNTIES
150 East 100 North, Moab, Utah 84532
Phone: 435-259-7635 Fax: 435-259-7637
Email closing docs to: deborah@southeasttitle.com or emily@southeasttitle.com
COMMITMENT FOR TITLE INSURANCE PREPARED FOR:
PROPERTY INFORMATION•

1805 S. Shumway Ln., Moab, Utah 84532
CLIENT

PR Only for Surveyor

Red Desert Survey

!Attn: Lucas Blake
lucas@reddesertsurvey.com

OWNER

--------

-----

-----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------- --

- - - - - - ---------

--------

---------

Paul J. Borichevsky

----

'

We agree to issue a policy to you according to the tenns of this Co1n1nit1nent. When we show the policy
a1nount and your na1ne as the proposed insured in Schedule A, this Com1nit111ent beco1nes effective as of
the Co1nn1itment Date shown in Schedule A.

If the Require111ents shown in this Co111111ittnent have not been met within six tnonths after the
Co1nn1it1nent Date, our obligation under this Co1nrnitlnent will end. Also, our obligation under this
Co1n1nit1nent will end when the Policy is issued and then our obligation to you will be under the Policy.
Our obligation under this con1111it1nent is li1nited by the following:
(1) The Provisions in Schedule A.

(2) The Requiren1ents in Schedule B-1.
(3) The Exceptions in Schedule B-11.
(4) The Conditions on the inside cover page.

The Conunitn1ent is not valid without Schedule A and Sections I and 11 of Schedule B.
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First American Title
File No.: 59,989-G
ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance 6-17-06 Revised (08-01-16)
COMMITMENT FOR TITLE INSURANCE ISSUED BY
FIRST AMERICA!'! TITLE COMPANY
NOTICE
IMPORTANT'"'READ CAREFULLY: THIS COMMITMENT IS AN OFFER TO ISSUE ONE OR MORE TITLE
INSURANCE POLICIES. ALL CLAIMS OR REMEDIES SOUGHT AGAINST THE COMPANY INVOLVING THE
CONTENT OF THIS COMMITMENT OR THE POLICY MUST BE BASED SOLELY IN CONTRACT.
THIS COMMITMENT JS NOT AN ABSTRACT OF TITLE, REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF TITLE, LEGAL
OPINION, OPINION OF TITLE, OR OTHER REPRESENTATION OF THE STATUS OF TITLE. THE PROCEDURES
USED BY THE COMPANY TO DETERMINE JNSURABILITY OF THE TITLE, INCLUDING ANY SEARCH AND
EXAMINATION, ARE PROPRIETARY TO THE COMPANY, WERE PERFORMED SOLELY FOR THE BENEFIT OF
THE COMPANY, AND CREATE NO EXTRACONTRACTUAL LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON, INCLUDING A
PROPOSED INSURED.
THE COMPANY'S OBLIGATION UNDER THIS COMMITMENT IS TO ISSUE A POLICY TO A PROPOSED
INSURED IDENTIFIED IN SCHEDULE A IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS
COMMITMENT. THE COMPANY HAS NO LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION INVOLVING THE CONTENT OF THIS
COMMITMENT TO ANY OTHER PERSON.

COMMITMENT TO ISSUE POLICY

Subject to the Notice; Schedule B, Part I Requirements; Schedule B, Part II Exceptions; and the Commitment
Conditions, FIRST AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY, a Nebraska corporation (the "Company"), commits to Issue the
- - - · --po1icy ·m:cor-din1nc:nhe-termsana-provision>onrns·-cammitment. Tms· ·corffmitment· is ·effective as·anne
Commitment Date shown in Schedule A for each Policy described in Schedule A, only when the Company has
entered in Schedule A both the specified dollar amount as the Proposed Policy Amount and the name of the
Proposed Insured.

If all of the Schedule B, Part I Requirements have not been met within 6 months after the Commitment Date,
this Commitment terminates and the Company's liability and obligation end.

COMMITMENT CONDITIONS
1. DEFINITIONS
(a) "Knowledge" or "Known": Actual or imputed knowledge, but not constructive notice imparted by the Public
Records.
(b) "Land": The land described in Schedule A and affixed improvements that by law constitute real property. The
term "Land" does not include any property beyond the lines of the area described in Schedule A, nor any right,

title, interest, estate, or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways, or waterways, but this
does not modify or limit the extent that a right of access to and from the Land is to be insured by the Policy.
(c) "Mortgage": A mortgage, deed of trust, or other security instrument, including one evidenced by electronic
means authorized by law.
(d) "Policy": Each contract of title insurance, in a form adopted by the American Land Title Association, issued or
to be issued by the Company pursuant to this Commitment.
(e) "Proposed Insured": Each person identified in Schedule A as the Proposed Insured of each Policy to be
issued pursuant to this Commitment.
(f) "Proposed Policy Amount": Each dollar amount specified in Schedule A as the Proposed Policy Amount of
each Policy to be issued pursuant to this Commitment.
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First American Title
File No.: 59,989-G
(g) "Public Records": Records established under state statutes at the Commitment Date for the purpose of
imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real property to purchasers for value and without Knowledge.
(h) "Title": The estate or Interest described in Schedule A.
2. If all of the Schedule B, Part I Requirements have not been met within the time period specified in the
Commitment to Issue Policy, this Commitment terminates and the Company's liability and obligation end.
3. The Company's liability and obligation is limited by and this Commitment is not valid without:
(a) the Notice;
(b) the Commitment to Issue Policy;
(c) the Commitment Conditions;
(d) Schedule A;
(e) Schedule B, Part I Requirements; and
(f) Schedule B, Part II Exceptions; and
(g) a counter-signature by the Company or its Issuing agent that may be in electronic form.

4. COMPANY'S RIGHT TO AMEND
The Company may amend this Commitment at any time. If the Company amends this Commitment to add a
defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or other matter recorded in the Public Records prior to the
Commitment Date, any liability of the Company is limited by Commitment Condition 5. The Company shall not be
liable for any other amendment to this Commitment.

5. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
(a) The Company's liability under Commitment Condition 4 is limited to the Proposed Insured's actual expense
the CQmpany's delive_ryto the_Prnpased Insured of the Commitment and the_
delivery of the amended Commitment, resulting from the Proposed Insured's good faith reliance to:
(i) comply with the Schedule B, Part I Requirements;
(ii) eliminate, with the Company's written consent, any Schedule B, Part II Exceptions; or
(iii) acquire the Title or create the Mortgage covered by this Commitment.
(b) The Company shall not be liable under Commitment Condition S(a) if the Proposed Insured requested the
amendment or had Knowledge of the matter and did not notify the Company about it in writing.
( c) The Company will only have liability under Commitment Condition 4 if the Proposed Insured would not have
incurred the expense had the Commitment included the added matter when the Commitment was first delivered
to the Proposed Insured.
(d) The Company's liability shall not exceed the lesser of the Proposed Insured's actual expense incurred in good
faith and described in Commitment Conditions S(a)(i) through S(a)(ili) or the Proposed Policy Amount.
(e) The Company shall not be liable for the content of the Transaction Identification Data, if any.
(f) In no event shall the Company be obligated to issue the Policy referred to in this Commitment unless all of
the Schedule B, Part I Requirements have been met to the satisfaction of the Company.
(g) In any event, the Company's liability is limited by the terms and provisions of the Policy.

_incurr~din the_int~_ryal_b1'twe1'n

6. LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY MUST BE BASED ON THIS COMMITMENT
(a) Only a Proposed Insured identified in Schedule A, and no other person, may make a claim under this
Commitment.
(b) Any claim must be based in contract and must be restricted solely to the terms and provisions of this
Commitment.
( c) Until the Polley is issued, this Commitment, as last revised, is the exclusive and entire agreement between
the parties with respect to the subject matter of this Commitment and supersedes all prior commitment

negotiations, representations, and proposals of any kind, whether written or oral, express or implied, relating to
the subject matter of this Commitment.
(d) The deletion or modification of any Schedule B, Part II Exception does not constitute an agreement or
obligation to provide coverage beyond the terms and provisions of this Commitment or the Policy.
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(e) Any amendment or endorsement to this Commitment must be in writing [and authenticated by a person
authorized by the Company].
(f) When the Policy is issued, all liability and obligation under this Commitment will end and the Company's only
liability will be under the Policy.

7. IF THIS COMMITMENT HAS BEEN ISSUED BY AN ISSUING AGENT
The issuing agent is the Company's agent only for the limited purpose of issuing title insurance commitments and
policies. The issuing agent is not the Company's agent for the purpose of providing closing or settlement

services.

8. PRO-FORMA POLICY
The Company may provide, at the request of a Proposed Insured, a pro-forma policy illustrating the coverage
that the Company may provide. A pro-forma policy neither refiects the status of Title at the time that the proforma policy is delivered to a Proposed Insured, nor is it a commitment to insure.

9. ARBITRATION
The Policy contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Proposed Policy Amount is $2,000,000
or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Proposed Insured as the exclusive remedy
of the parties.
A Proposed Insured may review a copy of the
arbitration
rules at
<http: l/www.alta.ora/arbitration>.

Transaction Identification Data for reference only:
Issuing Agent:
Issuing Office:

South Eastern Utah Title Company
150 East 100 North; Moab, Utah 84532

ALTA® Universal ID:
Loan ID Number:
Commitment Number:
Issuing Office File Number:
Property Address:
[Revision Number:]

0002907
59,989-G
1805 S. Shumway Ln., Moab, Utah 84532
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SCHEDULE A

I. Effective Date: February 8, 2019@ 8:00 A.M.

2. Policy (or Policies) to be issued: NIA

Policy Amount

a. ALTA Standard Owner's Policy

Policy Fee

$TBD

$TBD

$TBD

$TBD

Proposed Insured: TBD

b. ALTA Extended Loan Policy
Proposed Insured: TBD

c. Endorsements Alta 8.1-06, Alta 9-06, Alta 22-06
Closing Protection Letter to First American Title
3

$60.00
$25.00

Title to the fee simple estate or interest in the land is at the Effective Date vested in:
PAULJ. BORICHEVSKY

4. The land refen-ed to in this Commitment is situated in the State of Utah, County of Grand
and is described as follows:

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT "A"

Tax Parcel No: 02-0016-0139
Property Address: 1805 S. SHUMWAY LN., MOAB, UTAH 84532
(Residential, per Grand County Tax Roll)

By:~d.~_;;
Authorized Countersignature

(This Schedule A valid only when Schedule B is attached)
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EXHIBIT "A"
PARCEL I:
A DESCRIPTION OF A PARCEL OF LAND IN THE NORTH 1/2 SECTION 16, T26S,
R22E, SLM, GRAND COUNTY, UTAH, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS
FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT A POINT WHICH BEARS N 31 DEG. 06' E 1495.1 FT. FROM THE
WEST 1/4 CORNER SECTION 16, T26S, R22E, SLM, AND PROCEEDING THENCE
WITH A LINE 33.0 FT. SOUTHERLY OF THE CENTERLINE OF MURPHY LANE
S 89 DEG. 08' E 42.1 FT., THENCE WITH SAID LINE ALONG THE ARC OF A 290.9
FT. RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT 214.3 FT. (SAID CURVE HAS A CHORD
WHICH BEARS S 68 DEG. 02' E 209.5 FT.), THENCE WITH SAID LINES 46 DEG.
55' E 210.8 FT. TO A CORNER, THENCE S 31 DEG. 49' W 249.7 FT., TO THE
CENTERLINE OF SHUMWAY LANE, THENCE WITH SAID CENTERLINE N 41
DEG. 24' W 79.3 FT., THENCE WITH SAID CENTERLINE ALONG THE ARC OF A
213.6 FT. RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT 177.8 FT. (SAID CURVE HAS A CHORD
WHICH BEARS N 17 DEG. 34' W 172.7 FT.), THENCE WITH SAID CENTERLINE
ALONG THE ARC OF A 162.5 FT. RADIUS CURVE TO THE LEFT 173.5 FT. (SAID
CURVE HAS A CHORD WHICH BEARS N 24 DEG. 19' W 165.4 FT.), THENCE
WITH SAID CENTERLINE N 54 DEG. 55' W 105.0 FT. TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING.
LESS AND EXCEPTING THEREFROM: A PARCEL OF LAND IN THE NORTH 1/2
OF SECTION 16, T26S, R22E, SLM, GRAND COUNTY, UTAH, MORE
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT A POINT WHICH BEARS NORTH 1057. 7 FT. THENCE EAST
1162.2 FT. THENCE S 31 DEG. 49' W 38.6 FT. FROM THE WEST 1/4 OF SECTION
16, T26S, R22E, SLM, AND PROCEEDING THENCE S 31DEG.49' W 25.7 FT.,
THENCE N 38 DEG.11' W 8.6 FT., THENCE N 57 DEG. 25' E 24.1 FT. TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING.
PARCEL2:
A PARCEL OF LAND IN THE NORTH 1/2 OF SECTION 16, T26S, R22E, SLM,
GRAND COUNTY, UTAH, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT A POINT WHICH BEARS NORTH 1057.7 FT. THENCE EAST
1162.2 FT. FROM THE WEST 1/4 OF SECTION 16, T26S, R22E, SLM, AND
PROCEEDING THENCE S 48 DEG. 21' E 13.1 FT., THENCE S 51 DEG. 25' W 38.6
FT., THENCE N 31 DEG. 49' E 38.6 FT. TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
EXCEPTING therefrom all mineral and oil rights that have been previously reserved or
transferred in prior documents.
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SCHEDULE B, PART I
Requirements
All of the following Requirements must be met:

NIA

1. The Proposed Insured must notify the Company in writing of the name of any party not referred to in this
Commitment who will obtain an interest in the Land or who will make a loan on the Land. The Company may
then make additional Requirements or Exceptions.
2. Pay the agreed amount for the estate or interest to be insured.

3. Pay the premiums, fees, and charges for the Policy to the Company.
4. Documents satisfactory to the Company that convey the Title or create the Mortgage to be insured, or both,
must be properly authorized, executed, delivered, and recorded in the Public Records.

5.

Release or Reconveyance of item#:

6. Other:
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SCHEDULE B, PART II
Exceptions

THIS COMMITMENT DOES NOT REPUBLISH ANY COVENANT, CONDITION,
RESTRICTION, OR LIMITATION CONTAINED IN ANY DOCUMENT REFERRED TO IN THIS
COMMITMENT TO THE EXTENT THAT THE SPECIFIC COVENANT, CONDITION,
RESTRICTION, OR LIMITATION VIOLATES STATE OR FEDERAL LAW BASED ON RACE,
COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, GENDER IDENTITY, HANDICAP,
FAMILIAL STATUS, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN.
The Policy will not insure against loss or damage resulting from the terms and provisions of any lease
or easement identified in Schedule A, and will include the following Exceptions unless cleared to the
satisfaction of the Company:
1. Any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or other matter that appears for the first time in the
Public Records or is created, attaches, or is disclosed between the Commitment Date and the date on
which all of the Schedule B, Part I "Requirements" are met.

2. Taxes or assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority
that levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the Public Records. Proceedings by a public
agency which may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not
shown by the records of such agency or by the Public Records.
3. Any facts, rights, interests or claims which are not shown by the Public Records, but which could
be ascertained by an inspection of the Land or by making inquiry of persons in possession thereof.
- -

4. Easements, liens, or encmnbrances, or claims thereof, which are not shown by the Public Records.
5. Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation or adverse circumstance affecting the Title
including discrepancies, conflicts in boundary lines, shortage in area, or any other facts that would be
disclosed by an accurate and complete land survey of the Land and not shown by the Public Records.
6. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the
issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water, ditch rights; (d) minerals of whatsoever
kind, subsurface and surface substances, including but not limited to coal, lignite, oil, gas, uranium,
clay, rock, sand and gravel and other hydrocarbons in, on, under and that may be produced from the
Land, together with all rights, privileges, and immunities related thereto, whether or not the matters
excepted under (a), (b), (c) or (d) are shown by the Public Records. The Company makes no
representation as to the present ownership of any such interests. There may be leases, grants,
exceptions or reservations of interests that are not listed.
7. Any lien or right to lien for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed
by law and not shown by the Public Records.
NOTE: The above standard exceptions numbered 1 through 7 will not appear in any Extended
Coverage Policy to be issued hereunder.
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8. Taxes for the year 2019 are now accumulating not yet due. Taxes for 2018 were paid in the
amount of$972.23.
Tax Parcel No.: 02-0016-0139
9. Claim, right, title or interest to water or water rights whether or not shown by the public
records.
10. Said land is located within the boundaries of Grand County and may be subject to taxes or
assessments levied by said County/District.
11. Any rights, title or interests in coal, oil, gas and minerals of any kind, together with any
associated rights to mine or remove said minerals. The Title Company does not purport to
disclose documents of record pertaining to the above referenced rights however the following
was found of record: Any claim, right, title or interest under the Reservation of all mineral
and oil rights as disclosed in the Warranty Deed recorded December 3, 1935 in Book 3-E at
page 517 as entry no. 201824. The Title Company has not verified the vested current owner
of this severed interest.
12. Ditches, canals, easements, rights of way or fence lines that may be established upon said
land.
13. Any portions of said property-lying within-Murphy Lane-and/or-Shumway-Lane,
14. Rights and servitudes associated wit11 the creek, and any changes in its course.
15. Terms, conditions and provisions contained within that certain Easement Agreement,
recorded April 30, 1956 in Book 6-R at page 426 as entry no. 275714 for a perpetual
easement to construct and maintain water and/or sewer lines, in favor of City of Moab.
16. Terms, conditions and provisions contained within that certain Right-Of-Way Easement,
for a 20 foot wide permanent water and/or sewer pipeline easement, in favor of Spanish
Valley Water and Sewer Improvement District recorded July 3, 1980 in Book 308 at page
514 as entry no. 386414.
17. A Trust Deed given to secure a note bearing even date thereof, with interest thereon, as
therein provided:
Dated:
Amount:
Trustor:
Trustee:
Beneficiary:
Recorded:

April 13, 2017
$145,000.00
Paul J. Borichevsky
ZB, N.A, dba Zions First National Bank
ZB, N.A. dba Zions Bank
April 18, 2017 in Book 852 at page 473 as enl:!y no. 524400
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A judgment, federal tax lien, Utah State banlcruptcy, and National SDN search was made in
the following names.
Owner: PAUL J. BORICHEVSKY

TITLE INQUIRIES concerning this Commitment can be directed to:
Leanne Blackmon/Title Agent - leanne@southeasttitle.com

EMAIL CLOSING DOCUMENTS TO:
Deborah Brown/Escrow Agent - deborah@southeasttitle.com
or Emily Lanter/Escrow Agent - emily@southeasttitle.com

CHAIN OF TITLE

According to the Official Records, as of the Effective Date, the following documents conveying the
land described herein within a period of 24 months prior to the date of this commitment are as

r0nows: - -

-

--

-

-

-- ---- - - ---- - --

---- - - ------

None were found recorded within the last 24 months.
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Tax Roll Master Record

February 5, 2019

Parcel: 02-0016-0139
Serial #:26-22-16-17.5.5
Name: BORICHEVSKY PAUL J
c/o Name:

10:10:07AM

Entry: 505872
~

Property Address

------~-----~

SHUMWAY LN 1805 S

Address 1: PO BOX 251
Address 2:
City State Zip: MOAB
Mortgage Co:
Status: Active

MOAB
Acres:

UT 84532-0000

Year:

2019

District: 002 SPANISH VALLEY

Entry

Interest

Owners

84532-0000
1.45

Date of Filing·

505872

BORICHEVSKY PAUL J

Units/Acres

BS01 RESIDENTIAL SECONDARY
LS01 SECONDARY LAND

0.00
1.45
1.45

Totals:

Market

Taxable

28,312
79,000
107,312

28,312
79,000
107,312

2019 Taxes:

****ATTENTION !! ****
Tax Rates for 2019 have NOT BEEN SET OR
APPROVED I Any levied taxes or values shown on this
printout for the year 2019 are SUBJECT TO CHANGE!!
(Using Proposed Tax Rate)

Special Fees:

Penalty:
Abatements: (
Payments: (
Amount Due:

·:·

·.:.

·-

Comment

03/13/2014

(0805/0778)

2019 Values & Taxes
Property Information

0.010532

2018
Taxes

298.18
832.03
1,130.21
1,130.21
0.00
0.00
0,00)
0.00)
1,130.21

Values & Taxes
Taxable

Market

28,312
64,000
92,312

Taxes

28,312
64,000
92,312

2018 Taxes:

298.18
674.05
972.23
972.23

Review Date
01/19/2016
NO BACK TAXES!

Back Tax Summary
Year

2006

Principal

0.00

Specials Total

0.00

Penalty

Interest Due

0.00

Interest Rate

0.00

11.25%

Total Payments

Total Due

601.12

Totals:
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
601.12
DO NOT USE THIS TAXING DESCRIPTION FOR LEGAL PURPOSES OR OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS. For taxing purposes
only. Consult property deeds for full legal description.

0.00
0.00

Taxing Description

FOR ASSESSING ONLY; NOT A SURVEY DESC: BEG AT POINT WHICH BEARS N 31°06'E 1495.1 FT FROM THE WY. COR SEC 16
T26S R22E SLM; TH WITH A LINE 33 FT S'LY OF CENTERILNE OF MURPHY LANES 89°08"E 42.1 FT; TH ARC OF A 290.9 FT
RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT 214.3 FT (CURVE HAS CHORD WHICH BEARS S 68'02'E 209.5 FT); TH S 46°55'E 210.8 FT; TH S
48'21'E 13.1 FT TH S 51'25'W 62.70 FT TH.S38'11'E 8.6 FT TH S 31°49'30"W 185.53 FT; TO THE C/L OF SHUMWAY LANE; TH
WITH SAID C/L N 41 '24'W 79.3 FT; TH WITH SAID C/L ALONG THE ARC OF A 213.6 FT RADIUS CURVE TO THE RIGHT 177.8 FT
(CURVE HAS A CHORD WHICH BEARS N 17'34'W 172.7 FT); TH WITH SAID C/L ALONG ARC OF A 162.5 FT RADIUS CURVE TO
THE LEFT 173.5 FT (CURVE HAS A CHORD WHICH BEARS N 24°19'W 165.4 FT); TH WITH SAID C/L N 54°55'W 105.0 FT TO THE
POB. 1.45 AC; M-0-L.
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SOUTH EASTERN UTAH TITLE COMPANY
Serving Carbon, Emery, Grand and San Juan Counties

This Notice, which is required by governmental regulations, gives us the
opportunity to welcome you and thank you for using the services of South
Eastern Utah Title Company. If you have not had the opportunity to use
our services before, we think you'll be happy with what we do. If you are
one of the many loyal customers with whom we have worked with before,
we extend a special "Thank You"

PRIVACY POLICY
We Are Committed to Safeguarding Customer Information
In Order to better serve your needs now and in the future, we may ask you
to provide us with certain information. We understand that you may be
concerned about what we will do with such information - particularly any
personal or financial information. We agree that you have a right to know
how we will utilize the personal information you provide to us. Therefore
we have adopted_ this pcivacy policy to govern the use and handling of your
personal information.
Applicability
This Privacy Policy governs our use of the information which you provide to us. It does
not govern the manner in which we may use information we have obtained from any
other source, such as information obtained from a public record or from another person
or entity.

Types of Information
Depending upon which of our services you are utilizing, the types of nonpublic personal
information that we may collect include:
Information we receive from you on applications, forms and in other communications to
us, whether in writing, in person by telephone or any other means.
Information about your transactions with us, our affiliated companies, or others; and
Information we receive form a consumer reporting agency.

Use of Information
We request information from you for our own legitimate business purposes and not form
the benefit of any non-affiliated party. Therefore, we will not release your information to
non-affiliated parties except: (1) as necessary for us to provide the product or service
you have requested of us; or (2) as permitted by law. We may, however, store such
information indefinitely, including the period after which any customers relationship has
ceased. Such information may be used for any internal purpose, such as quality control
efforts or customer analysis. We may also provide all the types of nonpublic personal
information listed above to one or more of our affiliated companies. Such affiliated
companies include financial service providers, such as title insurers, property and
casualty insurers and trust and investment advisory companies, or companies involved
in real estate services, such as appraisal companies, home warranty companies and
escrow companies. Furthermore, we may also provide all the information we collect, as
described above, to companies that perform marketing services on our behalf of our
affiliated companies, or to other financial institutions with whom we or our affiliated
companies have joint marketing agreements.

Former Customers
Even if you are no longer our customer, our Privacy Policy will continue to apply to you.

Confidentiality and Security
We will use our best efforts to ensure that no unauthorized parties have access to any
of your information. We restrict access to nonpu.blic personal information about you to
those individuals and entities who need to know that information to provide products or
services to you. We will use our best efforts to train and oversee our employees and
agents to ensure that your information will be handled responsibly and in accordance
with this Privacy Policy. We currently maintain various safeguards to comply with
federal regulations to guard your nonpublic personal information

Should you have any questions regarding the above privacy policy, or if we can be of·
any assistance in your real estate transaction, please feel free to contact us.
We look forward together with you and assisting you with the completion of your
transactions.

to Albert
n of Moab Grand.County, ubah, for the sum of T~n-Do11~;--(1)iO: --·,~~-~th;; good and
valuable oonsideratio~,
oilowing desllribed traot of land in Moab, Grand Cou
, UtD.h, to-wit:
Beginning 141 feet East of
rthwest Corner of Lot 3, Bloll
1, Moab Townaite,
runn:l,ng thenoe East 50 feeti thenoe Sou
00 feet1 thenoe Eas
feet1 thanoe South
131 feet1 thsnoa West 90 feet, the11oe North
f'eet to pla
of beginning. T~gethe:r
with all hnprovements and water rights appertainiu,,-""'°''~"
Witness the hands of·aaid Grantora this 16th daY
Moo1'"e
State of Wa,_shington
Oounl;y of Kitsap
On the 16th day of Mar , 1942, personally appeared before me Lee Moore and Loretta E. Moore,
the signers of the above 1
rument, who duly aoknowledged to me that they exeouted the same•

/s/ James N. Jensen
Notary Publio, Residing at Bremerton.

(SEAL)
My oo:mmission exp
s April 22, 1942.
(No Dooumentar
amps attaahed.)
Filed

~ife,
--......_

Reoorded Deeamber 2, 1943, at 11 A,M, Emma M. Dalton, Recorder, by Ruth S. Olse:vskyo
___ !._a!_e_ _ t._.{j!. ___ _!;i~e_ _(f _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _________

!b~t!a~t,!d_~ ~02.k_____ -:..

_

WARRMJ'l'Y DEED

Holman and Elaine Ro'se Holman, husband and wife, of Rifl
arfield Gounty, Colorado, Granters
o Minnie May Harbison of Moab, Grand County, uta.h
the sum of Twiilve Hilhl"!oed and No/100
the
l ing de1rnribed traot of land in Moab, Gr
County, Utah, towit1·
west oorner .of Lot
, Blook # 11, Moab Townsite, running
thenoe E1;1st 50 feetJ thenoe South l
tJ thenoe
40 feet1 thenoe South 131 feet; thenoe
West 90 feeti thenoe North 231 feet1 top
of . ginning. Together with all improvements and
wa~er rights appf!rtaining thereto.
Witness the hands of said Gr!l.ntOrl! this
ExeoutGd in the presenoe
Isl John llVo" Pool
/a/ Lila D, Williams

h day of Nova

:r, 1943.

0£1

State of Colorado

"

County of Garfield

On this 27
day of November, 1943, personally appeared before :me Albert Olay Holman a.nd Elaine Rose Holman,
the signers -0f
e above instrument, who duly a03:knowledged to me that they exaouterl the same.
(SE!IL)

My o
(No

/s/ Fred Mupro
Notary Publio

asion expires Maroh 28, -'1946.
otlmllntary Stamps attaahed.).

-----------------------------------------------------

CHAS. w, MaCONKIE and Viola ttoConkie, husband, aud wife, grim.tors of Vernal, Uintah Uounty, state of
Utah, hsreby Convey and Warl'ant to HATTIE SHUMWAY" Grantee of .Moab, Grand county, State of Utah, for the
sum of Tliree Hundred and no/100 !Jollars the following desoribsd traet of land in Grand County, utah:
Beginning 32 roda E of th.a N. 'N. Corner of Lot 2 Sao, 16, Twp. 26$., R. 22E,, s, L, M.,
and running thanoe 60 .rods
thanoe 32 rods w., then,os 30 rods
thenoe 7.8 rods E., thenoa
80 rods N, tho.nos 46 rods W to plaoe of bagilm.ing.
Alao Lot 4 oontaining 38 aorss in. the same seotion,
_Al;J;_111ine);'!al o.nd oil righta are resel'ved by Chal'las MoConkie and Viola MoConkia.

s.,

s.,

Witness, the hands of th., grantors this 15th day of Ji;ly, A, D. 1935 0
Sij;ned in the preaeno.a
;a/Hubert iry11aok

ofi

/s/ Cha.a. Vf, Moconkie
/s/ Viola MoConkie ,

state of Utah.
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Lucas Blake, PLS
435.260.0104
lucas@reddesertsurvey.com

Kenny Gordon
Grand County
Community Development Coordinator
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532

November 29, 2018

RE: Paul Borichevsky, 1911 Shumway Lane, Moab 84532 – Minor Record Survey, Grand County, Utah
Dear Mr. Gordon:
We will be requesting a drainage study waiver on this minor record survey application. The proposed Borichevsky Minor
record Survey is to divide the existing parcel into two parcels. The property is 1.45 acres on total and each new parcel
will be minimum half acre in size. Parcel 1 as proposed has an existing home.
With respect to the Code requirement to perform a drainage study on any project creating more than 7,000 square feet
(SF) or 15% of lot development of impervious area, we have calculated the allowable vs. proposed impervious areas
related to the project. Details depicting the allowable and proposed site measurements are attached. In summary, the
proposed project will increase the impervious area by approximately 5,000 Square feet (SF) per lot based on the
following calculations.
Parcel 1 allowable impervious area = 3,241 @ 15%; existing 2,000 SF impervious area
Total parcel 1 development existing = 2,000 SF,
Parcel 2 allowable impervious area = 4,076 @ 15%; 3,100 planed home, concrete and patio. 600 SF parking.
Total parcel 2 development planned = 3,700 SF
Because the proposed Minor subdivision will not increase the impervious area of each lot by more than 15 percent of lot
size or 7000 square feet, we would like to be exempt form a drainage study.
The parcel has had a slope analyses completed on it. Greater then 30% slope includes 0.69 acre, the remaining 0.76
acres.
.69 @ 50% = .35 acres
.35 + .76 = 1.11 acres
Current zoning for parcel is LLR so Two parcels are allowable.
The parcel is not located within a flood zone.
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Lucas Blake, PLS
435.260.0104
lucas@reddesertsurvey.com

https://1drv.ms/f/s!Asn9HfV9aon9hNo7oTLBRi23f4-cmw
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
If you have any questions, comments or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Lucas Blake, PLS
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RESOLUTION _________ 2019
A RESOLUTION OF THE GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL
APPROVING BORICHEVSKY MINOR RECORD SURVEY
WHEREAS, Paul Borichevsky (“herein after referred to as “Applicant”) submitted an application for a
Minor Record Survey, a parcel of land located in the NW Quarter of Section 16, T26S, R22E, SLB&M,
Grand County, Utah
Parcel 1 - Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Murphy Lane, said point being North 32°43'49"
East 1520.81 feet from the West Quarter corner of Section 16, Township 26 South, Range 22 East, Salt
Lake Base and Meridian, and Running thence with said right-of-way with a curve having a radius of 290.90
feet, to the right with an arc length of 206.40 feet, (a chord bearing of South 67°15'14" East 202.10 feet);
thence South 46°55'01" East 88.72 feet; thence South 36°31'40" West 187.63 feet; thence with a curve
having a radius of 185.60 feet, to the right with an arc length of 77.20 feet, (a chord bearing of North
05°38'18" West 76.65 feet); thence with a reverse curve having a radius of 190.50 feet, to the left with an
arc length of 203.49 feet, (a chord bearing of North 24°19'34" West 193.95 feet); thence North 54°57'54"
West 63.59 feet to the point of beginning, having an area of 21,606 square feet, 0.50 acres.
Parcel 2 - Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Shumway Lane, said point being North
44°10'35" East 1380.13 feet from the West Quarter corner of Section 16, Township 26 South, Range 22
East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and Running thence North 36°31'40" East 187.63 feet; thence South
46°55'01" East 122.08 feet; thence South 48°21'00" East 13.14 feet; thence South 51°25'00" West 62.74
feet; thence South 38°11'00" East 8.53 feet; thence South 31°49'00" West 156.16 feet; thence North
41°24'00" West 70.85 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 185.60 feet, to the right with an arc
length of 77.20 feet, (a chord bearing of North 29°28'17" West 76.65 feet) to the point of beginning, having
an area of 27,174 square feet, 0.62 acres.
Roadway Dedication - Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Murphy Lane, said point being
North 31 °06'00" East 1495.10 feet from the West Quarter corner of Section 16, Township 26 South,
Range 22 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and Running thence with said right-of-way South 89°08'00"
East 42.10 feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 290.90 feet, to the right with an arc length of 7.91
feet, (a chord bearing of South 88°21'35" East 7.91 feet); thence South 54°57'54" East 63.34 feet; thence
with a curve having a radius of 190.50 feet, to the right with an arc length of 203.74 feet, (a chord bearing
of South 24°21'49" East 194.17 feet); thence with a reverse curve having a radius of 185.60 feet, to the left
with an arc length of 154.41 feet, (a chord bearing of South 17°33'17" East 149.99 feet); thence South 41
°24'00" East 70.85 feet; thence South 31 °49'00" West 29.25 feet; thence North 41 °24'00" West 79.30
feet; thence with a curve having a radius of 213.60 feet, to the right with an arc length of 177.79 feet, (a
chord bearing of North 17°34'00" West 172. 70 feet); thence North 09°01'14" West 85. 74 feet; thence with
a curve having a radius of 162.50 feet, to the left with an arc length of 86. 76 feet, (a chord bearing of
North 39°36'46" West 85.74 feet); thence North 54°55'00" West 105.00 feet to the point of beginning,
having an area of 13,178 square feet, 0.30 acres.

WHEREAS, Minor Record Surveys are subject to the criteria established by Sec. 9.7 of the Grand County
Land Use Code;
WHEREAS, the applicant has applied for a two (2) lot minor record survey in a Large Lot Residential
District, which requires minimum half acre lots;
WHEREAS, proposed Parcel 1 has an existing residential home and Parcel 2 is undeveloped; when an
application for building permit is requested for Parcel 2, a site plan will be required documenting the
proposed impervious surface area. If the requirements of Grand County Construction Standards Section
2.e, 1.A are exceeded, a drainage plan will be required;
WHEREAS, the application has been processed in accordance with the requirements of Sec. 9.7 of the
Grand County Land Use Code and the application complies with the established criteria;
WHEREAS, the Grand County Council has considered all evidence and testimony presented with respect
to the subject application in a public meeting on March 5, 2019;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Grand County Council hereby grants approval of the
Borichevsky Minor Record Survey and authorizes the Chairman to sign the Minor Record Survey and
associated documents.
th

PASSED, ADOPTED, AND APPROVED by the Grand County Council in open session this 5 day of
March 2019 by the following vote:
Those voting aye:
Those voting nay:
Those absent:

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

ATTEST:

Grand County Council

__________________________________
Chris Baird, Clerk/Auditor

________________________________________
Evan Clapper, Chairman

GRAND COUNTY

COUNTY COUNCIL MEETING
MARCH 5TH, 2019
Consent Agenda Item: N

TITLE: Approving third revision of Amendment 4 of the Cooperative Management
Agreement between the Bureau of Land Management and Grand County,
Utah Providing for Public Safety, Resource Protection and Recreation
Management and Maintenance in the Sand Flats Recreation Area, related to
a storage building.
FISCAL IMPACT: N/A
PRESENTER: Andrea Brand, Director, Sand Flats Recreation Area (SFRA)
RECOMMENDATION:
Name & Contact
Information:

Andrea Brand
Director, Sand Flats
Recreation Area,
Moab, UT 84532
435-259-1386
abrand@
grandcountyutah.net

I move to approve the third revision of Amendment 4 of the “Cooperative
Management Agreement Between the U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Land Management and Grand County, Utah Providing for Public
Safety, Resource Protection and Recreation Management and Maintenance
in the Sand Flats Recreation Area”, related to a storage building, and
authorize the Chair to sign the amendment.
BACKGROUND:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:
COMPLETE

The Grand County Council passed a second revision of this amendment on
January 15th, 2019. When it was given to the BLM for signature they
decided that they needed to do their own legal review. After their legal
review was completed, the Grand County Attorney reviewed their changes
and made some minor edits. The BLM agreed with this change and both the
document showing all edits and the final document is presented before you
today.
This amendment authorizes Grand County to use a portion of the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) facility located at 885 South Sand Flats Road as a
storage facility to further the purpose of the Sand Flats Cooperative
Management Agreement. The BLM retains ownership and primary use of
the facility and grounds.
The BLM agrees to allow the County to utilize a portion of the south bay at
the above-described facilities without charge. The BLM will pay the
electricity for this space. The BLM will provide parking space for one
trailer in the northern most parking area.
The County recognizes that BLM retains primary use of the facility and
grounds. The County is responsible for the cleaning of the assigned space
and will request BLM approval before under-taking any repairs or

maintenance. The County assumes all risks for the County materials and
equipment stored in this facility
The County and the BLM have a mutual interest in maintaining the security
of the facility to protect public property, staff and the facility itself.
Recognizing the facility is federal property, both the County and the BLM
will be subject to BLM safety evaluations and will seek to maintain safe
working environments and remediate unsafe conditions within their
respective work areas.
This amendment is valid for a period of five years and may be modified or
terminated by either party subject to 4-month notification.
Attachment(s): Final Amendment 4 of the Cooperative Management
Agreement between the Bureau of Land Management and Grand County,
Utah Providing for Public Safety, Resource Protection and Recreation
Management and Maintenance in the Sand Flats Recreation Area and
Amendment 4 redlined comparing Council approved revision with final
revision, clean copy.

.. --------1Form;
COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
AND
GRAND COUNTY, UTAH
Providing for Public Safety, Resource Protection and Recreation Management and Maintenance in the
Sand Flats Recreation Area
Amendment4
Purpose: This Amendment 4 to the Sand Flats Cooperative Management Agreement ("CMA") between
the PartiesL dated June 27, 1994 authorizes grants a License to Grand County (tRe "County") to use a
portion of the Bureau of Land Management (theManagement's ( "BLM")-fa€ilitybuilding located at 885
South Sand Flats Road (the " Facility"), Moab, Utah 1 as a storage facility to further the purpose ofthe
Sand Flats CMA. as more fully described below. This authorization and license includesis limited to
access to and exclusive use of the southernmost room of the Facility 1..varehousebuilding known as the
"Storage Area".
Grant of License: The BLM hereby grants to the County a -H€ef:l5elicense to utilize the Storage Area for
the storage of certain County equipment without charge to assist and improve efficiency of the County
operation of the Sand Flats Recreation Area. The remainder of the Facilitybuilding shall remain fully
available to the BLM for its exclusive use. The BLM retains ownership and primary use of the Facility-aM
grounds.
BLM Responsibilities. The BLM shall f}a-Ybe responsible for paying the electricity for the Storage Area.
The BLM shall provide Grand County Sand Flats Recreation Area Staff (Staff) with 24-hour access to the
security gate-ffif, which provides entrance to -the Facility and the.~~~!~- ~~'!_<?_~ -~ ~~------ ---------··---------------------------·-{ Form;
Faciliti,<build ingStorage Area only. The BLM shall provide to the County parking space for one (1) ~raile r[ _____.---- - Cornn

l~r:-i--~~~--~-<?-~~~~-~-'!:'.<?_~!_R~~-~!~g__~_r:~-~-~~-~~-~- -~~~-i_l_i~_Y:__________________ _________________________________________________________________________

traileri

--------1Cornn

County Responsibilities: The County recognizes that BLM retains ownership respon sibilities and primary
use of the Facility and grounds. The County shall be responsible for maintaining the cleaning of the
Storage Area in a clean and safe manner and shall provide the BLM with advanced written notice before
undertaking any !repairs or ma intenancd ~~-!~~-?-~~~~g~-~'.~~:--~C?-~1-~~'.~!!C?!"!~-~ ~-~~~-?-~~'.~R~.-~'.~~--~~~!!.~-~--\-- .-allowed without prior written approval from the BLM Moab Field Manager or the Canyon Country
-:.:._·:.·..

-

Cornn
of wha
equipr

\~-.:.::·· Cornn

District Manager. The County shall limit use of the Storage Area to storage and use of equipment in
connection with the Sand Flats Recreation Area Program. and under no circumstances may it store any

"._
\' Form;

1

"( Form;

Any reference to the Facility includes the building and t he grounds on whi ch the build ing is located and w hich is
owned by BLM.

_.A Form;

·-··

.---- --- · ( Form;

hazardous materials {including any substance, pollutant, or contam inant listed as hazardous under the
Comprehensive Environmental Respo nse, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9601, et seq., and
applicable regulations) or any pesticides without prior written approval from the BLM Moab Fie ld
Manager or the Canyon Country District Manager. The County shall further prohibit its
emp loyees/staffStaff from using the Storage Area for any personal use, including overnight~ use.~ The
County shall be solely responsible for locking and securing the Storage Area and the Facility when +ts
emp loyees/staff leave the l=acility.it leaves if no BLM personnel are present. The County assumes all
risks for the County's materials and equipment stored in the Storage Area .
Mutual Responsibilities: The County and the BLM have a mutual interest in maintaining the security of
the Facility to protect public property, staff, and the Facility itself. Both parties shall keep the gate to
the Facility locked when staff members of either party are not present and to watch over each e-tfief
~other's

property stored ffiat the Facility to reduce the opportunity for theft or vandalism.

Recognizing the Facility is federal property, both the County and the BLM w ill be subject to BLM safety
and hazardous material evaluations and will seek to maintain safe working environments and remediate
unsafe conditions within their respective work areas. in accordance with BLM's standards and
requirements.
Term : This Amendment 4 shall be valid for a period offive years from the date hereof. -ltffiaylt may be
modified by the mutual written agreement of the Parties, or it may be terminated by either party upon
four months' advanced written notice.
GRAND COUNTY
ATTEST:

Evan Clapper, Chair
Grand County Council
Date: - - - -

Chris Baird, Clerk
Date: _ _ __

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

By:
Canyon Country District Manage r
Date : - - --

+'

COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
AND
GRAND COUNTY, UTAH
Providing for Public Safety, Resource Protection and Recreation Management and Maintenance in the
Sand Flats Recreation Area
Amendment 4
Purpose: This Amendment 4 to the Sand Flats Cooperative Management Agreement (“CMA”) between
the Parties, dated June 27, 1994 grants a License to Grand County (“County”) to use a portion of the
Bureau of Land Management’s (“BLM”) building located at 885 South Sand Flats Road, Moab, Utah1 as a
storage facility to further the purpose of the Sand Flats CMA as more fully described below. This license
is limited to access to and exclusive use of the southernmost room of the building known as the
“Storage Area”.
Grant of License: The BLM hereby grants to the County a License to utilize the Storage Area for the
storage of certain County equipment without charge to assist and improve efficiency of the County
operation of the Sand Flats Recreation Area. The remainder of the building shall remain fully available
to the BLM for its exclusive use. The BLM retains ownership and primary use of the Facility.
BLM Responsibilities. The BLM shall be responsible for paying the electricity for the Storage Area. The
BLM shall provide Grand County Sand Flats Recreation Area Staff (Staff) with 24-hour access to the
security gate, which provides entrance to the Facility and the Storage Area only. The BLM shall provide
to the County parking space for one (1) trailer in the northernmost parking area of the Facility.
County Responsibilities: The County recognizes that BLM retains ownership responsibilities and primary
use of the Facility. The County shall be responsible for maintaining the Storage Area in a clean and safe
manner and shall provide the BLM with advanced written notice before undertaking any repairs or
maintenance of the Storage Area. No alterations to the Storage Area shall be allowed without prior
written approval from the BLM Moab Field Manager or the Canyon Country District Manager. The
County shall limit use of the Storage Area to storage and use of equipment in connection with the Sand
Flats Recreation Area Program and under no circumstances may it store any hazardous materials
(including any substance, pollutant, or contaminant listed as hazardous under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9601, et seq., and applicable
regulations) or any pesticides without prior written approval from the BLM Moab Field Manager or the
Canyon Country District Manager. The County shall further prohibit its Staff from using the Storage Area
1

Any reference to the Facility includes the building and the grounds on which the building is located and which is
owned by BLM.

for any personal use, including overnight use. The County shall be solely responsible for locking and
securing the Storage Area and the Facility when it leaves if no BLM personnel are present. The County
assumes all risks for the County’s equipment stored in the Storage Area.
Mutual Responsibilities: The County and the BLM have a mutual interest in maintaining the security of
the Facility to protect public property, staff, and the Facility itself. Both parties shall keep the gate to
the Facility locked when staff members of either party are not present and to watch over each other’s
property stored at the Facility to reduce the opportunity for theft or vandalism. Recognizing the Facility
is federal property, both the County and the BLM will be subject to BLM safety and hazardous material
evaluations and will maintain safe working environments and remediate unsafe conditions within their
respective work areas, in accordance with BLM’s standards and requirements.
Term: This Amendment 4 shall be valid for a period of five years from the date hereof. It may be
modified by the mutual written agreement of the Parties, or it may be terminated by either party upon
four months’ advanced written notice.
GRAND COUNTY
ATTEST:

___________________________
Evan Clapper, Chair
Grand County Council
Date: ________

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

___________________________
By:
Canyon Country District Manager
Date: ________

___________________________
Chris Baird, Clerk
Date: ________
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Friday

1:00PM SEUALG (Price)

3

11:00AM Housing Task
Force (Library)
5:30PM CHCSSD
(Hospital)

7:00AM Coffee with Curt
(Chambers)
4:00PM Noxious Weed
Control (Grand Center)
5:00PM Airport Board
Meeting (Chambers)
5:30PM Mosquito
Abatement District (District
Office)

4:00PM County Council
Meeting (Chambers)

1:45PM UMTRA-Escorted
Tour - Elected officials/
County Council - RSVP by
March 7 (Meet at west side
of courthouse, unless
arriving or leaving dif. time)
6:00PM EMS SSD (EMS
Training Center)

11:00AM Trail Mix (Grand
Center)
2:00PM Conservation
District (Hospital)
2:45PM Mental Health
Board (Four Corners) (Gr…
3:00PM Travel Council A…
5:00PM Health Board Me…
5:00PM Planning Commi…
5:30PM OSTA Advisory…
6:00PM Cemetery Maint…
6:00PM Transportation S…

1:00PM Homeless
Coordinating Committee
Meeting (Zions Bank)

3:00PM Sand Flats
Stewardship Committee
(EMS trg room)
5:30PM Library Board
(Library)
7:00PM Thompson Water
District Board (Thompson
Fire Station)

2:00PM Council Workshop
(Council Chambers)
4:00PM Thompson Springs
Special Service Fire District
Mtg (Chambers)
4:05PM County Council
Meeting (Chambers)

1:00PM Watershed
Partnership (Grand Center)
5:30PM Joint City-County
Council Meeting w/ Rep.
John Curtis (City
Chambers)
5:30PM Museum of Moab
(Grand Center)
7:00PM Recreation SSD
(City Chambers)
7:00PM Town Hall (Star
Hall)

9:00AM Canyon Country
Partnership (CCP) (Price
DNR)
12:00PM Housing Authority
of Southeastern Utah (City
Chambers)
4:00PM Arches Special
Service District (Fairfield
Inn & Suites - 1863 N.
Highway 191)

5:00PM Planning
Commission (Chambers)

8:30AM Chamber of
Commerce (Zions Bank)

1:00PM SEUALG (Price)
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NACo Legislative Con... 
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NACo Legislative Conference  Washington, DC

M
1
8
15
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10:00AM Historical
Preservation Commission
(Grand Center)

8

2
9

BLM Travel Management Plan Meetings - All Week

10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
7:00AM Coffee with Curt
(Chambers)
9:00AM EMS SSD (EMS
Training Center)
5:00PM Airport Board
Meeting (Chambers)
5:30PM Mosquito
Abatement District (District
Office)

31 1
3/1/2019 11:50 AM

12:00PM Joint County
Council & PC Meeting
(Chambers)
4:00PM County Council
Meeting (Chambers)

2

3
1/1

11:00AM Housing Task
Force (Library)
1:30PM BLM/Grand County
Coordination Mtg (Moab
Field Office)
5:30PM CHCSSD
(Hospital)

4

5

6
tcollins

March 2019

April 2019
Sunday

Monday

Wednesday

7:00AM Coffee with Curt
(Chambers)
9:00AM EMS SSD (EMS
Training Center)
5:00PM Airport Board
Meeting (Chambers)
5:30PM Mosquito
Abatement District (District
Office)

12:00PM Joint County
Council & PC workshop on
moratorium (Chambers)
4:00PM County Council
Meeting (Chambers)

12:30PM Council on Aging
(Grand Center)

11:00AM Trail Mix (Grand
Center)
2:00PM Conservation
District (Hospital)
3:00PM Travel Council
Advisory (Chambers)
5:00PM Planning
Commission (Chambers)
5:30PM OSTA Advisory
Committee (OSTA Conf.
Room)
6:00PM Cemetery
Maintenance (District
Office)
6:00PM Transportation
Special Service District
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SPECIAL EVENTS
Date
MARCH

Event Name
1-2
8-10
9-12
16
23
30-April 1

Permit Status

Moab Off Road Duathlon and Triathlon
Moab Thaw
Skinny Tire Festival
Canyonlands half marathon & 5 mile Run
Mad Moose Behind the Rocks
Moab Rock MTB Race

permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted

Fallen Peace Officers
Easter Jeep Safari
Operation Underground Railroad
AMASA
Adventure RABBI Passover

pending
exempt
new
pending
permitted

APRIL
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12-21
19
27
19-21

MAKE A Dl~F:ERSNCE IN YOUR
C0MMlJNITY
Bec,ome a Grand County
Board or 1Distr1ict Voluntee:r
1

1

Due Date: OPEN UNTIL FILLED

COUNTY BOARD, COMMISSION AND COMMITIEE
The following Boards, Commissions & committees currently have vacancies.
Applicants must live in Grand County unless otherwise indicated, have the
appropriate expertise when required by law, and agree to abide by the County's
Conflict of Interest Ordinance.

Budget Advisory Board (must be registered voter in Grand County with a
demonstrated interest in, or professional knowledge of budgeting and finance)

VACANCIES

TERM EXPIRATION

1

12/31/2020

1

12/31/2022

1

12/31/2023

Historical Preservation Commission
(May reside in Grand, Emery or San Juan County; Must have a demonstrated
interest or knowledge in historica I preservation )

Housing Authority of Southeastern Utah
(may reside in Grand or San Juan County)

******************************************************************************

DISTRICT BOARD
The following District Boards currently have vacancies. Applicants must reside in
Grand County, must be a registered voter within the District, and may not be an
employee of the District.

VACANCIES

TERM EXPIRATION

Arches Special Service District (Must reside within the District)

2

12/31/2022

Recreation Special Service District

1

12/31/2019

1

12/31/2019

1
1

12/31/2022
12/31/2019

Solid Waste Special Service District
Transportation Special Service District
(must reside in unincorporated Grand County)

\\

Interested applicants shall complete the " Board, Commission, and Committee Certification and Application Form" available at
www.grandcou ntyutah.net/ pdf/BoardAppForm.pdf. or at the County Council's Office. Completed applications may be emailed t o
council@grandcountyutah.net, or delivered to 12S E. Center Street. All new qualified applicants will be interviewed. The County Council will
making appointments at a Regular Council Meeting upon a recommendation from Board, Commission, Committee or District Board. Board
member responsibilities can be found at https://www.grandcountyutah.net/194/ Boards-Commissions-Committees. For more information, please
contact Bryony Hill at (435) 259-1346.

Employment Opportunities
Deputy Recorder I
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GENERAL PURPOSE Performs a variety of entry level administrative support and technical
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Apply Online
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Posted August 1, 2017 8:00 AM | Closes March 31, 2019 5:00 PM
Must Complete Sheriff's Office Application Click Here to Download Job Summary Under the
supervision of the Assistant Jail Commander the Corrections Officer is a... Full Description
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Posted August 1, 2017 8:00 AM | Closes March 31, 2019 5:00 PM
Must Complete Sheriff's Office Application Click Here to Download Job Summary Under the
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Posted March 21, 2018 8:00 AM | Closes March 31, 2019 5:00 PM
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GCSO-Communications/Dispatch
Posted January 26, 2018 8:00 AM | Closes March 31, 2019 5:00 PM
Must Complete Sheriff's Office Application Click Here to Download Job Summary Under the
direct supervision of the Jail Commander the... Full Description
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Posted January 30, 2019 8:00 AM | Closes March 31, 2019 5:00 PM
Must Complete Sheriff's Office Application Click Here to Download GENERAL PURPOSE
Performs a variety of duties assisting with the day-to-day supervisory... Full Description
Information/Special Events Facilitator-Grand County Travel Council
Posted February 28, 2019 8:00 AM | Closes March 15, 2019 5:00 PM
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reviews... Full Description
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I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D S U M M A RY O F O P I N I O N

Under contract to the National Park Service (NPS), I was asked to undertake an
evaluation of potential economic impacts associated with the proposed advance
reservation system (“system”) at Arches National Park (ARCH) using existing data and
information. I am a Principal with Industrial Economics, Inc. (IEc), an economic and
public policy consulting firm located in Cambridge, MA. Under my direction and
supervision, Jacqueline Willwerth and Alison Surdoval, a Senior Associate and Research
Analyst with IEc, respectively, provided technical and administrative support in the
preparation of this report. The opinions presented here are based on my professional
experience and the data and information described herein. My resume is attached as
Appendix A.
Through in-person meetings, interviews, and conference calls, I understand that Moab
residents, proprietors, and other tourism-related interests are concerned that the system
may result in substantial negative economic impacts to the area. These impacts would be
driven by discouraged visitation to ARCH and manifest in reduced revenues, employment
and investment in Moab. I also understand that some stakeholders feel that the system is
necessary and appropriate, and would be unlikely to cause such impacts.
Because there is no precedent for a system like this at a similar park unit, I take a “weight
of evidence” approach in developing my opinions. That is, I collected as much data and
information as possible on instances where NPS units (or other parks) implemented a
change in access management or policies in order to alleviate congestion. While they are
all qualitatively different circumstances, as I describe in Section VI, they may be similar
in an economic sense in that they created uncertainty that in turn affected visitation.
Based on these analyses, relevant literature, and professional judgment, it is my opinion
that visitation to ARCH may be reduced by five to ten percent of what it otherwise would
be during the first year that a system is implemented. This is equivalent to a reduction in
total 2019 visits that falls between 2017 and estimated 2018 visitation, if the system were
implemented next year. Relying on NPS estimates of ARCH visitor spending, this could
result in a reduction in spending of $11 to $22 million relative to what otherwise would
be predicted in that first year, which in turn could reduce overall output, employment,
wages, and tax receipts through associated multipliers.
Separately, representatives from the International Inbound Travel Association Board
(IITAB) have suggested that regardless of whether a system is implemented next year or
not, there will likely be a reduction in foreign bus tours booked due to concerns about the
system.
Available information and data are insufficient to predict whether and to what extent
impacts would occur in subsequent years. However, I expect that after a full year of
implementation, commercial operators and individuals would better understand and adapt
to the system, and that visitation would revert to what it would otherwise be under the
system by year three.
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There are a number of important caveats and uncertainties associated with these
estimates. Foremost is that they are based solely on existing data and information
regarding imperfect analogies. In addition, they do not account for the potential to
mitigate impacts through additional education and outreach regarding the proposed
system.
I.

I N F O R M AT I O N R E L I E D U P O N

On March 21 – 23, I visited Moab to meet with representatives from ARCH, tour the
Park, and conduct a series of group and individual meetings with various stakeholders. In
addition to information gathered during these meetings, I relied upon the following
sources:

II.



The NPS Traffic Congestion Management Plan Environmental Assessment
released in October 2017 (hereafter “EA”);



Reports and published literature on recreational behavior and congestion
management;



ARCH visitation data and visitor survey information;



Visitation data from several other NPS units available at
https://irma.nps.gov/Stats/;



Visitation to other sites in the Moab area provided by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM);



Additional publicly-available data on weather and additional factors potentially
relevant to ARCH visitation; and,



Data on historical Moab area hotel occupancy and demand acquired from STR,
Inc. (https://www.str.com/).

O R G A N I Z AT I O N O F R E P O RT

This report contains seven main sections, as summarized below:


First I discuss the standard economic framework for assessing impacts (both
negative and positive) of a change in natural resource management such as the
proposed system.



Next, I describe our approach to estimating future visitation to ARCH without a
system that will be compared to predictions of changes that may occur with the
system.



Third, I discuss the connection between ARCH visitation, and Moab visitation and
economic activity.



Fourth, I describe the mechanisms by which I believe visitation to ARCH and
Moab may be affected if the system is implemented.
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III.



Fifth, I present a series of statistical models that examine the relationship between
visitation to parks and changes in access management or policies.



Sixth, based on these analyses, I provide a range of predicted changes in ARCH
visitation and associated changes in spending within the local economy.



Finally, I describe important caveats and uncertainties associated with those
estimates.

E C O N O M I C I M PA C T S

The system is designed to alleviate congestion, and in so doing may enhance visitor
experience and increase the economic value of trips to ARCH. Some existing studies
have examined the increase in trip value associated with reduced crowding (e.g., see
Siderelis et al. 2000); however, none are sufficiently comparable to support an estimate of
the potential change in value associated with the system. Such an analysis would likely
require the conduct of a primary study.
In addition to potentially increasing the value of trips by improving visitor experience, the
system may actually increase the likelihood that certain individuals visit the Park because
it guarantees entry for a given date and time for advance reservation holders, and would
likely reduce wait times at the entrance. 1
Alternatively, the system may discourage some visitors from taking trips because of
uncertainty associated with gaining entry to the Park. If fewer trips are taken to Moab as a
result, there will be implications in terms of regional economic activity due to reduced
visitor spending. It is important to distinguish between these two categories of impactseconomic value versus expenditures.
The economic value of a park visit is measured by what an individual is willing to pay for
that experience above and beyond what they are required to spend to participate (i.e.,
travel, lodging, entry fees, etc.). Referred to as consumer surplus, it is the appropriate
measure to characterize changes in recreational opportunities that do not have market
prices, and is regularly applied in benefit-cost analysis and natural resource damage
assessment.2 The relationship between expenditures and consumer surplus is illustrated in
Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1 depicts a hypothetical individual’s demand curve for visits to a park- that is,
what they would be willing to pay for different numbers of trips over a given time period.
The downward slope reflects the conventional notion that the lower (higher) the cost per
trip, the more (fewer) trips an individual will take. As shown, at a cost per trip of $15, the
individual would take 10 trips. Additional trips at that price would exceed what the
1

Based on conversations with NPS I understand that on Memorial Day weekend this year the Park closed the entrance and
turned cars away due to congestion conditions on Saturday and Sunday. Going forward this is a management action that the
Park would likely need to implement more frequently as visitation grows.

2

For example, see U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (2014), Office of
Management and Budget’s Guidance on Development of Regulatory Analysis (Circular A-4, 2003), and U.S. Department of
the Interior Natural Resource Damage Assessment Regulations (43 CFR Part 11).
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individual is willing to pay. The individual’s total expenditures for these 10 trips is equal
to the area of the rectangle labeled “Expenditures,” or $150 ($1510). For each trip
leading up to 10, the individual’s willingness to pay exceeds the cost per trip. The area of
this triangle, labeled “Consumer Surplus,” represents surplus value that accrues to the
consumer, in this case $75 [½10(30-15)].
EXHIBIT 1.

D E M A N D F O R T R I P S TO A N AT I O N A L PA R K ( I L L U S T R AT I V E O N LY )

If the quality of a park trip increases, in this case due to reduced congestion and perhaps
reduced wait times at the Park entrance, the amount that visitors would be willing to pay
for trips may increase, and in turn the value of those trips.
If potential Moab visitors are discouraged by the system, these individuals may not
change their spending behavior. Expenditures may simply be diverted to alternative areas
or activities. In this manner, changes in consumer surplus represent a net change, while
changes in expenditures are typically considered a redistribution. However, within a
regional economy (in this case the City of Moab and Grand County), the level of
expenditures affects revenues, employment, and tax receipts, all of which are of concern
to proprietors, residents and local officials.
To estimate potential regional economic impacts associated with a change in ARCH
visitation we conduct a variety of statistical analyses to examine the impact of changes in
NPS unit access and management. Based on these I provide an estimated range of
changes in visitation, and in turn, reductions in visitor spending within the Moab region.
Exhibit 2 below provides a conceptual model of the distribution of ARCH visitors and the
particular segment of interest for our analysis.
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For purposes of this economic analysis, we are not directly concerned about local
residents. While local residents’ access to ARCH will be affected by the system, they are
best positioned to adjust their use of the Park and/or take advantage of the set aside day
of/before reservation slots. More importantly, local residents will continue to make
purchases of goods and services within the Moab area regardless of whether the system is
implemented or not.
EXHIBIT 2.

A R C H V I S I TO R C L A S S I F I C AT I O N

Of the non-local visitors we are most concerned with those that do not access the
reservation system in advance and do not visit Moab. These represent individuals from
outside the local economy that would otherwise be contributing through expenditures on
food, lodging, and other tourism-related activities. It is also possible that some decreased
visitation would be attributable to potential visitors that utilize the system and reserve
multiple slots to provide flexibility in travel plans but ultimately only visit once (or
something less than the number of reserved slots), thereby holding a slot that otherwise
could have been filled by a different visitor. 3
I V.

F U T U R E V I S I TAT I O N W I T H O U T A R E S E RVAT I O N S Y S T E M

Prior to considering how the system may affect visitation, it is necessary to estimate what
ARCH visitation would be in the future absent the system. This is what is referred to in
policy analysis as the “baseline” and may be thought of as the “but-for” or “business as
usual” scenario. To estimate ARCH visitation in 2018 and 2019 we project growth
3

Based on conversations with NPS I understand that the Park intends to track ‘no-shows’ and may adjust the number of day
of/before reservations based on the initial rates, thereby mitigating some of these potential impacts.
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according to the average monthly growth between 2013 and 2015, taking into account
constraints imposed by Park carrying capacity (our carrying capacity analysis and results
are described in Appendix B). We exclude 2016 because that was the NPS Centennial
and there was a variety of publicity and special programming that may have encouraged
visitation above what would otherwise be expected. 4 Similarly, we do not include 2017
because that was the year of the re-paving project throughout the Park that involved
nighttime closures. Utilizing these assumptions our predicted 2018 non-local visitation is
676,249 vehicle entrances (a 6.7% annual increase) and our predicted 2019 visitation is
705,535 vehicle entrances (a 4.3% annual increase over 2018).5
V.

C O N N E C T I O N B E T W E E N A R C H A N D M O A B V I S I TAT I O N

Many stakeholders in Moab believe that ARCH is the principal reason that visitors come
to the area. Alternatively, others point out that Moab offers draws that are unrelated to the
Park, such as extensive mountain biking and off-road vehicle recreational opportunities.
In this section we present several basic analyses to investigate the relationship between
visitation to ARCH and visitation to the Moab area in general.
First, it is natural to ask what the correlation is between ARCH visitation, visitation to
other area recreational sites, and a measure of visitor activity in the City. Correlations
measure the degree of association between two variables. A correlation of “1” means that
the two variables move in lockstep. In the correlation matrix below in Exhibit 3 the offdiagonal elements indicate the correlation between monthly ARCH visitation, visitation
to BLM recreational areas, Canyonlands National Park (CANY) visitation, Dead Horse
Point State Park visitation, and finally “hotel demand”. Hotel demand reflects the number
of room-nights sold in a month at all lodging in the Moab area.
EXHIBIT 3.

C O R R E L AT I O N S W I T H A R C H V I S I TAT I O N

DEAD
ARCH
ARCH

4

5

BLM

CANY

HORSE

HOTEL

POINT

DEMAND

1

BLM

0.9716

1

CANY

0.9781

0.9567

1

DEAD HORSE POINT

0.9364

0.9629

0.9057

1

HOTEL DEMAND

0.9529

0.9239

0.8934

0.8933

1

https://www.nps.gov/subjects/centennial/nps-centennial-programs.htm
Annual vehicle visitation accounts for non-Moab residents only. According to the 2003 ARCH Visitor Survey, Moab residents
constitute one percent of ARCH visitors (Meldrum et al. 2004).
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Not surprisingly, all of these correlations are quite high. For example, the correlation
between ARCH visitation and CANY visitation is 98%, and the correlation between
ARCH visitation and hotel demand is 95%. These figures indicate that in months when
visitation is higher at ARCH, it is also higher at the other sites, and there is more demand
for hotel rooms. However, these figures do not imply causality. That is, we are
particularly concerned with the effect of ARCH visitation on hotel demand, for example.
In order to identify a causal relationship, a directional model such as an ordinary least
squares (OLS) regression must be estimated. A very simple model would be to estimate
hotel demand as a function of ARCH visitation. However, that model suffers from a form
of endogeneity because the causality could go in either direction. Instead, some additional
control or treatment is required. In the case of ARCH there are two events that can be
leveraged to establish a relationship between visitation and lodging demand: 1) the
October 2013 Federal Government shutdown; and, 2) the 2017 resurfacing, restoration
and rehabilitation (3R) project. In the case of the former, the Park was closed from
October 1st to the 10th. For the latter, the Park was closed from 7pm to 7am on weekdays
between the months of March and November.
We developed four regression models to investigate the relationship between the
shutdown and 3R and hotel demand and occupancy. 6 Hotel occupancy is the percent of
total Moab-area rooms filled. Ten years of monthly data were used to specify a model
where occupancy is a function of an annual time trend, weather (the monthly average of
daily deviations from average temperature), binary variables to capture monthly
(seasonal) variation in visitation, and a binary variable for October 2013 when the
shutdown occurred. Estimation results for all models in the report are presented
sequentially in Appendix C.
This first model suggests that occupancy in Moab was approximately three percent less
than what otherwise would be expected during the shutdown month.7 That estimate is
statistically significant at the .01% level. A similar model was estimated using the natural
log of hotel demand on the left-hand side.8 Again, hotel demand reflects the number of
room-nights sold in a month at all lodging in the Moab area. This model also indicates a
statistically-significant, negative effect during the shutdown month, in this case on the
order of seven percent. 9 In both models all other coefficients are significant and of the
expected sign- the time trend is positive, the temperature deviation coefficient is positive
(warmer than average shoulder or winter months increase visitation), and visitation is
6

All models were estimated using the STATA v.12 statistical package. All models rely on time series (monthly or daily) data
on visitation and/or lodging demand and therefore are likely to exhibit serial correlation, which alters the standard errors
of coefficients, potentially leading to incorrect inferences. As such, all models are estimated using Newey-West standard
errors that are robust to serial correlation (Wooldridge 1999).

7

See Appendix C-1 for Hotel Occupancy and Government Shutdown model results.
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See Appendix C-2 for Hotel Demand and Government Shutdown model results.

9

In this and all subsequent models where the dependent variable is a natural log, coefficients may be interpreted as the
approximate percentage change in the dependent variable for a unit change in the independent variable. The exact change
is given by: %∆

100

1 (Wooldridge 1999).
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higher (lower) in the peak (off-peak) season. While these results are suggestive of a
relationship between ARCH and Moab visitation, they are not conclusive, as other area
sites like CANY and BLM campgrounds were also closed during some portion of the
shutdown.
A more direct model investigates the relationship between the 3R period, which is unique
to ARCH, and hotel occupancy and demand.10 These models were estimated using the
same data and specification, here including a second set of monthly binary variables to
denote the 3R period. In the hotel occupancy model there are positive and significant
coefficients on the 3R months of March, April, October and November on the order of
three to four percent (the intuition behind this positive impact will be discussed in Section
VII). There are negative coefficients on the 3R months of June, July and August, though
only the July coefficient is statistically significant and is small numerically (~ 2%). The
corresponding hotel demand model exhibits a similar pattern of signs and significance. In
this model the 3R July coefficient is also the only negative coefficient significant at
conventional levels, and is approximately four percent in magnitude. The interpretation of
these coefficients is: controlling for other factors, how was monthly visitation different
during 3R relative to those same months in the past? An interpretation of the negative
effect is that, regardless of whether the 3R restrictions would actually affect a given
visitor, a small percentage of visitors avoided the Park during those months anticipating
some potential impact on their trip.
Taken together, these analyses not surprisingly indicate a connection between ARCH
visitation and measures of demand/activity in Moab. However, none are sufficient to
support a specific estimate of exactly how much less activity would occur if ARCH alone
was for some reason inaccessible for a period of time.
VI.

P R O P O S E D S Y S T E M A N D U N C E RTA I N T Y

From my in-person discussions and subsequent interviews/calls, I understand that there is
a diversity of perspectives on the potential impact of the system. These range from
concerns that it will reduce ARCH visitation to such an extent that Moab will be fiscally
bankrupt, to beliefs that any effect on visitation will be negligible.
To my knowledge, the only quantitative assessment of potential impacts appears in the
EA. This approach takes the perspective of “what might happen if the system was in
place and visitation was identical to 2016?” Looking at that pattern relative to the
proposed quotas, the EA concludes that only 3.2 percent of total vehicle entrances would
be displaced (p.30). The difficulty with this approach is that it implicitly assumes that
potential visitors would behave similarly whether a system was in place or not. In reality,
the system alters the ways that potential visitors may plan, organize and execute their
travel/trips.
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See Appendix C-3 and C-4 for Hotel Occupancy/Demand and 3R model results.
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The planning process, proposals, and speculation regarding a reservation system may be
thought of as creating uncertainty. Broadly speaking, the system is akin to a new
regulation that has the potential to impact consumers (individual visitors) and producers
(operators) alike. There is a substantial literature on the economic impacts of regulatory
uncertainty. Policy uncertainty has been found to foreshadow macro-level declines in
investment, employment, and growth (Baker et al. 2012, 2016). At the firm-level, Baker
et al. (2016) found that policy uncertainty is responsible for stock price volatility,
reductions in investments, and reductions in employment, particularly in policy-sensitive
sectors. For example, Fabrizio (2012) demonstrates that regulatory uncertainty negatively
impacts firms’ investments in renewable energy assets. A study examining economic
recovery after the 2009 recession demonstrates that policy uncertainty hampers economic
recovery by reducing businesses’ and individuals’ spending, investment, and hiring
(Baker et al. 2012). Uncertain environmental regulations are found to cause negative
economic and environmental impacts- regulatory uncertainty regarding CO2 emission
regulations has resulted in elevated electricity costs and increased emissions (PatinoEscheverri 2008). Even uncertainty that is potentially beneficial can have a negative
impact on economic indicators such as wages and employment (Lennon and Sobel 2017).
Regardless of whether the parameters of the system are designed to accept all potential
visitors, it nonetheless creates uncertainty that may discourage some visitation by tour
operators (“operators”), foreign tourists, and the general public for several reasons:

VII.



Awareness and understanding- individuals and operators may not avail themselves
of information about how the system works and why it is being implemented, and
instead rely on second-hand interpretations that may be inaccurate.



Proper functioning- operators in particular may not have confidence that the
system will be implemented, managed and maintained properly.



Financial risk- under consumer protection laws, operators that do not provide all
elements of a given itinerary may be financially liable and as such, any risk of not
gaining access to ARCH may be sufficient to alter traditional schedules.

BASIS OF OPINION

Within the resource economics field there are well-established models used to estimate
how visitation may change in response to changes in the attributes of a recreational site
(e.g., see texts by Phaneuf and Requate 2017, Champ et al. 2017 and Freeman et al.
2014). These models rely upon data typically collected through mail, phone, or in-person
surveys and require significant time and resources to develop. Very recently social
scientists have begun to try to leverage mobile phones as an efficient means to collect
data on consumer choices and behavior through the use of anonymous, opt-in
applications. For example, Athey et al. (2018) use data on over 100,000 lunch visits
collected in this manner to estimate how consumers respond when restaurants open or
close in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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As noted, my opinion is based on consideration of existing data and information. Ideally,
one would look to a similar situation as a proxy for estimation of potential impacts at
ARCH. However, a system of this nature has not been implemented at an NPS unit with
similar attributes. In lieu of a natural analogy, I adopt a “weight of evidence” approach
that involves three principal elements:


Literature searches and a review of studies that have examined, generally,
congestion management at National Parks;



A suite of statistical analyses that examine the extent to which changes in access
policies at other NPS units resulted in changes in visitation; and,



Similar statistical analyses, including an example from ARCH, that investigate the
extent to which visitors may alter the timing of their trips in response to changes
in access policies.

Each of these is discussed in turn below.
L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W

A review of literature relevant to congestion at National Parks suggests that visitors are
typically supportive of alternative transportation systems (ATS), particularly shuttle
buses, but prefer personal vehicles for transportation within parks (Dilworth 2003,
Pettebone et al. 2011, Taff et al. 2014, White et al. 2006, White 2013). Few studies
examine visitor perceptions of reservation systems, and results generally indicate that
visitors are not particularly supportive of day-use reservation systems for vehicles or
timed park entry (RSG 2017, White 2013). Several authors suggest that crowding is a
negative and subjective perception of use levels and that these perceptions can be used as
a standard of quality in determining social carrying capacity of a park (Graefe et al. 1984,
Gramann 2002, Manning et al. 1996, Manning et al. 2000, Manning 2001, Manning et al.
2014, Manning et al. 2017, Vaske and Shelby 2008). Further, some studies found
evidence of displacement (when a visitor stops using a resource due to perceptions of
crowding) at NPS units. In some cases, visitors are displaced to less-popular recreation
sites; while in other cases, displaced visitors are replaced by more crowd-tolerant visitors
(Graefe 1984, Gramann 2002). Overall, few studies have examined the impact of vehicle
reservation systems on transportation and crowding management.
M O D E L S O F V I S I TAT I O N A N D A C C E S S P O L I C Y C H A N G E S

We identified every instance possible where an NPS unit, or other significant park, had
implemented a change in access policy and maintained data suitable to support a
before/after analysis of visitation. These included both shuttle and reservation systems, as
summarized below:


ROMO- Rocky Mountain National Park was the first park to introduce an ATS in
the form of a shuttle bus in 1978. In 2001, the Park greatly expanded the shuttle
system to include 10 buses and three routes along Bear Lake Road. The shuttle is
free and voluntary, operating during the peak season from late May to early
October (Pettebone et al. 2011, Rocky Mountain 2018).
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ACAD- Acadia’s Island Explorer Shuttle operates during the peak season from
late June to early October each year. The shuttle service began in 1999 with six
shuttles and has since expanded to 17 shuttles. The service is free and voluntary,
delivering both park visitors and residents to park destinations, local communities,
and the nearby airport (Acadia’s Island Explorer Shuttle).



ZION- Zion National Park implemented a shuttle bus system in 2000 to alleviate
traffic congestion and parking issues, protect natural resources, and restore a sense
of tranquility in the park. The shuttle is free and runs from March through
October, during which Zion Canyon Scenic Drive is closed to private vehicles and
can only be accessed by shuttle, bicycle, or foot (Zion 2018).



YOSE- Yosemite National Park implemented a pilot day use parking reservation
program for select summer weekends in 2016 and 2017. By only offering
reservations for 150 parking spots in Yosemite Valley, the program was designed
to guarantee parking for visitors who secure reservations while not affecting
visitors entering the Park without a reservation. Reservations cost $1.50 each and
were available only to cars, not RVs. Unreserved spots were available on a firstcome, first-served basis, like all other parking spots in Yosemite Valley. In 2016,
reservations were held until 11am, and in 2017, reservations were held until 4pm
(Yosemite 2016, Yosemite 2017).



MUWO- In January 2018, Muir Woods implemented a timed-entry reservation
system requiring both personal and commercial vehicles entering the Park to
obtain a reservation. For $8, individuals can reserve a parking space up to 90 days
in advance. A limited number of spots are held for week-of reservations. Visitors
may purchase same-day reservations if spots are available, but they must make the
reservations on-line as reservations are not sold at the Park. Alternatively, visitors
can reserve a spot on the Muir Woods Shuttle for $3. In addition to the reservation
fee, visitors pay the entrance fee upon entry to the Park. Commercial carriers are
also required to obtain reservations for designated commercial use parking spots
(Golden Gate 2015, Muir Woods 2018)



ALCA- To visit Alcatraz Island, visitors are required to secure ferry reservations.
Reservations include a ferry ticket and park entry, costing between $38 and $90
depending on the tour. Reservations can be made up to 90 days in advance.
Visitors may purchase same-day tickets in person at the pier if they are available,
but no reservations are reserved for day-of purchase (Alcatraz Island 2017). A
new concession contract in 2006 established these specific reservation
requirements. We were unable to confirm the nature and extent of requirements
under the previous contract, but assume for purposes of our analysis that the 2006
change is operative.



Baxter- Since 2010, Baxter State Park has required day use parking reservations
at the three trailheads used to access Mount Katahdin, the highest peak in the state
of Maine (and the terminus of the Appalachian Trail, a NPS unit). Maine residents
are permitted to reserve spots after April 1 for any day in the summer; non-Maine
residents can reserve spots up to two weeks in advance. Each reservation costs $5,
11

and individuals are not permitted to make more than three reservations per month.
Reservations are held until 7am, after which parking becomes first-come, firstserved. Unreserved spots are filled on a first-come, first-served basis starting at
6am (Baxter State Park).


HALE- Beginning in February 2017, Haleakalā National Park implemented a
parking reservation system for sunrise viewing between 3am and 7am.
Reservations are required for entry and cost $1.50 each. They can be made up to
60 days in advance, and a small portion is released two days before the day of the
reservation. The reservation system caps visitation to 150 visitors per day. In
addition to the reservation fee, visitors pay the entrance fee upon entry to the Park.
Commercial vehicles are not required to obtain a reservation (Haleakalā 2018).



ARCH (Fiery Furnace)- Visitors are required to obtain permits to hike the Fiery
Furnace. Permits can be purchased for $6 up to a week in advance and are only
available for purchase in person at the Visitor Center (Arches 2018). The original
permit system in March 1995 limited the group size per permit to 25 people but
did not limit the number of permits issued on each day. In March 1997, the park
limited the number of permits issued each day to 75. While this example is
specific to the Park, we note that there are limitations associated with available
data that render this example less relevant. Importantly, data are expressed in
numbers of permits, not visitors.

Beginning with the shuttle systems, graphs of these visitation data are provided in Exhibit
4 below. In each case these display the average monthly visitation by year (to minimize
the influence of missing months of data) and the vertical line indicates when the system
was implemented. In the case of ACAD only the post-1990 data are used (corresponding
to the bolded segment) as there were dramatic fluctuations in visitation in the preceding
decade that may correspond to changes in counting procedures.
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EXHIBIT 4.

V I S I TAT I O N D ATA F O R S H U T T L E S Y S T E M A N A LY S E S

While visually these graphs may suggest some reduction in visitation in some years
following establishment of the systems, a basic statistical analysis is necessary. For each
case we estimate simple regression models similar to those described in Section V.
Monthly visitation data are modeled as a function of an annual time trend, a binary
variable that identifies the post-system period, and a binary variable for 2016 (the year of
the NPS Centennial when visitation was likely higher than normal due to advertising,
promotions and special programs). In the graphs in Exhibit 4 there are two trend lines
added to assist in interpreting the model results. The “pre-program” line describes the
trend in annual visitation before the management change and the “post-program” line
captures the trend after the management change. The models estimate the percentage
change in these lines.
In each of these models the post-system period coefficients are all negative, statistically
significant, and imply average percentage reductions in visitation of approximately 21, 13
and 11 percent for ACAD, ROMO and ZION, respectively.11
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See Appendix C-5 and C-6 for ACAD, ROMO, and ZION model results.
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For the reservation systems the ARCH, MUWO, Baxter State Park and ALCA models are
all specified in the same manner as the shuttle system models.12 Across these models the
post-system coefficients suggest an almost 40 percent reduction in Fiery Furnace tours in
ARCH and an 11 percent reduction in ALCA visitation- both are statistically significant.
The post-system coefficient for MUWO is positive but insignificant, and that for Baxter is
essentially zero and also insignificant. The former result is not surprising given that the
MUWO system was only implemented earlier this year.
The YOSE models are slightly different in that these pilot programs were implemented
on selected weekends in 2016 and 2017.13 Thus, the system weekends are compared to
those same sets of weekends in the 10 preceding years. Estimation results indicate an
approximate 14 percent increase in Yosemite Valley visitation for the 2016 program, but
a nearly 45 percent decrease for the 2017 program- both coefficients are statistically
significant. The intuition behind these contrasting results is that in 2016 one of the two
pilot weekends was the July 4 holiday, and likely more importantly, in 2017 the
reservations were held until 4pm (versus 11am in 2016), thus occupying a much greater
portion of the day when non-reservation visitors might otherwise capture those parking
spots.
Finally, no analysis was conducted for HALE because historical visitation data are
extremely erratic (e.g., over the 40-year period the mean is 1.2 million and the standard
deviation is nearly 350,000) and it is not possible to reconstruct a history of events or
changes in conditions that would support an appropriately specified model.
S U B S T I T U T I O N A N D A D A P TAT I O N

The EA (p.30) suggests that implementation of the system would shift some visitation
that would otherwise occur during peak season to off-peak months. As noted at the
beginning of this section, there are standard approaches used to model how individuals
make decisions regarding recreational site choices. These models are rooted in the
random utility maximization (RUM) framework originally applied in transportation
contexts (see McFadden 2001 for a review and summary based on his Nobel lecture) and
are also used to examine how individuals make repeated decisions over time. Within the
resource economics field, a handful of studies have investigated the notion of
“intertemporal substitution.” That is, the extent to which individuals may adjust their
timing of trips to a site in response to changes in site conditions (e.g., Parsons and
Stefanova 2011). Unfortunately these studies offer little insight into the potential for this
to occur at ARCH as they consider different circumstances, such as outright closures of a
given site.
However, given an extensive dataset on daily vehicle entrances provided by the Park, it is
possible to investigate, if indirectly, how changes in access affected the temporal
distribution of visitation in the past. As discussed in Section V, the 2017 3R project
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See Appendix C-7, C-8, C-9, and C-10 for ARCH, MUWO, Baxter State Park and ALCA model results.
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See Appendix C-11 for YOSE 2016 and 2017 model results.
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restricted access to ARCH to some degree and was widely publicized.14 Similar to the
lodging analyses, we estimate a model where daily vehicle entrances are a function of an
annual time trend, monthly binary variables, and monthly binary variables during the 3R
period.15 In this model there are negative and statistically-significant coefficients on the
3R months of May through September ranging in magnitude from roughly eight to 13
percent. In the 3R months of October and November, however, there are positive and
equally significant coefficients that suggest visitation was approximately 30 percent
higher than would otherwise have been expected.
I interpret this as direct evidence of some segment of ARCH visitors’ temporal
substitution of visits in response to an access constraint. In plain terms the intuition
behind this result is that some visitors that planned a trip to ARCH in 2017 deliberately
targeted the fall months to avoid the combined effect of peak season congestion and
potential restrictions associated with the 3R project. 16
VIII.

E S T I M AT E D I M PA C T S

Based on the analyses described in the preceding sections, and my professional judgment,
it is my opinion that ARCH visitation may be reduced by five to ten percent in the first
year under the system relative to the level that otherwise would be expected (based on
past trends and estimated carrying capacity constraints). Given the projection described in
Section IV, this implies a reduction in visitation of roughly 35,000 to 70,000 non-local
vehicle entrances over the course of the year if the system were implemented in 2019.
This is equivalent to an annual figure that lies between 2017 and estimated 2018
visitation. 17 Given the relevant estimate of ARCH trip-related expenditures of $119
(Cullinane and Koontz 2017), and an average party size of 2.6, this implies a potential
reduction in revenues within the Moab area of $11 to $22 million relative to what
otherwise would be expected. Through estimated multipliers, this in turn implies
reductions in overall output, employment and wages.
Available information and data are insufficient to predict whether and to what extent
impacts would occur in subsequent years. However, I expect that after a full year of
implementation, commercial operators and individuals would better understand and adapt
to the system, and that visitation would revert to what it would otherwise be (i.e., no
further reductions due to uncertainty) under the system by year three. These projections
(assuming that impacts in 2020 are reduced by one-half) are displayed in Exhibit 5 below.
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http://moablog.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/ARCH-3R-QAs-022317.pdf
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See Appendix C-12 for 3R and ARCH visitation model results.
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A less relevant, but nonetheless interesting example of short-term substitution is provided by the advance reservation

system implemented for Half Dome access in YOSE. In that case reservations could be made up to four months in advance for
400 available weekend and holiday slots. No reservations were required for weekdays, when use was historically low. When
implemented, slots sold out very quickly (e.g., all weekends in May and June sold out in five minutes), but there was an
approximate 25 percent ‘no-show’ rate. Of interest, there was a corresponding 75 percent increase in weekday visits.
17

To be more precise, the figure falls roughly between our prediction of what 2017 visitation would have been without the

3R project (640,310 versus 557,316 actual), and our prediction of 2018 visitation (683,080).
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EXHIBIT 5.

P R E D I C T E D R E D U C T I O N I N V I S I TAT I O N ( V E H I C L E E N T R A N C E S )

Additionally, I was asked by NPS to consider how my opinion and estimates may change
if certain aspects of the system were altered, specifically:


Having the system operative for six versus eight months;



Reducing the reservation window from 11 to 9 hours; and,



Adjusting the ratio of advance versus day of/before slots.

Other than to say that each of these potential modifications may mitigate any reduction in
visitation to some extent, available information and data are insufficient to provide a
specific estimate.
Finally, as noted, a concern of certain stakeholders is the potential for foreign visitors,
and particularly foreign tour operators, to avoid visiting Moab due to the system. As I
understand from the EA, the anticipated parameters are set such that nearly every
commercial tour that historically accessed the Park would be admitted under the system.
However, as described in Section VI, uncertainty and potential financial liability
associated with the system may reduce visitation by these groups. In a conference call
with members of the IITAB, I was told by two members that they were advising the
vendors they work with to drop Moab from their itineraries in 2019 (which were actively
being booked at the time). 18

18

These IITAB members suggested that there may be a 75 percent reduction in foreign bus tours in 2019. I have no external

information to corroborate this estimate. However, if 50 percent of bus entrances are foreign tours, and, as assumed in
Section IV that tours in 2019 would increase at the average monthly growth rate from 2013 to 2015, this could imply a
reduction of roughly 600 entrances. If the average bus seats 50 individuals, then this implies an additional reduction in Moab
visitors of approximately 30,000.
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IX.

C AV E AT S A N D U N C E RTA I N T I E S

There are a number of important caveats and uncertainties associated with my opinions as
summarized below:


My analysis and conclusions are based on existing data and information. Because
no substantially similar precedent exists, I consider a wide array of different
situations and some signals from past events at ARCH itself. Recognizing the
uncertainty inherent in drawing conclusions from this approach, I provide a range
of potential visitation impacts.



The reliability of conclusions based on the various statistical analyses presented is
contingent upon the integrity of the underlying data sources.



The estimate of a potential reduction in foreign bus tours is based on a
representation from a party that may be adversely impacted by the system.



Finally, my estimate of impacts is static in that it does not (and is unable to)
account for any adaptation that may take place in the weeks or months after a
system is implemented that may mitigate total impacts over the course of the
season. Similarly, it does not assume that any additional effort is undertaken to
reduce the ‘uncertainty effect’ through outreach and education.
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APPENDIX A: PATERSON RESUME

ROBERT W. PATERSON

PRINCIPAL

Overview
Mr. Paterson's academic training, research, and professional experience focuses on applied economics and
econometrics, with an emphasis on environmental and natural resource applications. Mr. Paterson has
worked with Industrial Economics, Incorporated for 20 years, providing expert technical support in natural
resource damage assessments for state, federal and tribal trustees. In addition, he has led numerous other
economic analyses for clients such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Department of Justice, the
National Park Service, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Health Canada, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and several private law firms.

Education
Master of Science in Resource Economics and Policy, University of Maine, Orono
Bachelor of Arts, Economics, with Distinction, Colby College
Mr. Paterson is a member of the American Economic Association and the Association of Environmental and
Resource Economists.

Selected Project Experience
For the NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, leading the final development, implementation
and analysis phases of a national stated‐preference study designed to estimate the value of ecological and
human use losses resulting from the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, designing and implementing a national stated‐preference study to estimate
the benefits of improved visibility at park units and Class I wilderness areas.
For state and federal trustees, estimated damages to recreational resources resulting from PCB
contamination on Lake Hartwell, South Carolina/Georgia, negotiated settlement and developed a Restoration
and Compensation Determination Plan.
For a group of private law firms representing the STATE OF NEW JERSEY, utilized valuation and equivalency
methods to estimate damages associated with MTBE groundwater contamination at sites throughout the
state.
For the ILLINOIS ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE, estimated the benefits of improved water quality in Chicago’s
urban waterway system to support a negotiated rulemaking regarding wastewater disinfection.
For state, federal and tribal trustees, estimated economic damages to recreational and tribal resources
resulting from contamination on the lower St. Louis River, Minnesota, negotiated settlement and developed a
Restoration Plan.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, estimated the value of recreational and ecological impacts expected to result
from an upgraded transmission line traversing the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area and the
Appalachian Trail.
For the DELAWARE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, directed a study to
measure the value of coastal and inland wetland ecosystem services using integrated ecological and economic
models.

A-1

Additional examples of Mr. Paterson’s project experience include:

Natural Resource Damage Assessment & Environmental Valuation
For the U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, estimated damages associated with fish consumption advisories and
avoided stocking activities on the Sheboygan River in Wisconsin due to PCB contamination.
For the STATE OF NEW JERSEY, served as co‐Principal Investigator for a statewide stated‐preference
groundwater valuation study.
For the STATE OF ARKANSAS, developed a contingent behavior study to estimate recreational fishing damages
resulting from the Mayflower oil spill.
For the NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, estimated recreational fishing damages
associated with fish consumption advisories on the lower Delaware River.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, developed a report describing the likely cultural, historical and recreational
impacts associated with a new proposed transmission line traversing the James River adjacent to the Colonial
National Historical Park, including a detailed plan for studies that could be conducted to quantify and
monetize visitor experience impacts, as well as general population losses.
For the U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, estimated the
recreational and ecological benefits of several American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funded water quality
and land cleanup projects.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, leading a stated‐preference study designed to estimate the value of reducing
noise pollution in park units.
For the WAMPANOAG TRIBE OF AQUINNAH, estimated damages to subsistence and cultural resources associated
with the Bouchard oil spill in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts.
For a private law firm, developed models to estimate residential property value diminution along a dioxin‐
contaminated floodplain in Michigan.
For the U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS, conducted
parallel hedonic property value and stated‐preference studies to estimate the benefits of
preventing/remediating releases from underground storage tanks.
For a private law firm, estimated economic damages to commercial lobster fishermen arising from pesticide
contamination in Long Island Sound, Connecticut and New York.
For the NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, led a cooperative process to evaluate
recreational resource restoration projects on the Passaic River, New Jersey.
For a private law firm representing the STATE OF NEW JERSEY, provided expert support in estimating damages
associated with ecological injuries at two large refinery sites.
Provided technical support in estimating economic damages suffered by a class of residential property
owners adjacent to an industrial facility in Lakeland, Florida.
Provided technical support in estimating economic damages to property owners associated with emissions
from an industrial‐scale meat processing plant in Nebraska.
For the UNITED NATIONS COMPENSATION COMMISSION, evaluated natural resource damage claims arising from
Iraq's invasion and occupation of Kuwait in 1991.
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For the MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, developed a travel cost recreational demand model to
estimate losses at a state park compromised by a reservoir breach.
For the U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, OFFICE OF AIR QUALITY PLANNING & STANDARDS, conducting a
hedonic study in 20 cities to estimate the property value effects of urban/residential visibility conditions.
For the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, developed estimates of recreational fishing damages on a contaminated
waterway in northeastern New Jersey.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, providing programmatic support to damage assessment efforts under the
System Unit Resource Protection Act‐ including updating internal guidance; establishing best practice
methods for valuation/restoration of vegetation injuries, injuries to cultural and historical resources, injuries
to paleontological resources, and injuries to wildlife; and, recommending methods for recovery of
response/restoration equipment costs.
Estimated economic damages suffered by a class of residential property owners in Brooklyn, New York
arising from groundwater contamination and vapor intrusion.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, directed a study of ecosystem services associated with NPS management of
the Hetch Hetchy watershed and reservoir.
For the STATE OF MAINE, conducted reviews of economic damage determination and proposed restoration
actions at a former nuclear power facility and a Superfund site.
For the STATES OF MASSACHUSETTS AND NEW JERSEY, developed guidance on groundwater damage assessment.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, assisted in developing a claim for damages to historic landscapes and other
park resources at Saratoga National Historical Park, New York resulting from PCB contamination of the
Hudson River.
For the STATE OF NEW MEXICO, provided technical support in estimating groundwater damages from a
Superfund site.
Provided technical support in estimating economic losses associated with groundwater contamination at two
sites in the U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS.
Provided technical support in estimating damages to a Rhode Island water district associated with municipal
well contamination and closure.
For the WASHINGTON SUBURBAN SANITARY COMMISSION and the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, estimated the value of
recreational and ecological impacts expected to result from a new water intake project along the Chesapeake
and Ohio Canal National Historical Park.
For the U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, developed a comprehensive database of sportfishing valuation
literature and conducted meta‐analyses of estimated values.
Provided technical support in estimating economic damages suffered by a class of residential property
owners in Lisle, Illinois associated with groundwater contamination.
For the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE and other federal agencies, provided technical support in estimating
groundwater damages at former military sites in Rhode Island, Ohio, Colorado and Minnesota.
Developed models to estimate economic damages to a class of private property owners adjacent to a refinery
site in southwestern Illinois.
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Developed preliminary estimates of damages to recreational resources at several additional sites, including
the Shenandoah River, Virginia; TVA/Kingston plant, Tennessee; Southeast Lead Mining District, Missouri;
Richland, Clear and Salt Creeks, Indiana; Oak Ridge Reservation, Tennessee; Jamaica Bay, New York; St.
Lawrence River, New York; and the White River, Indiana.

Regulatory & Other Economic Analyses
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, conducted a cost‐benefit analysis of a proposed commercial fishing
management plan at Biscayne National Park.
For the OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING RECLAMATION AND ENFORCEMENT, directed analyses of changes in stream
water quality and other ecological services expected to result from a Stream Protection rule in support of the
Regulatory Impact Analysis and Environmental Impact Statement.
For the NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, developed a spatial economic model to evaluate
climate change threats to potential coastal restoration sites in the Puget Sound.
For the NATIONAL FISH & WILDLIFE FOUNDATION, collaborated with an expert fisheries economist to design an
incentive program for vessel enrollment in a bycatch reduction program in the Gulf of Mexico pelagic longline
fishery.
For the U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, estimated costs and benefits associated with critical habitat
designation under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act for several species in the southwest U.S., California
and Florida.
For the U.S. COAST GUARD, developed a study plan for several potential primary valuation studies to estimate
values for changes in risks of passenger vessel injury, maritime security threats, and oil spills.
For the U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, OFFICE OF POLICY ANALYSIS AND REVIEW, provided technical
support in estimating the benefits of improved residential visibility for the Section 812 Second Prospective
analysis of the Clean Air Act Amendments.
For the U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, designed and conducted research on the housing market impacts of
critical habitat designations for endangered species.
For the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, provided critiques of econometric analyses submitted in conjunction with
a lawsuit brought against the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regarding CERCLA.
For the MINNESOTA FOREST RESOURCES COUNCIL, advised on approaches to incorporating non‐market benefits in
riparian forest management policies.
For the NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, conducted an economic analysis of recreational resources in the
vicinity of a proposed underground mine site in northern Michigan.
For HEALTH CANADA, designed and implemented a national stated‐preference study to evaluate increased
efficacy of smoking cessation therapies.
For the U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICE, conducted an econometric analysis of the demand for
immigration services and benefits.
For the U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, conducted economic analyses of several existing and proposed
National Wildlife Refuges (NWRs), including the Necedah NWR in Wisconsin, the Monomoy and Nantucket
NWRs in Massachusetts and the proposed Aldo Leopold NWR in Wisconsin.
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For the NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION, developed a report on the economic benefits of instream
flows and lake levels in Colorado River watershed park units.
For the NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, developing a report on the potential economic implications of ocean
acidification at marine units.
For the U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, conducted a comprehensive economic analysis of migratory shorebird
recovery activities on the Atlantic coast.
For the U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION, developed a study plan describing research options to
improve estimates of the value of nonfatal injury risk reductions.
For HEALTH & ENVIRONMENT CANADA, designed and implemented a national stated‐preference study to value
elimination of certain harmful attributes of chemical substances in commerce.
For HEALTH CANADA, adapted and implemented a stated‐preference study to value avoided children’s health
risks from lead paint exposure.
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APPENDIX B: CARRYING CAPACITY

Carrying capacity in national parks refers to the amount of visitor use a park can sustain while also
preserving natural resources and maintaining a positive visitor experience. A variety of factors influence a
park’s carrying capacity, including physical space (i.e. number of parking spaces or miles of trail), site
location, social norms and perceptions of crowding, type of recreational activities offered, and the type
and intensity of management (Graefe et al. 1984, Manning 2001, Manning et al. 2014, Manning et al.
2017, Vaske and Shelby 2008). According to Hallo and Manning (2014), the physical and managerial
aspects of carrying capacity lend themselves to more straight-forward quantification than the
environmental and social aspects of carrying capacity because they align more closely with existing
methods used to define carrying capacity of a space, such as the Highway Capacity Manual, a widelyused guide in determining the number of cars a road can support. However, Hallo and Manning (2014)
further suggest that considering only physical carrying capacity may not be the best approach for
determining park road carrying capacity because the social and environmental aspects of carrying
capacity are particularly relevant at parks. A common method for quantifying social carrying capacity is
the visual approach method, in which visitors rate on a scale ranging from unacceptable to acceptable a
series of photographs depicting various amounts of people at a site, on a road, or on a trail. Manning et al.
(1996) utilize this method to determine a specific social carrying capacity for Delicate Arch. Social
carrying capacity values can be used in conjunction with other physical, environmental, and managerial
factors to determine an overall carrying capacity for the site.
To better understand how visitation to ARCH may evolve in future years if a system is not implemented,
we conducted a simple carrying capacity analysis. Due to the nature of available data, our analysis
considers only physical and managerial carrying capacity, and is therefore not a comprehensive review of
the Park’s capacity. The analysis involved: (1) calculating a physical carrying capacity at ARCH based on
parking spaces; (2) using historical visitation data to project near-term future visitation; and,
(3) examining if projected future visitation exceeds physical carrying capacity. Overall, the analysis
suggests that, at current visitation growth rates, peak season months at the Park are likely to meet physical
carrying capacity in a few years.
The 1989 ARCH General Management Plan (GMP) calculates theoretical daily vehicle carrying capacity
by multiplying maximum people at one time (PAOT) and visitor turnover rate (NPS 1989, NPS 2017).19
Although carrying capacity of a park is inherently physical, environmental, social, and managerial, the
1989 GMP calculation of daily vehicle carrying capacity at ARCH considers only the physical and
managerial components of carrying capacity. The equation used to calculate a daily carrying capacity at
ARCH is presented below.

19

Maximum PAOT, total number of parking spaces, and average number of people per car have been updated to reflect 2017 values presented in

the Arches National Park Traffic Congestion Management Plan Environmental Assessment (NPS 2017).
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To calculate the monthly carrying capacity, we multiply the daily carrying capacity by the number of days
in the month:
∗

where:

∗
and:
12

/

Using values from the October 2017 Arches National Park Traffic Congestion Management Plan
Environmental Assessment:
857 ∗ 2.6 ∗ 12/4

6,685

2,571

To estimate future visitation at ARCH, we project the average monthly growth in ARCH visitation
between 2013 and 2015. We exclude 2016 because that was the NPS Centennial and there was a variety
of publicity and special programming that may have encouraged visitation above what would otherwise
be expected. 20 Similarly, we do not include 2017 because that was the year of the 3R re-paving project
throughout the Park that involved nighttime closures. Exhibit B-1 depicts historic and projected annual
vehicle visitation at ARCH from 2007 to 2023.

20

https://www.nps.gov/subjects/centennial/nps-centennial-programs.htm
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E X H I B I T B - 1 . H I S TO R I C A N D P R O J E C T E D A N N U A L A R C H V I S I TAT I O N , 2 0 0 7 - 2 0 2 3
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According to the carrying capacity calculation and growth projections, some months are on track to
surpass park carrying capacity by 2018. By 2021, the entire peak season is projected to exceed park
carrying capacity. Exhibit B-2 depicts monthly visitation at ARCH, highlighting future months that are
projected to reach park carry capacity. As previously stated, visitation projections begin in 2017 and
growth is calculated using 2013-2015 monthly growth averages.
The physical carrying capacity value presented in this analysis represents an estimate of the physical
limitations to visitation that ARCH can sustain. There are a number of important caveats associated with
the carrying capacity analysis. First, the carrying capacity calculation assumes that every parking space in
the Park is utilized for the entire 12-hour day. Furthermore, when using monthly carrying capacity to
consider limits to future growth projections, we assume that every day in the month reaches daily carrying
capacity and that visitation is spread out equally throughout the week, ignoring weekday and weekend
variations in visitation. Finally, the analysis assumes that visitor behavior remains the same with
increasingly crowded conditions, which is unlikely according to existing research on visitor behavior and
crowding at national parks (Graefe 1984, Gramann 2002).
The purpose of the carrying capacity analysis is to expand our understanding of limits to growth in Park
visitation without a reservation system. The results of this analysis are not relied upon in any estimates of
how the system may impact park visitation. Overall, the analysis suggests that current growth rates may
exceed the Park’s physical carrying capacity in the near future.
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EXHIBIT B-2.

Year

Jan

M O N T H LY H I S TO R I C A N D P R O J E C T E D A R C H V E H I C L E V I S I TAT I O N , 2 0 0 7 - 2 0 2 2

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2007

4,362

6,347

23,338

32,657

39,837

38,419

39,472

36,840

41,417

30,790

12,552

5,197

2008

3,774

5,565

24,414

32,667

46,821

43,908

42,694

45,206

42,400

31,536

12,080

5,478

2009

4,844

6,421

24,486

32,857

49,325

49,771

47,830

47,253

45,615

34,475

13,016

5,445

2010

3,597

4,915

20,990

34,256

50,642

52,594

50,961

48,715

47,030

35,211

11,895

5,220

2011

4,226

5,364

22,808

35,204

49,726

53,715

51,407

48,011

46,235

35,985

12,660

6,251

2012

6,189

7,413

26,585

37,597

49,131

49,073

50,585

46,989

47,287

37,977

14,978

7,422

2013

4,576

6,710

27,028

39,475

52,918

53,925

54,434

51,013

53,607

22,859

17,938

8,473

2014

7,056

9,270

32,968

44,563

58,739

59,809

59,505

59,788

56,304

46,266

19,203

10,667

2015

8,533

14,200

37,963

50,638

63,771

66,293

68,489

60,152

58,014

45,639

20,164

11,224

2016

8,439

13,788

43,906

55,570

72,014

74,575

74,352

66,669

70,614

58,893

28,693

13,657

2017

9,819

17,550

49,584

61,408

78,561

77,130

79,701

72,530

75,659

70,914

31,736

15,718

2018

11,425

22,338

55,996

67,859

79,701

77,130

79,701

78,906

77,130

79,701

35,102

18,090

2019

13,294

28,433

63,237

74,988

79,701

77,130

79,701

79,701

77,130

79,701

38,825

20,821

2020

15,468

36,190

71,414

77,130

79,701

77,130

79,701

79,701

77,130

79,701

42,943

23,963

2021

17,998

46,064

79,701

77,130

79,701

77,130

79,701

79,701

77,130

79,701

47,498

27,579

2022

20,942

58,632

79,701

77,130

79,701

77,130

79,701

79,701

77,130

79,701

52,536

31,742
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APPENDIX C: MODEL RESULTS

H O T E L O C C U PA N C Y A N D G O V E R N M E N T S H U T D O W N M O D E L

.

newey occupancy year ib10.month shutdown tdev, lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West
Std. Err.

occupancy

Coef.

year

.6354965

.1425087

month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12

-43.86006
-35.51568
-12.20136
-2.188717
7.890592
11.11236
10.06185
7.89656
12.4489
-25.33297
-40.21078

shutdown
tdev
_cons

-3.600116
.189775
-1207.614

Number of obs
F( 14,
108)
Prob > F

t

=
=
=

123
1155.89
0.0000

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

4.46

0.000

.3530195

.9179736

1.089424
.9569831
1.28272
1.137427
1.365998
1.057991
1.163235
1.44375
.908817
1.186884
1.018964

-40.26
-37.11
-9.51
-1.92
5.78
10.50
8.65
5.47
13.70
-21.34
-39.46

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.057
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-46.01949
-37.41258
-14.74393
-4.443296
5.182947
9.015238
7.756116
5.034798
10.64747
-27.68558
-42.23054

-41.70063
-33.61877
-9.658784
.0658608
10.59824
13.20948
12.36758
10.75832
14.25033
-22.98036
-38.19102

.8325129
.0568762
286.866

-4.32
3.34
-4.21

0.000
0.001
0.000

-5.250301
.0770365
-1776.232

-1.949931
.3025136
-638.9957
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HOTEL DEMAND AND GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN MODEL

.

newey lndemand year ib10.month shutdown tdev, lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West
Std. Err.

lndemand

Coef.

year

.0351302

.0033078

month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12

-.9930295
-.8221836
-.2053945
-.0838752
.0878737
.0994627
.122675
.095557
.1223028
-.4713166
-.8382585

shutdown
tdev
_cons

-.0811281
.007412
-60.01367

Number of obs
F( 14,
108)
Prob > F

t

=
=
=

123
453.35
0.0000

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

10.62

0.000

.0285735

.0416869

.0221421
.0280994
.0248519
.0217055
.0236293
.0213978
.0195734
.0240472
.0143866
.0304932
.0332705

-44.85
-29.26
-8.26
-3.86
3.72
4.65
6.27
3.97
8.50
-15.46
-25.20

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-1.036919
-.8778815
-.2546552
-.1268992
.0410364
.0570485
.0838771
.0478912
.093786
-.5317594
-.9042065

-.9491399
-.7664857
-.1561338
-.0408511
.134711
.1418769
.1614728
.1432227
.1508195
-.4108738
-.7723105

.0132312
.0016508
6.657681

-6.13
4.49
-9.01

0.000
0.000
0.000

-.1073546
.0041399
-73.21035

-.0549016
.0106841
-46.81699
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H O T E L O C C U PA N C Y A N D 3 R M O D E L

.
newey occupancy year i.month R3_* tdev, lag(1)
note: R3_1 omitted because of collinearity
note: R3_2 omitted because of collinearity
note: R3_12 omitted because of collinearity
Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West
Std. Err.

occupancy

Coef.

year

.5848826

.1590891

month
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

8.345628
31.36548
41.28244
51.71798
54.98993
54.08926
51.92096
56.26406
43.08373
18.08656
3.622676

1.014177
1.347972
1.093646
1.419209
1.047681
1.152106
1.476487
1.054838
1.105209
1.535043
1.129401

R3_1
R3_2
R3_3
R3_4
R3_5
R3_6
R3_7
R3_8
R3_9
R3_10
R3_11
R3_12
tdev
_cons

0
0
3.21811
3.666153
.0757158
-.4396875
-1.91865
-1.887585
.1872199
3.891114
4.144742
0
.1981958
-1149.587

(omitted)
(omitted)
1.234984
.9793488
1.160733
.8804592
1.006827
1.280224
.9174882
1.100967
1.549643
(omitted)
.0602553
320.2101

Number of obs
F( 14,
100)
Prob > F

t

=
=
=

123
1618.01
0.0000

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

3.68

0.000

.2692544

.9005109

8.23
23.27
37.75
36.44
52.49
46.95
35.17
53.34
38.98
11.78
3.21

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002

6.33353
28.69114
39.11267
48.90231
52.91136
51.80352
48.99166
54.17129
40.89103
15.04108
1.381977

10.35773
34.03982
43.4522
54.53365
57.0685
56.37501
54.85027
58.35683
45.27644
21.13204
5.863376

2.61
3.74
0.07
-0.50
-1.91
-1.47
0.20
3.53
2.67

0.011
0.000
0.948
0.619
0.060
0.144
0.839
0.001
0.009

.767937
1.723152
-2.227146
-2.186494
-3.916167
-4.427512
-1.633051
1.706826
1.070294

5.668283
5.609153
2.378578
1.307119
.0788664
.6523423
2.00749
6.075402
7.21919

3.29
-3.59

0.001
0.001

.0786509
-1784.875

.3177406
-514.2996
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HOTEL DEMAND AND 3R MODEL

.
newey lndemand year ib10.month R3_* tdev, lag(1)
note: R3_1 omitted because of collinearity
note: R3_2 omitted because of collinearity
note: R3_12 omitted because of collinearity
Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West
Std. Err.

lndemand

Coef.

year

.0342097

.0037986

month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12

-.9788663
-.8080243
-.1949229
-.0753482
.1020611
.1162246
.1403096
.1132263
.1367053
-.4734004
-.8248414

.0239264
.0300463
.0287535
.0259999
.0271462
.0241642
.0220069
.0270683
.0164227
.0319348
.0356938

R3_1
R3_2
R3_3
R3_4
R3_5
R3_6
R3_7
R3_8
R3_9
R3_10
R3_11
R3_12
tdev
_cons

0
0
.0406304
.0538778
-.0048511
-.0305529
-.0393419
-.0396917
-.0069679
.0490447
.1588276
0
.0073853
-58.17475

(omitted)
(omitted)
.0306208
.0244501
.0248882
.0243433
.0226887
.0255383
.0218363
.0237608
.0365656
(omitted)
.0018334
7.643573

Number of obs
F( 14,
100)
Prob > F

t

=
=
=

123
532.61
0.0000

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

9.01

0.000

.0266734

.0417459

-40.91
-26.89
-6.78
-2.90
3.76
4.81
6.38
4.18
8.32
-14.82
-23.11

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-1.026336
-.8676354
-.2519689
-.1269313
.0482039
.0682834
.0966486
.0595236
.1041232
-.536758
-.8956568

-.9313969
-.7484133
-.1378768
-.0237651
.1559183
.1641657
.1839706
.166929
.1692873
-.4100427
-.754026

1.33
2.20
-0.19
-1.26
-1.73
-1.55
-0.32
2.06
4.34

0.188
0.030
0.846
0.212
0.086
0.123
0.750
0.042
0.000

-.0201205
.0053694
-.0542285
-.0788494
-.0843555
-.090359
-.0502906
.0019039
.0862825

.1013812
.1023861
.0445263
.0177436
.0056717
.0109757
.0363547
.0961854
.2313727

4.03
-7.61

0.000
0.000

.0037479
-73.33938

.0110228
-43.01012
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ACAD SHUTTLE BUS MODEL

.

newey lnvisits year post, lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

lnvisits

Coef.

year
post
_cons

.0003809
-.1249922
14.01229

Newey-West
Std. Err.
.0048765
.0730712
9.732702

Number of obs
F( 2,
21)
Prob > F

t
0.08
-1.71
1.44

P>|t|
0.938
0.102
0.165

=
=
=

24
5.45
0.0124

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.0097603
-.2769522
-6.227967

.0105221
.0269678
34.25256

ROMO SHUTTLE BUS MODEL

.

newey lnvisits year post, l ag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

lnvisits

Coef.

year
post
_cons

.0108273
-.1137239
-6.728016

Newey-West
Std. Err.
.0027585
.0429617
5.502314

Number of obs
F( 2,
31)
Prob > F

t
3.93
-2.65
-1.22

P>|t|
0.000
0.013
0.231

=
=
=

34
8.22
0.0014

[95% Conf. Interval]
.0052013
-.2013449
-17.95006

.0164532
-.0261028
4.494026
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ZION SHUTTLE BUS MODEL

.

newey lnvisits year post cent, lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

lnvisits

Coef.

year
post
cent
_cons

.0291381
-.1189154
.2032153
-43.55362

Newey-West
Std. Err.
.0071149
.0537006
.0718236
14.22652

Number of obs
F( 3,
15)
Prob > F

t
4.10
-2.21
2.83
-3.06

P>|t|
0.001
0.043
0.013
0.008

=
=
=

19
1151.15
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
.0139731
-.2333756
.0501269
-73.87674

.044303
-.0044552
.3563037
-13.2305
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A R C H F I E RY F U R N A C E R E S E RVAT I O N S Y S T E M M O D E L S

.

regress lnvisit post year if peak & year < 2008
Source

SS

df

Model
Residual

.093259074
.033083486

2
9

.046629537
.003675943

Total

.12634256

11

.011485687

lnvisits

Coef.

post
year
_cons

-.3585277
.0095088
-12.15428

.

Number of obs
F( 2,
9)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

MS

Std. Err.
.0722022
.0057808
11.53864

t
-4.97
1.64
-1.05

P>|t|
0.001
0.134
0.320

=
=
=
=
=
=

12
12.69
0.0024
0.7381
0.6800
.06063

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.5218604
-.0035683
-38.2565

-.195195
.0225859
13.94793

regress lnvisit post year if !peak & year < 2008
Source

SS

df

MS

Model
Residual

.105324171
.268966157

2
9

.052662085
.029885129

Total

.374290328

11

.034026393

lnvisits

Coef.

post
year
_cons

.2960203
-.0288337
62.90147

Std. Err.
.2058702
.0164828
32.90014

t
1.44
-1.75
1.91

Number of obs
F( 2,
9)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

P>|t|
0.184
0.114
0.088

=
=
=
=
=
=

12
1.76
0.2260
0.2814
0.1217
.17287

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.1696905
-.0661204
-11.52382

.7617311
.008453
137.3268

C-7

M U W O R E S E RVAT I O N S Y S T E M M O D E L

.

regress lnvisits year post cent
Source

SS

df

Model
Residual

.387475837
.216339771

3
16

.129158612
.013521236

Total

.603815608

19

.031779769

lnvisits

Coef.

year
post
cent
_cons

.0192592
.1407303
.163802
-26.78537

Number of obs
F( 3,
16)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

MS

Std. Err.
.0051876
.1311794
.1272454
10.41438

t
3.71
1.07
1.29
-2.57

P>|t|
0.002
0.299
0.216
0.020

=
=
=
=
=
=

20
9.55
0.0007
0.6417
0.5745
.11628

[95% Conf. Interval]
.008262
-.1373576
-.1059462
-48.86286

.0302564
.4188182
.4335503
-4.70788

C-8

B A X T E R S TAT E PA R K R E S E RVAT I O N S Y S T E M M O D E L

.

regress lnvisitors year
Source

SS

i.post if year >=2005

df

MS

Model
Residual

.061159846
.016875862

2
10

.030579923
.001687586

Total

.078035708

12

.006502976

lnvisitors

Coef.

year
1.post
_cons

.0186235
-.0026655
-26.40796

Std. Err.
.0056968
.0438136
11.4335

t
3.27
-0.06
-2.31

Number of obs
F( 2,
10)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

P>|t|
0.008
0.953
0.044

.0059302
-.1002882
-51.88339

estimates store baxter, title(Baxter State Park)

.

estat dwatson
3,

13) =

13
18.12
0.0005
0.7837
0.7405
.04108

[95% Conf. Interval]

.

Durbin-Watson d-statistic(

=
=
=
=
=
=

.0313167
.0949572
-.9325297

2.204737
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A L C A R E S E RVAT I O N S Y S T E M M O D E L

.

newey lnvisits year post x2008 cent, lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

lnvisits

Coef.

year
post
x2008
cent
_cons

.0254924
-.1190732
-.2809726
.0342315
-36.96827

Newey-West
Std. Err.
.0037091
.0471064
.0186105
.0197551
7.419171

Number of obs
F( 3,
17)
Prob > F

t
6.87
-2.53
-15.10
1.73
-4.98

P>|t|
0.000
0.022
0.000
0.101
0.000

=
=
=

22
603.20
0.0000

[95% Conf. Interval]
.0176668
-.2184591
-.3202373
-.0074482
-52.62135

.033318
-.0196873
-.2417078
.0759112
-21.31518

C-10

Y O S E R E S E RVAT I O N S Y S T E M M O D E L S

.

regress lnentries year pil_16 if pil_16_comparison & year != 2009
Source

.

SS

df

MS

Model
Residual

.148561572
.125596052

2
18

.074280786
.006977558

Total

.274157624

20

.013707881

lnentries

Coef.

year
pil_16
_cons

.0178659
.1278653
-27.24331

Std. Err.
.0059363
.068826
11.93801

t
3.01
1.86
-2.28

Number of obs
F( 2,
18)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

P>|t|
0.008
0.080
0.035

=
=
=
=
=
=

21
10.65
0.0009
0.5419
0.4910
.08353

[95% Conf. Interval]
.0053941
-.0167328
-52.32413

.0303377
.2724635
-2.162493

regress lnentries year pil_17 if pil_17_comparison & year != 2016
Source

SS

df

MS

Model
Residual

2.31002134
15.4241812

2
95

1.15501067
.162359802

Total

17.7342026

97

.18282683

lnentries

Coef.

year
pil_17
_cons

.0055669
-.5934796
-2.562915

Std. Err.
.0147389
.1759719
29.63429

t
0.38
-3.37
-0.09

Number of obs
F( 2,
95)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

P>|t|
0.706
0.001
0.931

=
=
=
=
=
=

98
7.11
0.0013
0.1303
0.1119
.40294

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.0236935
-.9428279
-61.39441

.0348274
-.2441313
56.26858
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3 R A N D A R C H V I S I TAT I O N M O D E L

.
newey lncars year i.month R3_* tdev, lag(1)
note: R3_1 omitted because of collinearity
note: R3_2 omitted because of collinearity
note: R3_12 omitted because of collinearity
Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West
Std. Err.

Number of obs
F( 22, 3964)
Prob > F

t

P>|t|

=
=
=

3987
737.23
0.0000

lncars

Coef.

[95% Conf. Interval]

year

.0663142

.0031084

21.33

0.000

.06022

.0724083

month
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

.3854916
1.573149
2.053829
2.325037
2.386012
2.347621
2.283678
2.320153
1.748117
1.075558
.2445132

.0459456
.0492966
.0309734
.0301097
.0283286
.0275234
.0306296
.0288505
.1070446
.0428295
.050041

8.39
31.91
66.31
77.22
84.23
85.30
74.56
80.42
16.33
25.11
4.89

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

.2954124
1.4765
1.993104
2.266005
2.330472
2.29366
2.223627
2.26359
1.53825
.991588
.1464048

.4755708
1.669798
2.114555
2.384069
2.441552
2.401583
2.343729
2.376716
1.957985
1.159528
.3426216

R3_1
R3_2
R3_3
R3_4
R3_5
R3_6
R3_7
R3_8
R3_9
R3_10
R3_11
R3_12
tdev
_cons

0
0
.1785825
.0326657
-.0938857
-.1105758
-.0864497
-.1361101
-.0823424
.2574406
.2609849
0
.0069855
-128.2945

(omitted)
(omitted)
.1091194
.0410538
.0410078
.0283715
.029077
.049773
.0392298
.1266584
.1075049
(omitted)
.00138
6.252587

1.64
0.80
-2.29
-3.90
-2.97
-2.73
-2.10
2.03
2.43

0.102
0.426
0.022
0.000
0.003
0.006
0.036
0.042
0.015

-.035353
-.0478229
-.1742841
-.1662
-.143457
-.2336933
-.1592548
.0091189
.0502147

.3925179
.1131542
-.0134873
-.0549516
-.0294425
-.038527
-.00543
.5057623
.471755

5.06
-20.52

0.000
0.000

.00428
-140.5531

.0096911
-116.0359
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AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL MEETING
MARCH 5, 2019
Agenda Item: Q

TITLE:

Continued discussion on identifying proposed legislation of interest

FISCAL IMPACT:
PRESENTER(S): Council Member Wells
BACKGROUND:
Prepared By:
Ruth Dillon
Council Administrator
(435)259-1347
rdillon@grandcountyutah.net

On January 15th, Council requested a living document of Council-approved
legislative priorities to cross reference with proposed bills at the State
Legislature. See attached updated spreadsheet.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Grand County legislative priorities, updated with possible bills of interest
2. Email and white paper on SB 209 (Scenic Byway) Talking Points
3. UAC Bill Tracker

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

None requested

Legislative Topic
Funding to deal with homelessness in rural counties
Greater percent of TRT to deal with the impacts of tourism rather than promotion
Funding for protection of Dalton Wells and Willow Springs area
Local control of zoning
Removal of restrictions on using internet advertising to determine if overnight rentals are properly licensed
Removing the box on the ballot allowing for straight party vote
Allowing for deed restriction on sweat equity [on State-owned property]
Support of USU Extension funding request of $1.5 million
UDOT funding support for general transportation projects (Spanish Valley Drive separated path, half-mile gap paved path along Hwy 128)
UDOT funding support for storm drain projects
"Utah Intergenerational Poverty Work and Self Sufficiency Tax Credit" (proposed bill)
"Local Boards and Councils Structure" (proposed bill)
"Temporary Replacements for County Offices" (proposed bill)
"Form of County Government Amendments" (proposed bill)
"Street Legal ATV Amendments" (proposed bill)
"Community Impact Fund Board Amendments" (proposed bill)
"Intergenerational Poverty Solutions" (proposed bill added 2/25)
"Homeless Provider Oversight Amendments" (proposed bill added 2/14)
"Quorum Requirements" (proposed bill added 2/13)
"Nuisance and Code Enforcement Amendments" (proposed bill added 2/20)
"Temporary Land Use Regulation Amendments" (proposed bill added 2/20)

Possible Related
Bill(s)
HB 203, HB 342,
SB 49, SB 117

HB 103
HB 164
HB 171
HB 257
SB 44
SB 152
HB 379
HB 342
SB 165
SB 184
SB 189

Ruth Dillon
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Elaine Gizler
Friday, March 1, 2019 1:06 PM
Ruth Dillon
Fwd: State Bills Affecting State Scenic Byway Program
SB 209 Talking Points.pdf

Thought I would forward since we have three of the Byways.

Sent from my Verizon Motorola Droid
----------Forwarded message---------From: Nancy Dalton <nancydal@d9farms.com>
Date: Mar 1, 2019 6:34 PM
Subject: State Bills Affecting State Scenic Byway Program
To:
Cc:

Dear Scenic Byways and Friends,
Good news and bad news. I'll start with the Good News - Scenic America and National Scenic Byways
Foundation have two bills proceeding in Congress. The first is passing through committees with

strong bipartisan support for HR 831 which would reopen National Scenic Byway nominations.
The second bill, S 349, is asking for future NSBP funding. Please contact your federal
congressman and senators. I am currently serving on the NSBF's Partners Subcommittee that is working
on these bills.
Now the not so good news. There are three bills proceeding through the State Legislature:
HB 387 - This bill, by Rep. John Knotwell, will create a "sunset" provision, or repeal date, for the State Scenic
Byway Committee, set for January 2, 2025. The bill also sets repeal dates for more than 20 other state
committees. The purpose of sunset provisions is to provide the Legislature with the opportunity to review state
programs in a public setting and possibly reauthorize the committee if the committee is still viable. Bill
Status: 3rd Reading in House.
HB 197 - This bill, by Rep. Timothy Hawkes, protects the West Davis Corridor from segmentation. FYI Davis County already went through a series of public hearings at the communities level as well as through the
State Scenic Byway Committee a year ago . This corridor was approved as a State Scenic Byway last
year. However, construction has not begun. Outdoor Advertisers were invited to participate in all public
hearings and chose not to participate. Bill Status: Sent to House Transportation Committee.
SB 209 - This bill, by Sen. Jacob Anderegg, makes the largest changes to the State Scenic Byway Committee.
First, it specifies that a member of the outdoor advertising industry rather than the business sector be appointed
to the committee. Second, it removes the bipartisan requirement for the committee. Third, it requires the state
Legislature, rather than the committee, to approve state scenic byways. Fourth, it requires roads to be
constructed and have byway management plans in place prior to state scenic byway designation.

1

Please read SB209 as it is the most critical to the State Scenic Byway Program. The Utah Office of Tourism
has provided the attached Talking Points. If appropriate for you or your organization, please contact your local
state representatives and senators, members of the Senate Transportation, Public Utilities, Energy, and
Technology Committee, and Sen. Anderegg who is the bill sponsor. You can contact
Sen. Anderegg at janderegg@le.utah.gov. Make sure to cc his intern William Livingston
(wlivingstone@le.utah.gov) as well. Bill Status: Sent to Senate TPUE&T.
Here is the link to the state Legislative Bills page: https://le.utah.gov/Documents/bills.htm (You may need to
cut and paste this link)
On the bills page (easy way) is click on Keyword Search and then search "scenic byways". It will bring up two
of the three bills. To continue to track these bills, you will need to set up a login account.
As these bills continue through the legislature, I will try to keep you up to date on their progress. You are
welcomed to share this email with others. If you do not want to receive these updates, please let me
know. Below are the e-mail addresses for the Senate Transportation, Public Utilities, Energy, and Technology
Committee.
Thank you for your support of our State Scenic Byway Program,
Nancy Dalton, Byway Coordinator
Utah's Patchwork Parkway
435.463.3735
Senate Transportation, Public Utilities, Energy, and Technology Committee
Sen. Wayne A. Harper (R), Chair wharper@le.utah.gov
Sen. J. Stuart Adams (R) (Senate President) jsadams@le.utah.gov
Sen. Jacob L. Anderegg (R) janderegg@le.utah.gov
Sen. David G. Buxton (R) (Senate Rules Committee) gbuxton@le.utah.gov
Sen. Don L. Ipson (R) (Senate Appropriations Vice-Chair) dipson@le.utah.gov
Sen. Karen Mayne (D) (Senate Minority Leader) kmayne@le.utah.gov
Sen. Kathleen Riebe (D) kriebe@le.utah.gov
Sen. Ronald Winterton (R) rwinterton@le.utah.gov
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Utah Scenic Byway Committee
SB 209 Talking Points
●

SB 209 weakens the role and purpose of the State Scenic Byway Committee and
increases the work of the Legislature.
○

●

●

This bill would require the Legislature to approve corridor management plans in
order for roads to be designated as state scenic byways. Under current law, the
state scenic byway committee has the responsibility to designate state scenic
byways. Legislative approval is only required for state scenic byways that seek
federal designation as a National Scenic Byway or All-American Road.

SB 209 diminishes local control of counties and municipalities to make decisions
regarding the local economy and environment.
○

State scenic byway designations already require a high level of review at the
local and state level.

○

State scenic byways designations currently require the official support of any
county, city or town in which the highway is located.

○

The State Scenic Byway Committee reviews nominations to ensure that the
highway possesses at least one of six intrinsic qualities.

SB 209 creates a conflict of interest for the outdoor advertising industry.
○

A central feature of state and national scenic byways is the prohibition of outdoor
advertising signage, as regulated by federal law (23 U.S.C. 131). The State
Scenic Byway Committee is responsible for determining byway segments that
are exempt from outdoor advertising restrictions.

○

State Scenic Byway Committee membership currently requires appointment of “a
representative of the private sector.” SB 209 would require that appointment go
specifically to a representative of the outdoor advertising industry – enabling the
outdoor advertising sector to represent the views of all other sectors.

○

Currently, a former lobbyist and legal counsel of the outdoor advertising industry
is eligible to serve as an administrative law judge concerning scenic byway
segmentation. This may make it easier to segment portions of state and federal
scenic byways which could, in turn, lead to increased revenues for the outdoor
advertising industry.

●

●

SB 209 removes the requirement for bipartisan representation on the Scenic
Byway Committee
○

Byways are found throughout Utah. A strong system of byways has been
developed by working together with many different entities throughout the state.

○

It is important to get perspective and insight from both sides of the aisle to ensure
that the program remains strong and is not guided by politics or viewed as
political.

SB 209 adds a requirement that the highway final design has to be approved, the
highway has to be completely built, and designated by the Legislature before it
can be designated as a scenic byway.
○

The West Davis Corridor was already approved as a scenic byway (prior to it
being built), to ensure it is constructed with proper signage designating it as a
byway. This reflects good local planning.

○

Will this legislation mean that the West Davis Corridor no longer has a byway
designation?

Contact UAC Legislative Team
Adam Trupp - (801) 755-5157
adam@uacnet.org
Lincoln Shurtz - (801) 712-4891
lincoln@uacnet.org
Elizabeth Klc - (801) 881-7954
elizabeth@uacnet.org
Bryan Rodgers - (801) 631-4822
bryan@uacnet.org

Number

HB0011

HB0014
H.B. 15

HB0019

H.B. 22

HB0024
H.B. 26

H.B. 30

Sponsor

Rep Hawkes

Rep Eliason
Rep Eliason

Rep Romero

Rep Hutchings

Rep Eliason
Rep Acton

Rep Robertson

2/26/2019 17:17:53

Title

Description

Position

Contact

Property Tax Amendments

Codifies how a party meets the party's burden of proof when
appealing a valuation to the county board of equalization or the
commission; modifies the burdens of proof for appeals involving
certain real property for which there was a reduction in value as a
result of an appeal during the previous taxable year; creates an
automatic county review process for certain real property
valuations or equalizations that exceed a threshold; codifies the
standard of review the State Tax Commission applies in an
appeal from a county board of equalization decision.

Status

Support

Lincoln

State Monuments Act Amendments

Requires the Division of State Parks and Recreation to:
periodically evaluate and report on state property for state
monument status; and create rules for the management of
prospective state monuments; requires the Division of State Parks
and Recreation to prepare a proposal in the event that the
Division of State Parks and Recreation determines that a state
monument designation is appropriate; and outlines the process for
designating a state monument.

Support

Bryan

Victim Rights Amendments

Allows investigations to be reviewed at the request of a victim or
victim's family. Creates a review process for open investigations.

No Position

Elizabeth

Pretrial Release Amendments

Addresses the right to bail involving qualifying offenses;
modifies terms related to jail release agreements and jail release
court orders; addresses conditions for release after arrest for
domestic violence and other offenses; amends provisions related
to dismissal of certain offenses; addresses contents of pretrial
protective orders; repeals language regarding privileged
communications; and makes technical and conforming changes.

Neutral

Lincoln

Presentence Investigation and Probation Report Modifications

Allows the Department of Corrections to provide a copy of a
defendant's presentence investigation report to a sex offender
treatment provider working with the defendant; and provides that
an unsworn declaration may be used to report a probation
violation.

Support

Elizabeth

Property Tax Exemptions, Deferrals, and Abatements Amendments

Repeals outdated provisions related to property tax exemptions,
deferrals, and abatements; reorganizes, redrafts, and updates
existing provisions related to property tax exemptions, deferrals,
and abatements; broadens the appeal right for a person who is
dissatisfied with a tax relief decision; allows an armed forces
property tax exemption regardless of when the claimant had
ownership of the property during the year the exemption is
claimed.

Support

Lincoln

Political Subdivision Lien Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the priority of certain political
subdivision liens to be consistent with existing code.

Support

Lincoln

Utah Retirement Systems Amendments

Increases the number of members serving on the Membership
Council; amends the powers and duties of the Utah Retirement
Systems' executive director; modifies provisions allowing the
calculation and payment of benefits pending settlement of a
dispute; clarifies the availability of certain retirement allowance
payment options; amends how the service status of certain justice
court judges is established; specifies additional names for the
Tier II retirement systems and plans

Support

Lincoln

1

HB0034

Rep Perry

Campaign Finance Amendments

Clarifies and modifies financial reporting requirements for a
political action committee; enacts penalties for failure to comply
with political action committee financial reporting requirements;
and requires a corporation to make financial disclosures for
certain donations made to the corporation with the knowledge or
intent that the donated money will be used by the corporation for
political purposes.

No Position

Lincoln

HB0039

Rep Perry

Independent Entities Compliance Amendments

Amends code provisions relating to certain independent entities
to specify exemption from, or the requirement to comply with,
the Open and Public Meetings Act, the Government Records
Access and Management Act, the Utah Procurement Code, and
other code provisions; and specifies the "applicable rulemaking
authority" for certain independent entities in relation to the Utah
Procurement Code.

Support

Lincoln

H.B. 41

Rep Christofferson

Transportation Sales Tax Amendments

Modifies sales and use tax dedications for transportation funding.

Monitor

Lincoln

County Classification Changes

Delays action by the lieutenant governor in changing a county's
classification.

Support

Lincoln

Remote Notorization Standards

Establishes requirements for and a process by which the
lieutenant governor may certify a notary as a remote notary;
establishes requirements for the process by which a remote
notary may perform a remote notarization, including standards
for: determining and individual's identity; and the equipment,
software, and hardware by which a remote notary may perform a
remote notarization; grants rulemaking authority to the director of
elections in the Office of the Lieutenant Governor; amends the
fees a notary may charge for performing a notarization; requires a
remote notary to keep an electronic journal, including an audio
and video recording, of each notarization the remote notary
performs; amends provisions related to the security, maintenance,
and custody of a notary's journal; amends provisions related to
the obtaining, use, surrendering, and destruction of a notary's
official seal.

Support

Lincoln

Government Enterprise Amendments

Requires a city or a county, before authorizing a competitive
activity involving recreation or entertainment, to: conduct a
market study; notify private entities that the competitive activity
impacts; and present the results of the study at a public hearing.

Oppose

Lincoln

State Database Amendments

Encourages counties and municipalities to receive a
recommendation from the public safety answering point before
approving a plat; requires counties and municipalities to submit,
to the Automated Geographic Reference Center, information for
inclusion in the unified statewide 911 emergency service
database; requires the State Geographic Information Database to
contain certain information regarding each public highway in the
state; requires conformity to the Utah Coordinate System by a
specified date.

Support

Elizabeth

Correctional and Peace Officer Amendments

Increases the penalty for assault committed by a prisoner against
an officer, or an employee or volunteer, including a health care
provider, when the prisoner propels a substance or object at the
officer, employee, or volunteer and causes substantial bodily
injury.

Support

Elizabeth

Local Government Financial Amendments

Encourages a local district with a certain budget to obtain liability
insurance; modifies the balance a local district may accumulate in
the district's general fund.

Support

Lincoln

Greenbelt Amendments

Amends provisions related to proving implementation of a bona
fide range improvement program.

Support

Lincoln

HB0050

HB0052

H.B. 59

H.B. 61

H.B. 62
H.B. 63
H.B. 67

Rep Wilde

Rep Hall

Rep Robertson

Rep Ray

Rep Ray

Rep Handy
Rep Wilde
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H.B. 70
H.B. 74

H.B. 76

H.B. 78

H.B. 79

H.B. 84
H.B. 85

H.B. 88

H.B. 91

Rep Coleman

Rep Handy

Rep Coleman

Rep Albrecht

Rep Winder

Rep Watkins

Rep Stenquist

Rep Nelson

Rep Snider

Community Reinvestment Agency Modifications

Removes provisions that prevented the creation of an economic
development project area after 2016; allows an economic
development project area to receive tax increment through an
interlocal agreement between a taxing entity and the agency;
addresses measurement of the project area funds collection
period; requires a community that creates an agency having a
housing allocation from tax increment to create an affordable
housing plan; allows an agency to use the agency's housing
allocation to implement the affordable housing plan; requires a
description of how an agency used the agency's housing
allocation in the agency's annual budget report; imposes certain
requirements on jobs that will be created for post-performance
distribution; for urban renewal project areas, removes the option
to reduce the agency's housing allocation; requires an agency to
start distributing the agency's housing allocation held from
project areas created in the past.

TBD

Lincoln

Open Meetings Amendments

Modifies the purposes for which a closed meeting may be held to
include the purpose of receiving legal advice from the public
body's attorney.

Support

Lincoln

County Auditor Amendments

Allows the county auditor in a county of the first class to conduct
a performance audit of a county entity without the direction and
supervision of the county legislative body or county executive;
requires the county auditor in a county of the first class rather
than the county legislative body to establish the goals and nature
of a performance audit; and addresses the circumstances in which
a county auditor in a county of the first class should conduct a
performance audit of a county entity.

Took a position of
Oppose on 2/7/19

Lincoln

Federal Designations

Requires a governmental entity that is advocating for a federal
designation within the state to bring the proposal to the Natural
Resources, Agriculture, and Environment Interim Committee for
review.

Divided Position
2/14

Lincoln

Interlocal Provision of Law Enforcement Service

Requires that an interlocal agreement between a county and one
or more municipalities to provide law enforcement service
requires or appoints a certain individual to provide or direct law
enforcement service, depending on the county classification.

Neutral

Lincoln

Economic Development Programs Amendments

Changes the number of months examined in determining the
creation of a company's new incremental job under the Rural Fast
Track Program; removes a cap on the amount of money the
Board of Business and Economic Development may grant to a
single rural economic development entity as part of the Business
Expansion and Retention Initiative.

Support

Lincoln

Political Subdivision Boundary Shift Amendments

Requires a county that proposes a minor adjustment to the
county's boundaries to provide certain notification to certain
political subdivisions.

Neutral

Lincoln

Statewide Initiative Process Amendments

Amends the deadline by which an individual is required to submit
a signature removal request to remove the individual's signature
from a statewide initiative petition; and clarifies that a statewide
initiative petition signature that is not declared valid by a county
clerk may not be counted toward the petition's total signatures.

Neutral

Lincoln

Agriculture Land Amendments

Changes the name of the LeRay McAllister Critical Land
Conservation Program to the Critical Land Conservation
Program; directs the Legislature to fund the Critical Land
Conservation Program through a line item in the annual
appropriations bill to the Department of Agriculture and Food
instead of to the Quality Growth Commission; directs the
Department of Agriculture and Food to conduct a study
identifying and classifying private agricultural land.

Neutral 2/7/19

Lincoln
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H.B. 93

H.B. 96

H.B. 99

H.B. 101

H.B. 103

H.B. 110

H.B. 119

Rep Coleman

Rep Christofferson

Rep Ivory

Rep Spendlove

Rep Spendlove

Rep Albrecht

Rep Daw

County Formation Amendments

Removes a requirement requiring a majority vote in the
remaining part of an existing county to create a new county.

Oppose

Lincoln

Nighttime Highway Construction Noise Amendments

Modifies definitions related to nighttime highway construction;
requires a local jurisdiction to permit certain activities related to
nighttime highway construction; allows a local jurisdiction to
request mitigation for unreasonable noise disturbances caused by
nighttime highway construction.

Neutral

Lincoln

Catastrophic Wildfire Revisions

Provides that, under certain circumstances, the state shall
indemnify, defend, and hold a chief executive officer or county
sheriff harmless from any claims or damages, including court
costs and attorney fees that are assessed as a result of the chief
executive officer's or county sheriff's action in abating a
catastrophic public nuisance.

Support

Lincoln

Autonomous Vehicle Regulations

Defines terms related to autonomous vehicles; allows the
operation of a vehicle in the state by an automated driving
system; exempts a vehicle with an engaged automated driving
system from licensure; provides protocol in case of an accident
involving an autonomous vehicle; requires a vehicle equipped
with an automated driving system to be properly titled,
registered, and insured; preempts political subdivisions from
regulating autonomous vehicles in addition to regulation
provided in state statute.

Neutral

Lincoln

Utah Intergenerational Poverty Work and Self Suffiency Tax Credit

Defines terms; enacts a refundable state earned income tax credit
for certain individuals who are experiencing intergenerational
poverty; requires the Department of Workforce Services to notify
individuals who are experiencing intergenerational poverty of the
state earned income tax credit and to provide certain information
about those individuals to the State Tax Commission; provides
for apportionment of the tax credit; addresses the time period for
the State Tax Commission to issue a refund of the state earned
income tax credit; addresses the State Tax Commission's use of
the report provided by the Department of Workforce Services;
and requires transfers from the General Fund to reimburse the
Education Fund for the amount of the tax credit claimed.

Support

Lincoln

Rural Economic Development Incentives

Modifies the maximum grant amount that the Governor's Office
of Economic Development may award to a business entity in a
fiscal year as part of the rural employment expansion grant
program.

Support

Lincoln

Initiatives, Referenda, and Other Political Activities

Provides for the publication of a proposition information
pamphlet to inform voters of arguments for and against proposed
and pending local initiatives and referenda; amends provisions
relating to a local voter information pamphlet; enacts provisions
for holding a public hearing to discuss and present arguments
relating to a proposed or pending local initiative or referendum;
requires the lieutenant governor to create instructional materials
regarding local initiatives and referenda; modifies requirements
relating to local initiatives and referenda, including: petition,
circulation, and signature requirements; timelines; and appeals
and other challenges; enacts provisions relating to determining
whether a proposed initiative or referendum is legally referable to
voters; amends provisions regarding the use of email, and the
expenditure of public funds, for political purposes relating to
proposed and pending initiatives and referenda; regulates the
dissemination of information regarding a proposed or pending
initiative or referendum by a county or municipality.

Support

Lincoln
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H.B. 122
H.B. 133
H.B. 134

H.B. 135

H.B. 145

H.B. 150
HB0154
HB0155

HB0163

Rep Musselman

Rep Daw

Rep Ferry

Rep Owens

Rep Thurston

Rep Thurston

Rep Kwan

Rep Snider

Rep Hall

Property Rights Ombudsman Advisory Opinion Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the award of fees and costs when
an issue in an advisory opinion of the Property Rights
Ombudsman is subsequently litigated; amends a provision
regarding a refund of an impact fee at issue in both litigation and
an advisory opinion of the Property Rights Ombudsman.

Support

Lincoln

Initiative Amendments

Modifies the effective date of laws enacted by statewide
initiative; modifies appeal provisions relating to conflicting
initiatives.

No Position

Lincoln

Area Assessment Charges

Adds a precondition to an existing requirement that a property tax
notice include certain language regarding charges; and limits the
amended language requirement to area assessment charges.

Support

Lincoln

Wildfire Prepardness Amendments

Creates the Wildland Fire Preparedness Grants Restricted
Account, including sources of account money; directs the state
forester to make one or more grants to fire departments or
volunteer fire departments to assist in the suppression of wildland
fire; requires the Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands to
make rules establishing criteria for receiving a grant from the
Wildland Fire Preparedness Grants Restricted Account.

Support

Lincoln

Citizen Political Process Amendments

Modifies signature sheets for initiative and referendum petitions;
modifies the required contents of, and the deadline for
submitting, a statement requesting removal of a signature on an
initiative or referendum petition; requires initiative and
referendum signature packets to be submitted, and the signatures
certified, on an ongoing basis during the signature-gathering
process; requires a county clerk to post the names of initiative
and referendum petition signers on the county's website; modifies
appeal provisions for an initiative or referendum petition that is
declared insufficient; makes it a crime to knowingly place or
verify a false signature date on an initiative or referendum
signature packet; makes it a crime for a person to pay or accept
payment in exchange for a person signing a referendum petition
or removing a person's signature from a referendum petition;
modifies the deadline for a filing officer to verify candidate
nomination signatures.

Need Amendments

Lincoln

Trampoline Park Safety Standards

Requires the operator of a trampoline park to obtain a business
license to operate the trampoline park; provides for a local
regulating authority to suspend or revoke a trampoline park
operator's business license for noncompliance; identifies industry
standards with which a trampoline park must comply; describes
specific notification, training, supervision, injury reporting, and
emergency response standards with which a trampoline park must
comply; requires an annual inspection; requires a trampoline park
operator to annually provide a local regulating authority certain
certificates of compliance; requires a trampoline park to carry
certain insurance; and insulates a trampoline park from liability
claims due to certain inherent risks related to the use of a
trampoline park.

TBD

Mental Health Protections for First Responders

Defines "first responder"; establishes a temporary working group
to study a first responder's workers' compensation claim due to
mental stress.

Monitor

CivLAC

Fire Management Provisions

Imposes requirements for being permitted to conduct large
prescribed fires, large prescribed pile fires, or nonfull suppression
event.

Support

Bryan

Offenses Against the Administration of Government Amendments

Defines terms in the Utah Criminal Code in relation to public
entities; modifies the crime of misusing public money; makes it a
crime to misuse public property; describes the type of personal
use of public property that is permitted.

Neutral

Lincoln
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HB0164

HB0171

HB0172

HB0176
HB0179

HB0180
HB0185

Rep Stenquist

Rep Potter

Rep Watkins

Rep Thurston
Rep Lyman

Rep Coleman
Rep Owens

Local Boards and Councils Structure

Requires a certain minimum number of members of municipal,
county, limited purpose local government entity, and local school
district boards, councils, and commissions to be elected at-large;
amends references regarding local elections by district.

Oppose

Lincoln

Temporary Replacements for County Offices

Exempts the offices of county legislative body member and a
certain type of county executive from provisions that allow a
temporary manager to fill the office in the event of a vacancy;
establishes deadlines by which certain actions must be completed
in the process to fill a vacancy in a county office; establishes
provisions related to an unaffiliated or write-in candidate's access
to the ballot to fill a vacancy in a county office.

Support

Elizabeth

County Offices Amendments

Recodifies and reorganizes Title 17, Chapter 16, County Officers,
and related provisions; establishes a process by which a county
may provide for the appointment of the following county officers
by appointment rather than by election: county treasurer; county
clerk; county auditor; county recorder; county surveyor; and
county assessor; provides that the process to become an
appointing county may be initiated: by the county legislative
body through resolution; by the citizens of the county through
petition; or through an optional plan adopted at the time the
county changes the county's form of county government;
establishes signature thresholds and other requirements for a
citizen petition that initiates the process to become an appointing
county; requires the county legislative body to hold public
hearings on a proposal to become an appointing county; provides
that a county's change to an appointing county is only effective if
approved by the county's voters at an election; establishes
requirements and processes for an election to determine whether
a county will become an appointing county; establishes
provisions related to a county's transition to an appointing
county; provides that a county's election to become an appointing
county is permanent; establishes a selection committee for an
appointing county to select appointed county officers; provides
that an appointed county office is a career service position of the
county and that the recruitment, hiring, compensation, discipline,
and termination of an appointed county officer is conducted
under the career service provisions of law; provides additional
processes for the termination of an appointed county officer;
amends provisions related to the consolidation of certain county
offices.

Oppose

Lincoln

Vehicle Property Tax Amendments

Prohibits collection of the uniform fee in lieu of ad valorem tax
on a vehicle more than once per calendar year; and provides
instructions to limit the collection of the uniform fee in lieu of ad
valorem tax on a vehicle registered for only six months.

Oppose

Lincoln

Road Closure Amendments

Makes closing a road under certain conditions a class C
misdemeanor.

TBD

Bryan

Agriculture and Industrial Protection Areas Amendments

Establishes a process by which a person may challenge a
legislative body's rejection of a proposal to create an agriculture
protection area, industrial protection area, or mining protection
area.

Oppose 2/7/19

Lincoln

Tax Increment Funding for Student Housing

Allows a community reinvestment agency to use the agency's
housing allocation for certain higher education student housing.

Support

Lincoln
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HB0193

HB0195

HB0196
HB0197
HB0200

H.B. 203
H.B. 212
H.B. 216

HB0220

HB0225

Rep McKell

Rep Handy

Rep Sagers

Rep Hawkes

Rep Wilde

Rep Chew
Rep Barlow

Rep Stratton

Rep Albrecht

Rep Moss

Opinion Question Amendments

Establishes procedures for submitting a nonbinding opinion
question to voters; describes the duties of the lieutenant governor
and county clerks in submitting an opinion question to voters;
establishes procedures for the ballot form, voter information
pamphlet, public notice, manner of voting, and canvass of returns
in relation to the nonbinding opinion question; and provides a
repealer.

Oppose

Initiative and Referendum Amendments

Modifies signature thresholds for statewide initiatives and
referenda and bases the thresholds on a percentage of active
voters rather than the number of voters in a previous presidential
election; clarifies that an initiative that is identical or
substantially similar to a previous initiative is barred if signatures
for the preceding initiative were submitted within the preceding
two years; modifies deadlines relating to statewide initiative
petitions; makes the deadline for submission of initiative
signature packets and for submission of requests to remove
signatures the same day; requires county clerks to process
signature removal requests for initiatives; removes the provision
that legal challenges for initiative signatures declared insufficient
may only be filed in the Utah Supreme Court; establishes
procedures for the lieutenant governor to follow if an argument
relating to an initiative or referendum petition mischaracterizes
the position of a state agency.

TBD

Bryan

Enterprise Zone Tax Credit Amendments

Authorizes enterprise zone income tax credits for: the creation of
certain full-time jobs in a business that produces, processes,
distributes, or dispenses hydrogen fuel; and certain investments
in plant, equipment, or other depreciable property used to
produce, process, distribute, or dispense hydrogen fuel.

Support

Lincoln

Scenic Byway Amendments

Adds the West Davis Corridor as an exemption from legislative
approval for scenic byway designation and prohibits
segmentation.

Neutral

Lincoln

Appointment of Constables Amendments

Enacts authority and provides a process for counties of the third
through sixth class and cities of the third through sixth class to
appoint constables.

Homeless Shelter Funding Revisions

Modifies definitions of "homeless shelter" by providing a lower
bed requirement for counties of the third through sixth class for
purposes of: certain distributions from the Homeless to Housing
Reform Restricted Account; and contributions to and
distributions from the Homeless Shelter Cities Mitigation
Restricted Account.

Support

Elizabeth

Expungement Changes

Prohibits employer inquiry into an applicant's expunged
criminal history, except in 15 certain circumstances.

TBD

Elizabeth

Utah Wholesome Food Act Revisions

Addresses farm-to-fork events under the wholesome food
provisions; restricts local government regulation of farm-tofork events.

Oppose 2/7/19

Radioactive Waste

Provides that certain waste classifications are determined
at the time of acceptance; allows the director of the Division
of Waste Management and Radiation Control to authorize
alternate requirements for waste classification and
characteristics that would allow an entity to accept certain
waste at a specific site

Watch

Insanity Defense Amendments

Modifies the circumstances under which a defendant may
plead not guilty to a criminal offense by reason of insanity;
modifies provisions relating to supervision, assessment,
and release of a defendant committed to the Department of
Human Services after being found not guilty of a criminal
offense by reason of insanity.

TBD

Bryan
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HB0228

HB0231

HB0235
HB0240

Rep Maloy

Rep Lisonbee

Rep Knotwell

Rep Ballard

Towing Revisions

Restricts local zoning regulations with regard to impound
yards; prohibits towing from a private lot if certain signage
requirements are not met; prohibits and imposes a fine for
failure to retrieve a towed vehicle; preempts local
jurisdictions from passing an ordinance addressing towing;
enacts provisions related to towing rotations and process
for removal from a towing rotation.

Oppose

Lincoln

Tangible Personal Property Revisions

Adjusts the amount of total aggregate taxable value of
personal property that qualifies for a certain personal
property tax exemption; adds a tax exemption for certain
items of business tangible personal property; amends filing
requirements for a person who qualifies for certain tax
exemptions from tangible personal property.

Neutral

Lincoln

Municipal Tax Amendments

Consolidates several provisions that give certain
municipalities authority to levy certain property taxes; gives
a municipality the authority to levy a property tax to provide
for certain services that a special service district or a local
district may provide; establishes provisions for a
municipality that levies a property tax described in the
preceding paragraph to account separately for the
revenues derived from that property tax.

Neutral

Lincoln

Money Management Act Amendments

Authorizes public funds to be invested in negotiable
brokered certificates of deposit, subject to rules made by
the State Money Management Council.

Neutral

Lincoln

HB0245

Rep Winder

Community Reinvestment Agency Revisions

HB0247

Rep Wilde

County Recorder Fees Amendments

Replaces the term "blight" with "development impediment";
beginning on May 14, 2019, prohibits an agency from
creating a taxing entity committee for a community
reinvestment project area; requires an agency that
allocates the agency's community reinvestment project
area funds for housing to: adopt a housing plan; or
implement the housing plan that the community that
created the agency adopted; under certain circumstances,
requires a limited purpose taxing entity to execute an
interlocal agreement authorizing an agency to receive the
limited purpose taxing entity's project area funds.
Increases certain statutorily defined fees that a county
recorder charges; modifies the recording fee structure to a
per-recording rather than a per-page fee; removes certain
distinctions between certain types of documents for
purposes of determining fees; repeals authority for a county
recorder to charge an additional fee for a document that
fails to meet requirements the recorder imposes in addition
to the statutory requirements; modifies the list of
documents that are exempt from certain recording
requirements.

Unlawful Outdoor Advertising Amendments

Allows the Department of Transportation to issue a citation
and levy a fine for a person guilty of unlawful outdoor
advertising; amends provisions related to the calculation of
penalties for unlawful outdoor advertising, including: when
to begin counting days on which a violation exists; and
what days are omitted from a calculation based on changes
in the sign found to be in violation.

HB0254

Rep Musselman

Watch

Support

Watch

Elizabeth
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HB0257

HB0259

HB0262

Rep Lyman

Rep Arent

Rep Potter

Form of County Government Amendments

Limits the county executive and council form of government
and the council-manager form of government to counties of
the first, second, or third class; requires a county of the
fourth, fifth, or sixth class operating under the county
executive and council form of government or the councilmanager form of government to initiate the process to
change the county's form of government; directs a county
clerk to include a certain question on the ballot in certain
elections; amends the role of the study committee in certain
circumstances.

Support needs
Amendments 2/14

Straight Ticket Voting Prohibition Amendments

Removes provisions from the Election Code that allow an
individual to cast a vote for all candidates from one political
party without voting for the candidates individually;
removes provisions relating to straight ticket party voting
and scratch voting.

Support

Municipal Boundary Adjustment Amendments

Creates a process by which two municipalities may adjust
the municipalities' common boundary in order to transfer a
substantially isolated peninsula from one municipality to the
other municipality.

Watch

Public Safety and Firefighter Retirement Amendments

Allows a county legislative body to use a portion of the
county's transient room tax revenue to pay for emergency
medical services in a town that is a resort community;.
Requires the Department of Health to: design a prescription
drug importation program; apply for approval of the
prescription drug importation program; if the program is
approved, implement the provisions of the program; and if
approval is denied, study how the state can obtain approval
for the program; describes the requirements of the
prescription drug importation program; modifies the Utah
Antitrust Act to make certain anticompetitive activities
illegal; and creates a sunset date for the provisions of this
bill.
Repeals provisions relating to hazardous and treated
hazardous waste disposal fees that applied through June
30, 2014; repeals provisions for determining the taxable
value of beryllium sold or otherwise disposed of by the
producer of the beryllium through December 31, 2004;
repeals provisions relating to a tax on radioactive waste
received at a radioactive waste facility that applied through
June 30, 2003; repeals the Hazardous Waste Facility and
Nonhazardous Solid Waste Facility Tax Act that applied
through December 31, 2003.
Allows certain public safety and firefighter retirees to be
reemployed with a participating employer after a certain
period from the retiree's retirement date if the retiree: does
not receive certain employer provided retirement benefits
for the reemployment; and is reemployed by a different
participating employer than the participating employer that
employed the retiree at the time of retirement except in
limited circumstances; requires certain member
certifications on the retirement application form; specifies
penalties for violating the reemployment provisions.

Criminal Code Amendments

Changes the intent provisions for the crime of distribution of
an intimate image from intent to cause emotional distress
to knowing that the distribution would cause a reasonable
person emotional distress.

HB0266

Rep Last

Resort Communities Transient Room Tax Amendments

HB0267

Rep Thurston

Prescription Drug Importation Program

HB0268

Rep Waldrip

Tax and Fee Clean-up Provisions

HB0269

HB0270

Rep Perry

Rep McKell

Watch

Watch

Watch

Position of Support
with full state
funding 2/14

Watch
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HB0272

Rep Nelson

Write-in Candidate Amendments

Prohibits a voter from using a sticker or label to cast a vote
on a paper ballot for a write-in candidate; changes the
deadline for filing a declaration of candidacy as a write-in
candidate; establishes a filing fee for a write-in candidate.

Support

HB0276

Rep Watkins

Rural Economic Development Amendments

HB0277

Rep Roberts

Amendments to Municipal Alternate Voting Methods Pilot Project

Defines terms, including "rapid manufacturing"; creates the
Rural Rapid Manufacturing Grant Program in GOED; and
describes the requirements and purposes of the grant
program.
Changes the date by which a municipality may opt in to
participate in the Municipal Alternate Voting Methods Pilot
Project (pilot project); establishes a procedure for a
municipality to withdraw the municipality's decision to
participate in the pilot project; establishes a delayed
candidate filing period for a race conducted under the
provisions of the pilot project; provides that a local political
subdivision may agree with any other local political
subdivision in the state to conduct an election on behalf of
the local political subdivision.

Prosecution Review Amendments

Adds a provision that authorizes the attorney general to
prosecute any first degree felony that a district or county
attorney declines or fails to prosecute.

State Government Cloud Computing Services Act

Requires the Department of Technology Services to
consider cloud computing service options under certain
circumstances.

Critical Infrastructure Materials

Amends a definition provision; addresses advisory boards;
provides for the creation of critical infrastructure materials
protection areas; addresses adding land to or removing
land from a critical infrastructure materials protection area;
requires review of a critical infrastructure materials
protection area; limits local regulation of a critical
infrastructure materials protection area; limits local
regulation of vested critical infrastructure materials
operations; addresses nuisances; requires certain
recordings with the county recorder; addresses actions of
state agencies related to critical infrastructure materials
protection areas; restricts eminent domain; enacts
provisions related to vested critical infrastructure materials
operations.

Opposed 2/14

Plea in Abeyance Amendments

Makes a plea held in abeyance the equivalent of a
conviction for the purpose of a future sentencing
enhancement.

TBD Check w
SWAP

Rural Online Working Hubs Amendments

Defines terms, including "coworking and innovation center";
creates the Rural Coworking and Innovation Center Grant
Program in GOED; describes the requirements and
purposes of the grant program; and creates the Rural
Online Working Hubs Grant Advisory Committee to advise
GOED regarding the grant program.

Support

Post Disaster Recovery and Mitigation Restricted Account

Creates the Post Disaster Recovery and Mitigation
Restricted Account; designates the purposes, limitations,
and sources of the restricted account; sets standards and
requirements for receiving a grant from the restricted
account; and grants rulemaking authority to the Division of
Emergency Management.

Support

Elections Modifications

Permits an individual to sign more than one petition to
nominate a candidate for the same office.

Watch

Solid and Hazardous Waste Amendments

Modifies the definitions; clarifies role of board or director;
and makes technical corrections.

Watch

HB0281
HB0283

HB0288
HB0293

HB0296

HB0305
HB0309
HB0310

Rep Lisonbee

Rep Handy

Rep Wilde

Rep Shurtliff

Rep Albrecht

Rep McKell (added 2/11)
Rep McKell (added 2/11)
Rep Stratton (added 2/12)

Watch

TBD

TBD
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HB0311

HB0315

H.B. 318

Rep McKell (added 2/12)

Rep Wilde (added 2/12)

Rep Pitcher (added 2/13)

Governmental Immunity Revisions

Waives governmental immunity for injury resulting from
certain claims of sexual battery; limits a court from
dismissing an action based on an invalid, inadequate, or
untimely notice of claim, under certain circumstances;
modifies provisions relating to a governmental entity's
response to a notice of claim; provides a consequence if a
governmental entity fails to acknowledge receipt of a notice
of claim within a specified time; increases the aggregate
limit on injury claims against governmental entities;
provides for the board of examiners to require a special
master proceeding for excess damages claims that the
board of examiners considers; authorizes the use of money
in the General Fund Budget Reserve Account to pay for
claims approved by the board of examiners.

Opposed 2/14

Land Use and Development Amendments

Addresses local authority to adopt local land use
requirements and regulations; amends the process to
vacate a public street; clarifies local authority regarding a
planning commission; amends the authority of a local
legislative body regarding zoning; provides that a local
legislative body may consider a planning commission's
failure to make a certain timely recommendation as a
negative recommendation; requires a legislative body to
classify each allowed use in a zoning district; prohibits a
municipality from withholding the issuance of a certificate of
occupancy in certain circumstances; imposes a time limit
for final action on certain applications; prohibits a county
recorder from recording a subdivision plat unless the
relevant municipality or county has approved and signed
the plat; requires a municipality and county to establish two
acceptable forms of completion assurance and adds
elements for which the municipality or county may not
require completion assurance; amends provisions
regarding exemptions from the plat requirement; amends a
provision regarding municipal or county liability for the
dedication of a street; allows for a separate process to
vacate a public street through a petition; provides for
varying standards of review in an appeal authority's review
of a land use decision; allows a court to declare a land use
application approved without remanding in certain
circumstances; requires a court to award attorney fees if
the court makes a certain determination of bad faith
challenge to a land use approval; requires a boundary line
agreement operating as a quitclaim deed to meet certain
standards; amends provisions regarding boundary line
agreements, including elements, status, and exemptions

Support 2/14

Inmate Restrictions Standards Amendments

Provides that the least restrictive restraints are to be used
on a pregnant inmate; requires that a correctional staff
member individually review an inmate's situation before
allowing restraints to be used on an inmate during labor,
delivery, and postpartum recovery; prohibits the use of
shackles or other restraints during labor and delivery;
requires the correctional staff member to document in a
written record all decisions made regarding the use of
restraints on a pregnant inmate; makes the record public
with individually identifying information redacted; extends
the requirements to county jails; and requires that specific
information regarding inmate births be reported to the
Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice for inclusion
in the annual report.
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H.B. 320
H.B. 321

H.B. 323

HB0330
HB0335

HB0342

Rep McKell (added 2/13)

Rep Wilde (added 2/13)

Rep Wilde (added 2/13)

Rep Hawkins (added 2/13)

Rep Ray (added 2/13)

Rep King (added 2/14)

HB0347

Rep Hawkins (added 2/14)

HB0348

Rep Christofferson (added
2/14)

HB0351

HB0357

HB0359
HB0367

Rep Wilde (added 2/14)

Rep Hawkes (added 2/20)

Rep Shurtliff (added 2/20)

Rep Maloy (added 2/20)

Container Regulation Act

Defines terms; and prohibits a local government entity from
regulating or imposing a fee on an auxiliary container,
unless the auxiliary container is used on property owned by
the local government entity.

Public Improvements to Provide Sewer Services

Defines terms; amends a definition relating to the number
of protests required to prevent the designation of a sewer
assessment area.

Impact Fees Amendments

Allows a county of the sixth class or a special service
district to impose an impact fee to pay for certain fire
suppression vehicles; and makes technical and conforming
changes.

Juvenile Justice Competency Revisions

Amends definitions and defines terms related to
competency evaluations of minors; amends procedures
and requirements for an evaluation of a minor for
competency; provides instructions to forensic evaluators,
courts, and others involved with the prosecution,
evaluation, and adjudication of matters related to minors;
amends provisions related to an evaluation to determine
likelihood of attaining competency.

Criminal Code Task Force Changes

Clarifies the purpose and scope of the Criminal Code
Evaluation Task Force; and includes a sunset provision to
establish the duration of the task force.

Homeless Provider Oversight Amendments

Requires the Homeless Coordinating Committee to prepare
and implement a statewide strategy for minimizing
homelessness in the state; describes requirements for
evaluating and reporting on progress toward the strategic
plan goals; describes requirements related to awarding
contracts from the Pamela Atkinson Homeless Account.

Governmental Immunity Act Amendments

Repeals a provision that: states that an action brought
under the Governmental Immunity Act of Utah is governed
by the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure; and requires a
plaintiff in an action under the Governmental Immunity Act
of Utah to file an undertaking when the action is filed.

Utah Emergency Medical Services System Act Amendments

Removes a restriction on 911 ambulance or paramedic
services providers from applying for a license to provide a
higher level of service.

Oil and Gas Amendments

Addresses powers of a political subdivision relating to
regulation of activity that is incident to an oil and gas
activity.

Voluntary Wood Burning Conversion Program

Modifies the type of stoves for conversions; modifies the
requirements to be eligible for the conversion program;
directs the division to give preference to applicants for
conversions who meet certain criteria.

Assessment and Treatment Decisions Amendments

Provides that an entity that conducts only assessments to
determine whether substance use disorder treatment is
necessary is not required to be licensed by the Department
of Human Services if the entity is licensed by the Division
of Occupational and Professional Licensing; provides that,
under certain circumstances, a private entity that conducts
an assessment of an individual to determine if substance
use disorder treatment is necessary may not also provide
substance use disorder treatment to the individual.

Boundary Adjustment Notice Amendments

Extends the deadline for a requirement that municipalities
make a certain filing with the lieutenant governor regarding
an annexation or boundary adjustment.
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HB0379

HB0382

HB0383

HB0385

HB0386

HB0389

Rep Thurston (added 2/25)

Rep Strong (added 2/25)

Rep Dailey-Provost (added
2/25)

Rep Moss (added 2/25)

Rep Briscoe (added 2/25)

Rep Christofferson (added
2/25)

Intergenerational Poverty Solutions

Creates the Earned Income and Education Savings
Incentive Program (the program), including: providing a
process for an individual identified by the Department of
Workforce Services as experiencing intergenerational
poverty to receive a state match of deposits into certain
529 savings accounts.

Resort Communities Tax Amendments

Increases the number of notices that the State Tax
Commission must send to a municipality that no longer
qualifies to impose a resort communities tax; modifies the
time frame for when a municipality that no longer qualifies
to impose the resort communities tax must stop imposing
the tax.

Utah Medical Cannabis Act Amendments

Removes a requirement that unprocessed cannabis flower
be in a blister pack; increases limit on the number of
patients for whom a qualified medical provider may
recommend cannabis; removes a distinction between
qualified medical providers and specialists regarding the
limit on the number of patients for whom a qualified medical
provider may recommend cannabis; regarding the
qualifications for a medical cannabis patient card: reduces
the age requirement; and removes a requirement that
certain adults receive approval of the compassionate use
board; repeals elements required for protection from
criminal conviction for the use or possession of medical
cannabis; clarifies quantity limits for possession during the
decriminalization period.

Medicaid Reimbursement to Public Schools

Requires a local education agency to certify each year that
Medicaid reimbursements were used only for the service
for which the reimbursement was received; prohibits a local
education agency from using Medicaid reimbursements
except: to enhance the compensation of an employee who
provided the reimbursable service; or to reimburse a
contracted provider for providing the reimbursable service;
and provides that, beginning on January 1, 2021, the State
Board of Education shall submit Medicaid reimbursement
requests on behalf of public schools for allowable
administrative costs.

Economic Development and Affordable Homes Amendments

Modifies how money from the Olene Walker Housing Loan
Fund may be used; modifies how money from the
Economic Revitalization and Investment Fund may be
used; creates the Affordable Housing Preservation Fund
and describes the allowable uses of money from the fund.

Incentive Program Amendments

Creates a tax credit certificate process for the well
recompletion or workover severance tax credit; creates a
tax credit certificate process for the severance tax credit for
natural gas that is converted to hydrogen fuel for use in
zero emission motor vehicles; creates a tax credit
certificate process for the research activities corporate and
individual income tax credits; creates a tax credit certificate
process for the qualifying solar project individual income
tax credit.
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HB0391
HB0394
HB0395

Rep Ivory (added 2/25)

Rep Hutchings (added 2/25)

Rep Roberts (added 2/25)

Modifications to Governmental Immunity Provisions

Waives governmental immunity for an injury claim resulting
from a sexual battery or sexual abuse of a child against a
student by a school employee unless the school was
subject to a specified policy and had taken reasonable
steps to implement and enforce the policy; waives
governmental immunity for an injury claim resulting from a
sexual battery of a student by an employee of an institution
of higher education, except in specified circumstances; and
authorizes a court to award a prevailing plaintiff the
plaintiff's reasonable attorney fees and costs in an action to
recover for a claim for which immunity is waived.

Pawnshop and Secondhand Merchandise Amendments

Amends provisions related to receiving stolen property and
duties of pawnbrokers, secondhand businesses, and coin
dealers; and makes technical and conforming changes.

State Construction Registry Amendments

Amends provisions related to receiving stolen property and
duties of pawnbrokers, secondhand businesses, and coin
dealers; and makes technical and conforming changes.

HB0398

Rep Daw (added 2/25)

Substance Use and Health Care Amendments

Modifies provisions requiring a county jail and the
Department of Corrections to report certain information to
the Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice regarding
an inmate's death; provides a refundable tax credit for
certain practitioners who provide substance use disorder
treatment in a secure facility; modifies provisions relating to
licensing of a practitioner who dispenses certain opiate
agonists; creates a telehealth substance use treatment pilot
program to be conducted in a county jail; requires the
Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice to convene a
committee to study certain health care and other services
provided to inmates in a correctional facility.

HB0401

Rep Ray (added 2/25)

Eminent Domain Amendments

Prohibits the use of eminent domain for economic
development and parks.

Juvenile Justice Reform Amendments

Creates the Juvenile Justice Reinvestment Restricted
Account; describes the purposes and sources of the
restricted account; grants rulemaking authority to the
Division of Juvenile Justice Services; extends the
presumptive length of jurisdiction by the court over a minor
for nonrepayment of restitution.

Limited Driver License Amendments

Amends the definition of a "probation provider"; allows a
person with a suspended driver license due to a first
offense of driving under the influence to elect to become an
interlock restricted driver under certain circumstances.

Investigation Protocols for Peace Officer Use of Force

Modifies and enacts definitions applicable to a provision
relating to investigations of officer-involved critical
incidents.

Community Renewable Energy Act

Enacts the Community Renewable Energy Act; defines
terms and program requirements under the act; outlines the
role and rulemaking authority of the Utah Public Service
Commission in approving a community renewable energy
program under the act; establishes and clarifies options for
customer participation and nonparticipation in programs
under the act; establishes procedures concerning rates,
customer billing, and renewable energy resource
acquisition under the act.

HB0404

HB0405
HB0406

HB0411

Rep Snow (added 2/25)

Rep Thurston (added 2/25)

Rep Roberts (added 2/25)

Rep Handy (added 2/26)
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HB0414

HB0415

HB0417

HB0422

H.C.R. 2
H.C.R. 5

HCR007

HCR002

Restitution Reporting

Requires county jails to report specified data regarding
certain fees collected from inmates to the Commission on
Criminal and Juvenile Justice; creates a task force for the
purpose of reviewing the collected data and making
findings and recommendations based on that data; requires
the Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice to
compile the data collected and submit it to the Jail
Incarceration and Transportation Costs Study Council;
directs the membership and purpose of the Jail
Incarceration and Transportation Costs Study Council; and
provides a repeal date for provisions relating to the Jail
Incarceration and Transportation Costs Study Council.

Local Law Enforcement Structure and Governance Amendments

Prohibits a municipality from establishing a board or
committee with certain powers over a police chief or county
sheriff; establishes limitations on a municipality's or
county's power to establish a board or committee that
relates to the provision of law enforcement services.

Controlled Substance Database Access Amendments

Authorizes the Division of Occupational and Professional
Licensing to provide information to a managed care
organization under certain circumstances; creates an
exception to certain restrictions on access to the controlled
substances database.

Marriage Code Revisions

Addresses incestuous marriages; clarifies when marriages
are prohibited and void; replaces certain references to
gender specific terms with gender neutral terms;
establishes who may solemnize a marriage; addresses the
content of a marriage license; provides for an affidavit
before the clerk.

Rep Arent

Concurrent Resolution Supporting Rural Development of Wind, Solar,
Hydrogen, Hydroelectric, and Geothermal Energy

This resolution supports the development of wind, solar,
hydrogen, hydroelectric, and geothermal energy in rural areas of
the state as a complement to Utah's diversified energy system and
supports the export of Utah-produced wind, solar, hydrogen,
hydroelectric, and geothermal energy to other states.

Rep Ward

This resolution urges the federal government to pursue policies
that allow for easier reduction of excess forest fuel loads and
Concurrent Resolution Urging Policies that Reduce Damage From Wildfires minimize further climate warming.

Rep Pitcher (added 2/26)

Rep Ray (added 2/25)

Rep Hall (added 2/26)

Rep Handy (added 2/26)

Rep Spendlove

Rep Handy

Support

Lincoln

Support

Lincoln

Concurrent Resolution Recognizing the Economic Importance of Outdoor
Recreation for Utah

Highlights the natural assets and benefits derived from the natural
assets in Utah; recognizes the economic importance of Utah's
natural assets to Utah's people; and expresses the intention to
continue the legacy of supporting and growing the broad
economic value of Utah's natural assets to benefit the people of
Utah.

Support

Lincoln

Concurrent Resolution Supporting Rural Development of Wind, Solar,
Hydrogen, Hydroelectric, and Geothermal Energy
Bill Requests

Acknowledges the important role of rural communities in the
development of energy resources; recognizes the economic and
supply benefits that wind, solar, hydrogen, hydroelectric, and
geothermal energy development provide; recognizes the energy
market opportunities available to those states that develop wind,
solar, hydrogen, hydroelectric, and geothermal energy; supports
the development of wind, solar, hydrogen, hydroelectric, and
geothermal energy in rural areas of the state as a complement to
Utah's diversified energy system; and supports the export of
Utah-produced wind, solar, hydrogen, hydroelectric, and
geothermal energy to other states.

Support

Lincoln
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H.J.R. 1

HJR023

SB0013

SB0017

SB0026
SB0027

SB0032

Rep Stratton

Rep Snider (added 2/25)

Sen Bramble

Sen Okerlund

Sen Henderson
Sen Henderson

Sen Weiler

Proposal to Amend Utah Constitution -- Municipal Water Resources

This resolution proposes to amend the Utah Constitution to:
revise a provision relating to municipal water rights and sources
of water supply; eliminate references to municipal waterworks;
and specify the circumstances under which a municipality may
commit water resources or supply water outside its boundary or
exchange water resources.

Joint Resolution Withdrawing Approval for Class V Landfill

Refers to 2016 General Session H.J.R. 20 which provided
provisional legislative approval for the construction and
operation of a Class V commercial nonhazardous solid waste
landfill; and withdraws the Legislature's provisional approval,
granted in 2016 General Session H.J.R. 20, to Promontory Point
Resources, LLC, to construct and operate a Class V commercial
nonhazardous solid waste landfill.

Neutral

Lincoln

Income Tax Domicile Amendments

Requires certain owners of residential property in the state to file
a written declaration with the county assessor under penalty of
perjury certifying certain property tax information on a form
prescribed by the Tax Commission; amends the definition of
resident individual for income tax purposes; amends voting
provisions that create a rebuttable presumption that an individual
is considered to have domicile in this state for income tax
purposes; amends the requirements for determining whether an
individual is considered to have domicile in the state for income
tax purposes; grants the Tax Commission rulemaking authority to
define by rule what constitutes spending a day in the state for
determining domicile; specifies when a spouse is not considered
to have domicile in the state when the other spouse has domicile
for income tax purposes.

Neutral

Lincoln

Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Amendments

Modifies provisions regarding the extraterritorial jurisdiction of a
municipality to enact protections for the municipality's water
works and water sources; provides a process by which a
municipality may adopt an ordinance or regulation under the
municipality's extraterritorial jurisdiction.

TBD

Lincoln

Governmental Nonprofit Corporation Act Amendments

Amends definitions used to identify a governmental nonprofit
corporation; requires the state auditor to: develop a training or
other informational resource regarding best practices for financial
controls and board governance; and distribute the training or
other informational resource to certain state and local entities and
governmental nonprofit corporations.

Support

Lincoln

Governmental Nonprofit Corporation Meetings Amendments

Allows a governmental nonprofit corporation to close a meeting
to discuss a trade secret in certain circumstances.

Neutral

Lincoln

Indigent Defense Act Amendments

Recodifies the Indigent Defense Act, including: defining terms;
addressing right to counsel; determining indigency; ordering
indigent defense services; establishing standards for indigent
defense systems; addressing compensation and reimbursement
for indigent defense services; addressing the Utah Indigent
Defense Commission; addressing the Indigent Defense Funds
Board and duties of the board; providing for defense of indigent
inmates, including providing for the Indigent Inmate Trust Fund;
addressing the Indigent Aggravated Murder Defense Trust Fund
and the roles of counties and the state; updating cross references;
and repealing language outdated because of changes made in the
bill

TBD

Lincoln
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SB0033

S.B. 34

S.B. 38

S.B. 39

S.B. 42

S.B. 43
S.B. 44

S.B. 46
S.B. 49

Sen Harper

Sen Anderegg

Sen Fillmore

Sen Fillmore

Sen McCay

Sen Mayne
Sen Fillmore

Sen Sandall

Sen Davis

Political Procedures Amendments

Modifies and standardizes notice requirements relating to
incorporation or dissolution of a municipality, annexation and
other municipal boundary changes, and elections; modifies and
clarifies deadlines in the Election Code; modifies procedures, and
clarifies length limitations, for arguments for or against a ballot
proposition; requires at least two poll workers to perform certain
tasks relating to the handling and delivery of ballots; clarifies
residency requirements for a local school board candidate;
removes the intent language from the Election Code

Support

Bryan

Affordable Housing Modifications

Modifies the requirements of certain municipalities and counties
related to the moderate income housing plan element of their
general plan; modifies the reporting requirements of certain
municipalities related to the municipalities' moderate income
housing plan element of their general plan; modifies provisions
related to the use of Transportation Investment Fund money;
modifies provisions related to the Olene Walker Housing Loan
Fund Board.

Support 2/14

Lincoln

Mental Health Amendments

Requires that a mental health professional provide a patient the
opportunity to waive the patient's privacy rights; requires a
designated examiner to consider a proposed patient's mental
health history when evaluating the proposed patient for civil
commitment; allows a designated examiner to request a court
order to obtain a proposed patient's mental health history;
requires a designated examiner to disclose to an unrepresented
proposed patient the fact that the designated examiner may, by
court order, obtain the proposed patient's mental health history;
limits the circumstances under which a court may terminate a
civil commitment.

Neutral

Elizabeth

Assisted Outpatient Treatment for Mental Illness

Defines "assisted outpatient treatment"; describes the services
provided to an individual receiving assisted outpatient treatment;
describes the process whereby an individual is court ordered to
receive assisted outpatient treatment; requires a designated
examiner to consider assisted outpatient treatment when
evaluating a proposed patient for civil commitment.

TBD

Elizabeth

Tangible Personal Property Amendments

Provides for the exemption of certain tangible personal property
from property tax if the tangible personal property is eligible for
sales and use taxation; repeals existing provisions relating to the
exemption of certain tangible personal property from property
tax.

Oppose

Lincoln

Criminal Provisions Modifications

Modifies criminal offenses and penalties relating to: clandestine
drug labs; drug distribution resulting in death; electronic
communications harassment; and return of a marriage license to a
county clerk; repeals the offense of fornication; repeals
provisions allowing the Department of Public Safety to enforce
the Clandestine Drug Lab Act.

No Position

Bryan

Street-legal Atv Amendments

Addresses circumstances under which certain all-terrain vehicles
may operate as a street-legal all-terrain vehicle on a highway.

TBD

Lincoln

Tire Recycling Amendments

States the director of the Division of Waste Management and
Radiation Control may authorize 100% reimbursement of a waste
tire transporter's or recycler's cost if the county applying for
reimbursement is a county of the third, fourth, fifth, or sixth
class, or the municipality applying for reimbursement is in a
county of the third, fourth, fifth, or sixth class.

Support

Lincoln

Homeless Shelter Funding Amendments

Clarifies how the State Tax Commission calculates a county's or
municipality's contribution into the Homeless Shelter Cities
Mitigation Restricted Account.

Neutral

Bryan
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S.B. 50

S.B. 56
S.B. 60

Sen Vickers

Sen Henderson
Sen Fillmore

Local Government Office Amendments

Prohibits an individual from serving as a member of the
governing body of a municipality at the same time the individual
serves as a member of a county commission.

Support

Lincoln

Community Reinvestment Agency Report

Requires each county to create a publicly accessible database to
track certain information about each community reinvestment
agency located within the county; requires each community
reinvestment agency to annually upload required information to
the database of the county in which the agency operates; allows a
county to contract with a third party to create and administer the
database.

Support

Lincoln

Automatic Local District Withdrawal Amendments

Provides for the automatic withdrawal of an area from a local
district in the case of certain annexations.

No Position

Lincoln

Support

Bryan

S.B. 61

Sen Iwamoto

Poll Hours for Early Voting

S.B. 62

Sen Iwamoto

Campaign Finance Revisions

Removes the poll hour closing requirement on the last day of
early voting.
Requires a disqualified municipal, county, or local school board
candidate to file a campaign finance statement after
disqualification; clarifies which campaign finance and disclosure
requirements relate to candidates and which relate to
officeholders; modifies certain reporting dates for interim
campaign finance reports; permits the lieutenant governor to
waive a fine under certain circumstances; and modifies campaign
finance reporting requirements for county political parties,
political action committees, political issues committees, and
corporations.

Support

Bryan

Utah Noxious Weed Act Amendments

Under certain conditions, permits a county executive's designee
to serve on a county weed control board.

Support

Lincoln

Food Truck License Amendments

Prohibits a political subdivision from requiring a food truck
operator to obtain a business license if the food truck operator has
a license from another political subdivision; requires a food truck
operator to obtain a business license, health department permit,
and fire safety certification in the political subdivision in which
the food truck conducts the majority of the food truck's
operations; sets a criminal penalty for violating a license, permit,
and certification requirement; repeals provisions related to
reciprocal licensing and related reciprocal fees; repeals
provisions related to reciprocal health department permits and
related reciprocal fees.

Support

Lincoln

S.B. 65

S.B. 71

Sen Iwamoto

Sen Henderson
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SB0072
SB0077
SB0090
SB0093

SB0096

SB0097

SB0098

Sen Harper
Sen Bramble
Sen Weiler

Sen Sandall

Sen Christensen

Sen Anderegg

Sen Harper

Transportation Governance and Funding Revisions

Amends provisions related to transportation reinvestment zones;
amends provisions related to public transit district governance
structure and responsibilities; renames the local advisory board of
a large public transit district as a "local advisory council"; repeals
a provision related to the name of a large public transit district;
requires two or more entities providing public transit services in
adjacent or overlapping areas to integrate and coordinate services
and fees with oversight by the Department of Transportation;
allows a public transit district to exclude applicants for certain
positions of employment based on results of a background check;
amends definitions related to motor vehicles; amends provisions
related to motor vehicle registration; amends allowable uses of
certain local option sales and use tax revenue; makes technical
changes regarding local option sales and use taxes; amends
provisions related to the governance structure and duties of
certain positions within the Department of Transportation;
amends certain provisions related to transportation funding
procedures; exempts the Transportation Commission from certain
restrictions on setting rates for certain programs administered by
the Department of Transportation; creates a road usage charge
program, requires the Department of Transportation to administer
the program, and grants rulemaking authority; amends provisions
related to the State Infrastructure Bank; amends certain
provisions pertaining to anonymized location data of certain
connected vehicles

Support with
Amendments

Lincoln

Tax Increment Amendments

Clarifies the manner in which an agency may receive a taxing
entity's tax revenue that results from a tax increase.

Support

Lincoln

Political Signs Amendments

Prohibits local governments from prohibiting or removing
political signs from residential parking strips.

Oppose

Lincoln

Agricultural Nuisance Amendments

Enacts the Agricultural Operations Nuisances Act, including:
defining terms; addressing nuisance actions; and providing for
the relationship with other statutes.

Neutral 2/14

Lincoln

Medicaid Expansion Adjustments

Makes changes to eligibility for and administration of the state
Medicaid program; directs the Department of Health to continue
to seek approval from the federal government to implement the
Medicaid waiver expansion; directs the department to submit a
request to the federal government to provide Medicaid benefits to
enrollees who are newly eligible under the Medicaid waiver
expansion in a manner that: incorporates a per capita cap on
federal reimbursement; limits presumptive eligibility; imposes a
lock-out period for individuals who violate certain program
requirements; and gives enrollees continuous eligibility for a
period of 12 months; directs the department to submit a request to
the federal government to allow Medicaid funds to be used for
housing supports for certain enrollees; amends provisions related
to the Medicaid Expansion Fund; amends provisions related to
the state sales tax.

Watch

Lincoln

Medicaid Program Revisions

Repeals: authorization for Medicaid expansion under the
Affordable Care Act; certain sales tax increases; and the
Medicaid Expansion Hospital Assessment Act; amends the
Inpatient Hospital Assessment Act.

Oppose

Elizabeth

Community Reinvestment Agency Amendments

Prohibits a taxing entity that is not the community that created an
agency from charging the agency certain administrative fees;
limits an agency's reporting requirements to only the reports
required by law; if a community reinvestment project area plan
provides solely for non-residential project area development,
removes the requirement for an agency to provide a housing
allocation.

TBD

Lincoln
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SB0099

SB0103

SB0104
S.B. 107

S.B. 108

SB0109

SB0117

SB0118
SB0123

Sen Harper

Sen Thatcher

Sen Buxton

Sen Fillmore

Sen Harper

Sen Weiler

Sen McCay

Sen McCay

Sen McCay

Sales Tax Amendments

Lowers the rate of the state sales and use tax on items other than:
food; food ingredients; and residential fuel.

Neutral

Lincoln

Victim Targeting Penalty Enhancements

Provides for an enhanced penalty for a criminal offense if the
offender acted against an individual because of the offender's
perception of the individual's ancestry, disability, ethnicity,
gender, gender identity, national origin, race, religion, or sexual
orientation; provides the same enhancement provisions if the
criminal offense damages property and the offender acted against
the property because of the offender's perception of the property
owner's ancestry, disability, ethnicity, gender, gender identity,
national origin, race, religion, or sexual orientation; and provides
that this bill does not affect an individual's constitutional right of
free speech or any other constitutional rights.

Support

Lincoln

Removal or Disruption of Survey Monuments

Allows a county to require a permit to disturb certain established
survey monuments; requires a person to notify the county
surveyor and obtain any required permit before disturbing certain
established monuments; imposes requirements for drawings or
plans for construction work occurring within a certain distance of
certain established survey monuments; allows a county to
establish certain civil penalties.

Support

Lincoln

Nuisance Ordinances for Municipalities

Imposes limitations on enforcement of nuisance ordinances
involving a person's use of the person's primary residence;
provides certain exceptions.

Oppose

Lincoln

Modification to Government Records

Modifies the right to inspect and copy records; modifies a
provision that states that a governmental entity is not required to
fill a records request if the records are already publicly available;
prohibits a records request from being submitted to multiple
governmental entities.

Asset Forfeiture Amendments

adds a definition; addresses grounds for seizing property;
addresses custody and control of property, including removing a
retention requirement for interviews of a minor; requires a court
to make certain findings before the court can order property be
returned to a person claiming property; addresses jurisdiction in
state court; addresses voiding a forfeiture; addresses civil
forfeiture; provides for release of property held for forfeiture on
certain grounds; changes interest requirements; modifies transfer
and sharing procedures; modifies grant provisions under the State
Asset Forfeiture Grant Program; addresses forfeiture reporting
requirements.

TBD

Tax Amendments

Modifies the calculation of a county's or municipality's annual
contribution to the Homeless Shelter Cities Mitigation Restricted
Account by: removing the cap on a county's or municipality's
contribution amount; changing the percentage used to determine
the amount of the contribution; and requiring the State Tax
Commission to subtract the contribution from the county's or
municipality's distribution of local option sales and use tax
revenue that is based on the location of the transaction, rather
than the distribution that is based on population.

Oppose

Law Enforcement Service Agreement

Requires that an interlocal agreement between a county and one
or more municipalities to provide law enforcement service
requires or appoints a certain individual to provide or direct law
enforcement service, depending on the county classification.

TBD

Election Process Amendments

Modifies the deadline for a political party's central committee to
certify a replacement name for a ballot when a candidate vacancy
occurs..

Support
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SB0124
SB0125

SB0129

Sen Mayne

Sen Weiler

Sen Harper

Local Government Administration Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the entry of the election of a metro
township mayor in council meeting minutes; amends a
requirement that certain county officials fill certain metro
township offices or positions to be discretionary and subject to an
agreement between the county and the metro township; repeals a
provision regarding the initial membership of a municipal
services district board of trustees; removes the county executive
as the executive of a municipal services district.

Support

Vehicle Registration Records Amendments

Prohibits the Motor Vehicle Division from disclosing a protected
record to an owner, lessee, or operator of a private parking lot or
structure.

Watch

Public Safety and Firefighter Tier II Retirement Enhancements

Increases the percentage of compensation that a participating
employer shall pay to the office on behalf of a member for the
defined benefit portion of the New Public Safety and Firefighter
Tier II Contributory Retirement System; increases the amount of
the nonelective contribution made by a participating employer on
behalf of each public safety service employee or fighter service
employee who is a member of the New Public Safety and
Firefighter Tier II Contributory Retirement System; increases the
multiplier percentage for the calculation of the retirement
allowance of a participant in the New Public Safety and
Firefighter Tier II hybrid retirement system for certain years;
provides that a portion of the revenues collected from the tax on
the admitted insurers and a portion of the net profits earned from
the sale of liquor in the Liquor Control Fund shall annually be
paid to the Utah State Retirement Office to fund certain benefit
enhancements in the New Public Safety and Firefighter Tier II
Retirement System.

Position of Support
with full state
funding 2/14

Support

SB0135

Sen Stevenson

Prosecution Council Amendments

Adds two city prosecutors to the council; provides for an
approval procedure for certain members; allows for the
appointment of resource prosecutors and sets qualifications.

SB0141

Sen McCay

Election Precincts Amendments

Limits the variation of active voters per precinct.

Bill Dropped

Legal Notice Revisions

Defines average advertisement rate; permits a person to satisfy a
part of legal notice publication requirements, in certain
circumstances, by serving legal notice directly on all parties to
whom legal notice is required; amends restrictions on newspapers
in relation to legal notices.

Watch

Sales Tax Exemption Modifications

Defines electric energy storage asset; creates a sales and use tax
exemption for an electric energy storage asset used for
residential, commercial, or industrial purposes.

Initiative Procedure Amendments

Requires an application for a statewide initiative petition to
contain information relating to funding sources for the proposed
law; modifies public hearing requirements relating to a statewide
initiative; modifies ballot requirements and ballot title challenge
provisions.

Community Impact Fund Board Amendments

Modifies the membership of the Permanent Community Impact
Fund Board; modifies the selection of the chair of the Permanent
Community Impact Fund Board; directs a portion of the receipts
of the Permanent Community Impact Fund to be directed to the
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition.

SB0145
SB0146

SB0151

SB0152

Sen McCay

Sen Kitchen

Sen Henderson

Sen Winterton (added 2/11)

Lincoln

TBD
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SB0154

SB0155

Sen Harper (added 2/11)

Sen Mayne (added 2/12)

Utah Communications Authority Amendments

Clarifies purposes of the Utah Communications Authority and the
authority's Radio Network Division. Modifies provisions in the
determination of asset distribution in the event of the Utah
Communications Authority's dissolution; prohibits any public
entity from causing or allowing a 911 or emergency call box
communication to be redirected to anywhere other than the 911
emergency service network. Clarifies audit reporting
requirements for counties not serviced by a single, physically
consolidated public safety answering point to the Utah
Communications Authority.

Animal Shelter Transparency Amendments

Amends definitions; and requires an animal shelter to: publish
certain information regarding the animals in the shelter's custody,
including the disposition of the animals; and maintain the
published information for a period of years.

S.B. 160

Sen McCay (added 2/13)

Body Camera Disclosure Amendments

Removes the provision allowing an officer to deactivate a bodyworn camera when consulting with a supervisor or another
officer.

S.B. 162

Sen Iwamoto (added 2/13)

Corrections Officer Certification Amendments

Allows 19 year olds to be certified as correctional officers and
work in a jail facility.

Support

Quorum Requirements

Amends the definition of a quorum for purposes of the Open and
Public Meetings Act.

Watch

Public Safety and Firefighter Planned Retirement Program

Enacts a planned retirement program for certain public safety and
firefighter employees; allows a participating employer to
participate in a planned retirement program for certain public
safety and firefighter retirees who have not completed the oneyear employment separation requirement; requires a participating
employer that offers a planned retirement program to establish
written policies and enter into a written agreement with the
retiree; provides for retiree eligibility for a planned retirement
program and establishes restrictions; provides for participating
employer and retiree reporting; provides penalties; allows the
Legislature to make changes to the program; allows the Utah
State Retirement Board to make related rules; requires the
program to be in compliance with requirements for federally
qualified plans and provides for severability of provisions;
provides for a sunset of the planned retirement program
provisions.

Sales and Use Tax Revisions

Provides the circumstances under which a marketplace facilitator
or a marketplace seller is subject to the payment or collection and
remittance requirements of the sales and use tax act.

S.B. 165

SB0167
SB0168

Sen Anderegg (added 2/13)

Sen Mayne (added 2/13)

Sen Bramble (added 2/13)

SB0172

Sen Millner (added 2/20)

Economic Development Amendments

Moves the STEM Action Center from the Governor's Office of
Economic Development to the State Board of Education; moves
the Office of Energy Development to the Governor's Office of
Economic Development; moves provisions related to the
Community Impact Board from the Department of Workforce
Services to the Governor's Office of Economic Development;
moves provisions related to private activity bonds from the
Department of Workforce Services to the Governor's Office of
Economic Development; moves the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic
Commission from the Governor's Office of Economic
Development to the Division of Occupational and Professional
Licensing.

SB0174

Sen Anderegg (added 2/20)

Municipal Business Licensure Amendments

Prohibits local government taxation of a business that a minor
operates only occasionally.
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SB0179

Sen Fillmore (added 2/20)

Truth in Taxation Amendments

Requires a taxing entity to discuss a proposed tax rate increase at
a public meeting held only for the purpose of discussing and
taking action on a tax rate increase; prohibits restriction on the
number of individuals who offer public comment; and prohibits a
taxing entity from holding a public hearing to discuss a proposed
tax rate increase on the same date as another public meeting of
the taxing entity.

SB0181

Sen Hinkins (added 2/20)

Pari-mutuel Horse Racing

SB0184

Sen Thatcher (added 2/20)

Nuisance and Code Enforcement Amendments

Defines terms; creates restricted accounts; allows for pari-mutuel
horse racing and wagering in a county in which voters allow,
through an election, for pari-mutuel events within the county;
creates the Pari-mutuel Horse Racing Commission
("commission"); provides for the commission's membership,
authority, and duties; requires the state auditor to audit the
commission's accounting; provides for licensing and permits for
pari-mutuel events, including fines and penalties for violations;
requires a permittee to post a bond or other financial assurance;
provides for simulcasting and advance deposit pari-mutuel
wagering; provides for takeouts of certain percentages from the
winning wagers for certain purposes; prohibits bribery, touting,
and wagering involving minors; requires the identification of
horses; and prohibits certain treatment of animals in relation to
pari-mutuel events.
Defines terms; modifies the process by which a municipality may
designate, inspect, and abate nuisances and code violations;
creates a process by which a county may designate, inspect, and
abate nuisances and code violations; provides requirements for
municipal and county inspectors regarding nuisance and code
violation complaints and citations; prohibits the collection of
penalties incurred before a certain date unless the nuisance or
code violation inspection and citation complies with certain
requirements; provides for the appeal of a nuisance or code
violation citation.

Booking Photographs Amendments

Requires a publication or website to remove and destroy a
booking photograph when the individual in the booking
photograph requests removal and destruction within certain time
periods; prohibits a booking photograph publication or website
from: conditioning removal and destruction of a booking
photograph on the payment of a fee depending on the disposition
of the related criminal charge; or conditioning removal and
destruction of a booking photograph on the payment of a fee
above a certain amount in certain circumstances; and for a
booking photograph publication or website that does not comply
with a requirement to remove and destroy a booking photograph:
allows a county to impose a civil penalty; and provides for
liability for certain legal costs.

County Planning and Services Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the membership on a county
mountainous planning commission; allows a county to fund fire,
paramedic, and police services within a municipality that is
located within an area that the county has designated as a
recreation area; extends sunset dates for the mountainous
planning commission.

Temporary Land Use Regulation Amendments

Adds a certain water study to the circumstances that allow a
county legislative body to enact a temporary land use regulation
that prohibits certain development; allows the county legislative
body to extend the temporary land use regulation on the body's
own motion.

SB0185

SB0187

SB0189

Sen Thatcher (added 2/20)

Sen Sandall (added 2/20)

Sen Okerlund (added 2/20)
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SB0190
SB0192

SB0200

Sen Bramble (added 2/20)

Sen Winterton (added 2/20)

Sen Sandall (added 2/25)

Rental Car Amendments

Defines terms; establishes requirements for a vehicle rental
transaction; establishes operational requirements for a private
vehicle rental program provider (program provider), including
requirements: for motor vehicles for which the program provider
may facilitate rentals; regarding equipment installation,
operation, and maintenance; regarding the keeping of records;
and regarding disclosures; provides insurance requirements for a
private vehicle rental program provider; prohibits an insurer from
cancelling or failing to renew a policy solely based on
participation in a private vehicle rental, except under certain
circumstances.

Lieutenant Governor Attorney Amendments

Requires the lieutenant governor to employ an attorney
responsible for Native American tribal issues; requires the
attorney to serve as a resource to the state and each county.

Rural Economic Development Modifications

Modifies enterprise zone provisions overseen by the Governor's
Office of Economic Development (GOED); modifies provisions
related to economic development tax increment financing;
repeals provisions related to certain GOED administered
economic development programs; defines terms, including "rural
county"; creates the Rural County Economic Development Grant
Program (grant program); describes the requirements and
purposes of the grant program; describes the requirements for a
rural county to apply for a grant under the grant program;
describes the requirements of GOED in administering the grant
program.

SB0207

Sen Hillyard (2/25)

Judiciary Amendments

SB0209

Sen Anderegg (2/25)

Scenic Byway Modifications

Addresses notification regarding termination of supervised
probation; addresses which court has jurisdiction regarding an
alleged violation of conditions of probation; addresses
extradition; deletes a provision limiting the number of successive
terms an associate chief justice may serve; omits outdated
language regarding evaluation of justice court judges; modifies
training of a justice court judge; corrects citations relating to
whether a violation of a protective order is a criminal or civil
violation.
Amends provisions related to the designation of state scenic
byways, National Scenic Byways, and All-American Roads;
amends provisions related to the nomination of members to the
Utah State Scenic Byway Committee (committee); removes the
requirement of bipartisan representation on the committee;
amends the duties of the committee, including nomination or
recommendation of a highway to the Legislature for designation
as a state scenic byway, National Scenic Byway, or All-American
Road; amends provisions related to segmentation of a nonscenic
area of scenic byway.

Sen Fillmore (added 2/26)

Property Tax Relief Modifications

Provides that property tax collections of certain water
conservancy districts may not exceed a certain amount with
exceptions; provides that if a water conservancy district
determines that emergency circumstances exist, a water
conservancy district may levy a property tax that exceeds the
property tax collection restriction in certain circumstances;
prohibits certain water conservancy districts from issuing bonds
secured by certain property tax revenue.

Sen Fillmore

Concurrent Resolution on the Payment for Treatment in an Institution for
Mental Illness

This concurrent resolution urges Congress to extend Medicaid
coverage beyond 15 days for services provided in certain settings
to adults with serious mental illness.

SB0214

S.C.R. 1

Support

Elizabeth
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SCR010

S.J.R. 3

SJR001

Sen Cullimore (added 2/25)

Sen McCay

Sen Iwamoto

Concurrent Resolution Urging Solutions for the Central Wasatch
Mountains

Recognizes the tremendous value of the Central Wasatch
Mountains; acknowledges the work of the Central Wasatch
Commission to develop solutions that address significant
transportation and land management issues; urges the President
of the United States, Congress, and Utah's congressional
delegation to propose and secure passage of legislation that
implements the Central Wasatch Commission's
recommendations; and reflects the desires of local and state
governments to work with all parties to further solutions to
longstanding issues and desires of the parties of the Mountain
Accord.

Proposal to Amend Utah Constitution - Tangible Personal Property Tax
Exemption

This resolution proposes to amend the Utah Constitution to:
repeal a property tax exemption for tangible personal property
that generates an inconsequential amount of revenue; and
authorize the establishment of a property tax exemption for
tangible personal property that is subject to sales and use tax.

Oppose

Lincoln

Joint Resolution Supporting the Study of Water Banking in Utah

Encourages the study of possible options to create and develop
water banks to further the 2017 State Recommended Water
Strategy and the preparation of recommendations for the
Legislature to consider for the 2020 General Session.

Support

Lincoln
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